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Weighing It Up

I think my .22 Webley Raider might see
a bit more use after writing this article.

Jim Tyler compares
the advantages of
.22 against .177
p74

AN OVERDUE

OVERVIEW
Jim turns his attention to a major factor he’s largely ignored - the .22 calibre

B

efore the start of the 1980s,
nearly every airgun sold in the
UK was a springer, and the
muzzle energy of a spring airgun
in .22 was invariably significantly
higher than that of the same
airgun in .177. Few people owned
chronoscopes or even ballistic
pendulums or sledges to measure
‘power’ accurately, but the extra
impact from a .22 pellet, even if
only judged by the size of the hole
it left in a tin can, or how far it sent
it flying through the air, was quite
enough to convince most that .22
was THE hunting calibre. A survey
of magazine readers I ran back in
1984 suggested that no less than
95% of readers preferred the
larger calibre.
Of the airgun manufacturers, I
only remember Webley & Scott as
publishing anything about the
performance of their airguns, and
the figures they published for the
Hawk Mk.3 break-barrel, and
Osprey sidelever, were 550fps in
.22, 650 fps in .177 which, with
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the ubiquitous Eley Wasp pellet,
equated to 9.74 ft. lb. for the .22,
and 6.75 ft. lb. for the .177, which
was the same as many
contemporary springers. A few
imported springers exceeded
those figures, though in most
cases due to dieseling, until the
Feinwerkbau 124 Sport, followed
by the Original 45 and Weihrauch
HW80, appeared on the scene,
along with the Webley Vulcan, all

fully capable of nearing our legal
limit in either calibre, without
reliance upon dieseling, out of the
box. Still, the .22 continued to
outsell the .177 by a wide margin.
At the start of the 1980s, not
only were .177 airguns available
with the same muzzle energy as
the .22 version, but also the sport
of field target (FT) was born. I
could well be wrong about this,
but I think that FT was the first

“ Xxx xxxx xxx xxxxx xxx xxx xxx
xx xxxxx xxx xxx xxxx xxx xxx x ”
For close-range pest control in either calibre,
the RWS Hobby takes some beating.

airgun target discipline in the UK
in which the ranges to the targets
were not known, and had to be
judged by eye, which favoured the
flatter trajectory of the .177,
because it greatly increased the
chances of one of the more distant
targets falling over if range
estimation was a few yards out.
The sport mushroomed in the
early 1980s, going from no clubs
at the start, to in the region of 100
by late 1985, and there is little
doubt that the rise of FT caused a
rise in sales of .177 airguns,
though FT shooters still
represented a tiny minority of
airgun enthusiasts, and sales of
.22 still outnumbered those of
.177.
The airgun press probably
played a greater role in the rise of
the .177 than FT, as writers
tested, and recounted hunting
trips with the smaller calibre, and
in conjunction with .177 airguns
that matched the .22 in muzzle
energy, and the rise of FT, set the
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Projectile
Paths

A low scope mount is ideal for
my .22 garden gun, giving a 0.2”
PBR from 9.9 yards to 25 yards.

Jim tells us how to
make the most of
pellet trajectory
p78

AHEAD OF THE
Jim studies the relationship between the sight line and
pellet trajectory - and how to best exploit it

T

he instant a pellet leaves the
muzzle, it starts to fall under
the force of gravity, and it
accelerates toward the ground at
roughly 32 feet per second

squared, which is rather
inconvenient for us, because it
means that we cannot simply aim
a barrel at a distant target, but
instead have to aim the barrel

This HFT target was shot
at 24 yards, the apogee
for most competitors, so
a few missed high.
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PHIL HARDMAN
It’s not always about quantity! p87
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above the target, and the further
the target, the higher above it we
have to aim.
With the muzzle elevated, the
energy of the pellet initially
counteracts the attraction of
gravity, so that the pellet rises until
it reaches a peak (the apogee),
and then gravity forces it to fall
toward the ground. The distance
that the pellet falls in flight is
purely a function of how long it
takes to reach the target, and
pellet drop in inches works out as
the time of flight in seconds
squared, multiplied by 192.
Unlike the curved path taken by
the pellet, the sight line is straight,
because we view light that has
reflected from the surface of the
target, and for our purposes light
travels in a straight line. We view
the light from a position above the
bore of the barrel, which means

that the pellet in flight rises and
crosses the sight line, then
continues to rise above it to the
apogee, then falls back down
through the sight line and toward
the ground. The two points at
which the pellet crosses the sight
line are the zeros, the points at
which we can aim dead on and
know that the pellet point of
impact (POI) is precisely where we
want it to be.

THREE ZONES
It is not too much of a
simplification to think of the
trajectory as comprising three
separate zones. The first zone is
between the muzzle and the point
at which the pellet first crosses the
sight line; in this near zone, the
closer the pellet is to the muzzle,
the lower it is relative to the sight
line, and so to hit a target in the
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POINTS OF YOU
THE AIRGUN WORLD FORUM FOR YOUR RANTS, RAVES AND Q&As
GO COMPARE?
Have you ever done a comparison on the
different types of barrels? Hammer-forged,
smooth-twist, polygon - even differences
between major manufacturers?
SKIP
I don’t recall carrying out any such study, Skip,
but I’ll forward your suggestion to our
contributors and see who grabs it. Watch this
space. – Ed

A NEW BENCHMARK
In most of the popular air rifle magazines that I
read, and that’s a lot, all the competition

shooting featured is mostly FT or HFT and both
require the competitors to adopt the standing,
sitting, kneeling or prone positions, mostly on
uneven and very often muddy, challenging
terrain. Whilst I fully understand the need to
make it realistic, I feel that there is nothing out
there for the less mobile shooters who, due to
mobility issues, couldn’t even attempt to take
part. I know you’ve had your recent health
scare and come out the other side, which I am
very pleased to hear. For my part, for the last
ten years I have had serious issues following a
hip replacement that went wrong. This has
resulted in me fighting serious infection, 15
major surgeries on said hip, and now because

Not everyone can adopt the standard target
stances, so perhaps benches could work.

the top of the femur was non-viable I know
have half a metal femur with a hip joint on top.
I won’t bore you with many more of the details,

LETTER OF THE MONTH WIN THE JACK PYKE HUNTERS BOOTS
I’d just like to thank you for your thoughts on airgun
therapy, and to second them. I have only just got my
partner and Wren, my one-year-old daughter, back
from a four-week stay in Bristol Royal Inﬁrmary. My
daughter contracted a rare, life-threatening disease
from being bitten by a sandﬂy in Portugal back in
October, leading to her also contracting a little known
and horrible auto-immune disease, HLH, and I now
realise the massive beneﬁts of our shooting hobby.
It has been a long and stressful three months for me
and my partner. Wren started to show signs of the
disease in December, and went into hospital for a
gruelling four weeks of antibiotics, steroids, blood
tests, bone marrow extractions, and even a dose of
chemotherapy, but by a miracle and some excellent
care from NHS staff, the poor little mite has pulled
through and is now home as an outpatient, getting
better and better everyday.
I managed to get half a day out whilst all this was
going on, and decided to spend it in a ﬁeld with my
riﬂe. The funny thing was, I didn’t really shoot at
anything that day because I had no energy to commit
myself to stalking or dealing with the catch. I was
more interested in sitting, listening and watching
nature around me, breathing the air, and taking the
odd pot shot at a fence post. The riﬂe
was merely an excuse for some
Thanks to the generosity of the people at Jack
Pyke, we’re able to give away a pair of the brand
new Hunters boots every month to the reader we
consider to have sent the best letter. That’s 120
quid’s worth of excellent footwear, just for letting us
know what’s on your mind. You’ve got to like those
numbers!
So, have a think about what you want to say
and get in touch, by email or letter. Don’t write
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desperately needed time out, which it served way
beyond my expectations.
The results from my afternoon were immediately
obvious when I returned to the long days in hospital,
and sleepless nights on our friends’ sofa bed in
Bristol. Although I was still tired, it felt as if I had my
focus back and it really helped me to be strong and to
support my family through the last week of our ordeal.
I can’t tell you how much it helped getting away from
it all, and it has raised the bar for me in appreciation
for my favourite hobby. The main thing it has taught
me is that it’s a huge privilege having the right to
shoot – something that all to often goes overlooked.
I am eternally grateful for the quality time it provides
me and I wish never to forget that. For anyone with
much on their mind, I highly recommend that you get
out into fresh air and nature with a riﬂe - it might just
inspire you.
Rhys Thomas
What a fantastic letter, Rhys, and thank goodness
your baby daughter is recovering from that awful
disease. Please email me with your boot size and
we’ll send you your prize right away. Meanwhile, all
the best to you, Wren, your partner and your family,
and may your airgunning continue to be a positive
force in your life. You’re an example to us all, mate.
pages of text because we’ll have to to be purely yours. State shoe size
and address, and it’s great if you can include a photo, too. I promise
we read every communication we get.
If your letter wins, you’ll get these superb boots, which feature
full grain leather uppers, a Vibram Trek Hunter rubber sole, a
100% waterproof, breathable, Hydroguard membrane,
odour-resistant Agion antimicrobial inners and Thinsulate
liners. There’s even more to these amazing boots, as you’ll
find out when you win a pair. Good luck!

Something on your mind? Send us your letters and we’ll share your views with the readership.
Write to: Points Of You, Evolution House, 2-6 Easthampstead Road, Wokingham, Berks. RG40 2EG.
Or email terry.doe@archant.co.uk

The ‘classic’ rifles are up
for grabs, too – you just
need to look for them.

IT’S ALL ABOUT BALANCE
It was good to hear of your recovery, I hope
you are not overdoing it with the list of rifles to
test. The note from your correspondent in the
May 2016 issue about mixing up the
competition prizes is a good one, but the
problem is the variety of airguns out there
now. There are now not just springers and
PCPs, but also the choice in PCP of rifle,
carbine or bullpup, and in springers there are
break-barrels, underlevers and sidelevers,
spring or gas-ram, and then there are the Co2
models, as well. Each of these has their
following; I love my LGU, my wife loves her
but I couldn’t in a million years hope to adopt
any of the recommended shooting positions, let
alone negotiate the terrain required to shoot in
them.
I took up shooting again having to look for a
new hobby as I became less mobile. At my
club at Wedgnock at Warwick we have
25-metre bench rest competitions, but one in
particular is really fun and challenging, which I
thought you might be interested to hear about.
It’s our version of an FT shoot, and involves
shooting from a bench rest position at various
targets at ranges from 10-30 metres; spinners,
knock down and reset, and also moving
targets, and all of this against the dreaded
stopwatch. I can assure you that this type of
speed shooting is really fun and challenging
because you are shooting against other
competitors, the clock, and also testing yourself
to the limits. It really evens out the playing field
because the best shots in the club don’t always
shoot well under that sort of pressure. It’s a
great leveller.
I just wondered what your thoughts were on
such competitions, and if some sort of

Weihrauch
HW80S, and we both
enjoy the collection of
Co2 pistols. I would like a ‘classic style’ PCP,
but I just do not like the look of bullpups,
which make me think of WW2 movies (and
the Steyr Armalite I had a chance to shoot
many years ago!) more than hunting or target
shooting. Other people love PCPs, even
bullpups, and think springers are for back
gardens and tin cans.
Amongst that list there is a lot to choose from
and you cannot please everyone. I think you
have offered a good spread of prizes to
provide something for everyone. For instance,
since I started subscribing to the magazine
when I bought my Walther LGU, there have
been springers on offer; you have had a brace

competitions for shooters who are less mobile,
of whom there must be loads, could be
promoted through our great shooting press. I
would value your opinion. Many thanks and
good shooting.
ANDY SMITH
Andy – that sounds like a whole lot of fun, and
we’d certainly like to hear more about it. Can
you put together 800 to 1000 words, plus 10
good photos of around 1MB each, and email
the article to me at terry.doe@archant.co.uk
please? Let’s show the airgun world the
possibilities that are out there! - Ed

of LGUs, a LGV and a Meteor Evo as I recall,
possibly more. I think people tend to notice
their likes less than their dislikes. I seem to
remember an inordinate amount of bullpups,
but when I think back there have been a lot of
more classically-styled rifles in the competition
lately, such as the Daystate Regal and the
HW110 and other unusual rifles such as the
Hatsan Galatian and the Samyang Sumatra
Stinger, so I think it is just the case that my
dislike causes me to remember the bullpups
more, and the classics less.
So, in my opinion, I think you have the
balance right. Unfortunately, I was unlucky
with the Regal and the magazine disappeared
before I could put in my entry for the HW110,
but I will keep trying when there is something
that takes my fancy ... but not the Gladius!
in your report?
MATT
Well, Matt, the Gladius isn’t designed for target
work, but if you really want ‘something
different’, you’ll definitely get it. As for changing
the magazines from lane to lane, that wouldn’t
be a problem, provided you were fully
‘systematic’ in your actions, and you made
sure not to load the part-used mag’ on an
empty chamber. Wear wouldn’t be an issue,
I’m sure, and the quality of the Gladius I tested
Matt wants to be ‘different’ – and the
Gladius will take care of that, for sure.

GLADIUS ON TARGET?
I read your report on the Hatsan Gladius
(Airgun World May 2016). I’ve been out of
shooting for around 10 years and fancied one
of these, something a bit different to what I’ve
used before. I’m looking at target shooting and
was wondering about removing the mag
between lanes - is it a simple process on these,
and would they be prone to any wear? Not sure
of Hatsan quality. Also what scope did you use
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POINTS OF YOU
is enough to make me confident in its
long-term future. I used various scopes during
my test, including a Hawke an MTC and a
Nikko, all of which were variable magnification
models. Hope that helps and good luck with
being different! – Ed

PRICELESS PRINCIPLES
I don’t know if you will be interested in the
following principles, but I have always stuck by
these after learning them in the army. I also
don’t know if they are copyrighted or registered
by the MOD. You may have already inserted
them in a previous edition, but I think they will
be helpful to novice shooters.
Marksmanship Principles
1. The position and hold must be firm enough
to support the rifle.
2. The rifle must point naturally at the target
without undue physical effort.
3. Sight alignment (aiming) must be correct.
4. The shot must be released and followed
through without disturbing the position.
STEPHAN BATES
There’s always room to remind ourselves of the
principles of marksmanship, Stephan, and
while your list outlines only the very basics, it’s
the foundation of everything we need to
No matter what type of airgun shooter you are,
the principles of marksmanship will apply to you.

please to accommodate him! Of course, the
reverse could be said if you win a springer and
want only PCP - use it as a trade-in. It only
cost you a couple of quid to enter so you’re not
losing anything.
Just keep the competition going as is, but
make it a bit easier for my ageing eyes to find
the differences.
JOHN LANGFORD
Do we provide enough variety in our monthly
competitions, or should we mix it up more?

WIN!

A PCP AND SPRINGER DOUBLE WORTH £600!

How about this for an extra-special prize. This month,
we’re giving away not one combo, but two, and the entry price is just the same! Yes, folks, this
month’s Spot-the-Difference competition offers you the perfect pairing of the incredibly popular Gamo Coyote
Tactical, and the very latest, full-powered incarnation of the global best-seller, the BSA Meteor EVO. The Coyote is a pre-charged
pneumatic, 10-shot, bolt-action sporter, and comes complete with a dedicated scope, mounts, silencer and gun bag, and the
Meteor Evo comes zipped inside its dedicated rifle case. Read the editor’s test on the Coyote Tactical in this issue, and there’s a
test on the new Meteor Evo coming up next month. So, this month’s Spot-the-Difference could kit you out with the best of both
airgunning worlds, twinning the silent, recoilless precision of the pre-charged pneumatic, with the robust simplicity of a worldrenowned spring-piston rifle - and you can win it all for just £1.50! So, spot those six differences and get that entry form in!

SO EASY TO ENTER!

Simply spot the differences and enter by
post - like we did back in the good old days!

Spot the six differences between the photos below and circle them with a pen. Then cut out the completed form and post it to us. Entry costs
just £1.50 per go – cheques and postal orders made payable to ‘Airgun World’ – and you can enter as many times as you like by photocopying
the entry form. As a bonus; for every five postal entries you submit, you get one free – i.e six entries for just £7.50!

POST FORM

Airgun World Competition, Evolution House, 2-6
Easthampstead Road, Wokingham, Berks RG40 2EG

Your Name .......................................................................................................................................................................
Address ............................................................................................................................................................................

DREAM RIFLE
I thought l might share this with you because it
gave my wife a good old giggle. I had ordered a
new rifle and I must have been a bit more
excited than I thought. I had a dream, but
spoke it out loud - it went like this:
“I’m in a wood.” pause … “Is it a pigeon or
a puffin? John says it’s okay. Bang Bang!”
She was in stitches. I neither shoot with
anyone named John, nor do I shoot puffins.
The rifle was the new Griffin and it came that
week. Happy days. Great mag.
ROB HEMBROW
OK, Rob, I’m sure there are all sorts of deeply
interpretive explanations for this, but they’re all
eluding me at the
moment.
Thanks for
sharing, though,
mate! – Ed

program into our shooting. – Ed

FAIR EXCHANGE

Re the letter from Michael Dower, I
feel this may help him. If you enter
every month’s competition, you stand more
chance of winning. If you win a PCP and you
only shoot spring/gas-ram, then go to the gun
shop where it is to be delivered to and ask if
you can exchange ‘this £600 PCP for a £400
spring gun’. I am sure they will only be too
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in view of this it could potentially be an
interesting write-up. I would value your
guidance and any specific comments.
Keep up the sterling work.
PETER.
Peter, I’m more than happy to advise you, and
any other reader who’d like to tell us about
their favourite airguns, and they don’t have to
be classics, either. If you enjoy them, please
tell us why. All you have to do is provide 400
words and five different photos and that will be
enough for a one-page piece. If you have more
to say, then 800 words and 10 photos will
make a two-page article. Please make sure the
photos are clear, high-resolution and at least
1MB each, and we’ll do the rest, OK? I look
forward to seeing those favourite airguns. – Ed.

AT FIRST I WAS AFRAID …
Please will you pass on my thanks to Jim Tyler
for his unstinting efforts to explain the
highly-technical side of airgun shooting. As a
non-technical person – read ‘numpty’ – I used
to be absolutely petrified of the physics
involved in my sport, and because of this I
didn’t get fully involved in it. You may find this
laughable, but I was genuinely scared I’d either
mess up my guns, or they’d just wreck
themselves, due to their complex needs and
functions. I wouldn’t even entertain the idea of
owning a pre-charged pneumatic because I
believed they were far too ‘technical’ for the
likes of me.
Then I read, and re-read Jim Tyler’s articles,
and I found that all I had to fear was my own
ignorance. Now, I have two PCPs in addition to
my beloved, and properly cared for, springers,
and I’m enjoying my sport more than I ever
thought possible – thanks entirely to Jim.
Please get him to write a book and please
reserve me a signed copy!
ALAN CHATSFIELD

Rob Hembrow has his dream rifle,
but his dreams need sorting out!

READERS’ WRITES
I have been inspired to write something
following the suggestion that readers submit
articles on their favourite classic rifles. I have a
mid-‘80s HW77 Venom, converted FAC, with
all the trimmings. It seems a rare beast
because most plump for the HW80 in FAC, so

He informs, he discovers and now he calms
fears. Is there anything this man can’t do?

WHAT’S GOING ON
A MONTHLY ROUND-UP OF THE AIRGUN NEWS
SCOPE THIS OUT
John Rothery Wholesale have
commissioned a brand-new
website for their top-value range of
Richter Optik rifle scopes. The new
website can be found at wwww.
richterscopes.com and it contains
loads of useful information,
including technical details on each
scope, the history of the brand
itself and product reviews. The new
website also contains a host of new
high-quality product images and
even a Gallery page where shooters

can upload their own images
of themselves and their Richter
scope or show off their own rifle
set-up featuring a Richter scope.
Also included in the website is a
handy Dealer Locator, which will
help you to find your nearest
Richter Optics outlet. Just enter
your town or postcode – and the
website will do the rest. Visit www.
richterscopes.com for further
details and to find your nearest
retailer.

You don’t need to be rich to own a Richter Optics scope.

Short – and to the point.
SMK’s new PT bullpup.

SHORTY HERE SHORTLY
News reaches us from
Sportsmarketing about the latest
addition to the company’s Victory
range, the new P10 Shorty. In
keeping with the latest wave of
compact pre-charged pneumatics,
the P10 is a bullpup-style sporter,
and it carries multi-shot capability
within its bolt-action format.
Priced extremely competitively at
£499.95, the P10 offers a 10-shot
capacity magazine in .177 and
eight shots in .22.

The hardwood stock is
ambidextrous and the rifle comes
complete with an integrated sound
moderator. A mid-point sight
mounting rail is also included, plus
an on-board air pressure gauge,
with the 79cm long Shorty
weighing in at a handy 3.75kg.
For more information about
Remington and SMK products,
please visit SMK’s website and
Facebook page, or email website@
sportsmk.co.uk

MTC’ING IT ALL COME TOGETHER

ARMEX SPONSORS KYLE
This just in from Armex: ‘Armex
is extremely proud to be
sponsoring Kyle Hampton, a
young HFT Champion with an
impressive history behind him
and an even finer future ahead,
with the support of Walther and
sponsorship of Armex. Kyle has
won the World Championship
HFT recoiling class in 2013 and
been the runner-up in 2014 and
2015. In the UKAHFT Kyle was
the recoiling champion in 2011,
2012, 2014 and 2015 and the
runner-up in 2013. Kyle told
Armex MD, Alan Phelps, that his
ambition is to be a three-time
world champion and European

champion and Kyle’s dedication
to the sport is clear, attending
shoots every weekend nationally
at every corner of the UK, plus
promoting the sport on social
media.
Kyle informed Armex Marketing
Manager, Della Bailey, that he
needed ‘a totally reliable gun that
will perform week-in, week-out’
and that he was ‘amazed at the
quality of engineering’ when he
first shot a Walther LGV
Competition Ultra some years ago.’
Watch this space to see how Kyle
got on in the HFT Masters at the
Northern Shooting Show on the
8th of May.

Any day now the long-awaited first
batch of Viper and Mamba Pro
scopes will land at MTC Optics
headquarters in Staffordshire. For
the new MTC development team
that took over the reins from Gary
Cooper nearly two years ago, this
is the first scope in which they
have had 100% input and it
reflects the increased design
budget allocated by the new
owners - the Diana group.
For Tony Belas, who has moved
from his safe seat at Daystate to
be in charge of marketing and
development of the group, this is a
nervous moment. Tony told us,
“Many small scope companies
just take what is already out there,
do a few tweaks to give them a
unique selling point or two and
that’s it, but MTC had a reputation
of being better than that. Scopes
such as the unique MTC Viper

Connect show this, so we wanted
to stay in an area that isn’t
mainstream. The scope market is
massively overcrowded, with big
American and European
companies that have
correspondingly big marketing
budgets. So, not only did we want
to be different but we needed to
be – if we were not to sink into
obscurity!”
“The new scopes, four of them
initially, are loaded with unique
features, many of which are
patented, and ideas that are new,
or at least a re-look from a fresh
angle of established ideas. Take a
look yourself and let us know if the
MTC team is going the right way
for you.”
Send your views to: www.
mtcoptics.co.uk where the
company’s customer services
team will be glad to hear from you.

Armex main man, Alan Phelps, and the company’s Marketing Manager,
Della Bailey, with newly sponsored HFT hotshot, Kyle Hampton.

Hannah Milsom, Sales Administration
Manager for MTC Optics, in a reflective
mood, liking the new Pro series box!
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WHAT’S GOING ON
UKAHFT competitors were
spoilt for choice when it
came to prizes!

DAYSTATE AIR-SUPPORTER!
Our recent trip to Staffordshire
turned up another interesting
fact; Daystate has its own
technical guru – who is
dedicated to the role of
technical customer liason.
Simon Cockayne has been
shooting all his life, not only
airguns but fullbore rifles and is
also an accomplished shotgun
shooter, so when the call came
from Daystate for a specialist to
back up the factory customer
support team, Simon was just
the man for the job. Now, over
four years later, Simon has
amassed an unrivalled level of
dedicated Daystate product
knowledge and experience
Simon explained to Airgun
World. ‘When a shooter buys a
Daystate, they are getting the
best airgun in the world and so

expect a high level of
customer after sales service.
Daystate rifles are technical, it
comes with the territory, so
there are questions to be
answered, especially for shooters
who want the best, but are
relatively new to the game. This
is the level of help that Daystate
provides and its customers
deserve. Before my
appointment, the factory used to
turn the phone over to the build
engineers after 4pm (so they
could get on with the business of
building rifles during the day),
but it wasn’t ideal, especially for
overseas calls, so that is where I
stepped in, to provide nine-tofive - and quite often later international and UK support.”
So now you know. Thanks
Simon!

AIR ARMS-FULL OF GOODIES
Air Arms certainly came up with
the goodies to kick off this year’s
United Kingdom Association
Hunter Field Target (UKAHFT)
national series, as the famous
Sussex-based company donated
precision hardware, alongside
baseball caps, pellets and gun
bags to Round 1 which was held
at Quarry Hunters in South Wales.
There will be a further eight
rounds of the National Series, plus

the end-of-season shindig known
as ‘The Gathering’ to follow.
Competition is always fierce, fair,
but above all, fun, and the
regulars are a real band of
brothers – and sisters – in arms.
Airgun World would like to wish all
competitors the best of luck for
the coming series, and let’s give
the organisors, sponsors and
marshalls some credit, too!

If you need technical help –
Simon’s your go-to guy.

There were stacks of Air Arms
goodies available at the 2016
UKAHFT series opener.

APRIL WEIHRAUCH HW110 COMBO WINNER!
OUR APRIL SPOT-THE-DIFFERENCE PRIZEWINNER HAS WON HIMSELF
A SUPERB WEIHRAUCH HW110 MULTI-SHOT RIFLE, COMPLETE WITH
3-9 X 40 SCOPE, MOUNTS AND RIFLE CASE. NOT BAD FOR JUST £1.50!
Midlands based airgunner, Joe Shoosmith, put in three entries for the April
spot-the-difference competition - the ﬁrst time he’s ever tried this tactic - and
he’s really glad he did, because his was the ﬁrst correct entry out of the hat.
Joe told us, ‘My wife always takes the mickey out of me because I always turn
to the news pages ﬁrst, to see if I’ve won the prize rifle. Well, this time I don’t
have to open the mag’ to ﬁnd out, because I know it’s me!’ As you can imagine,
Joe was absolutely delighted to hear that he’d won, and he’s promised to let us
know how he gets on with the brand-new Weihrauch model. From what we’ve
seen of it - Joe’s in for some great sessions with his prize rifle.

SEE
P16
14

FOR ANOTHER GREAT PRIZE!
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Something on your mind? Send us your letters and we’ll share your views with the readership.
Write to: Points Of You, Evolution House, 2-6 Easthampstead Road, Wokingham, Berks. RG40 2EG.
Or email terry.doe@archant.co.uk

BOWIE BLADES UNVEILED
The Shooting Party of Shenstone,
Staffordshire, launched two new
Liner Lock pocket knives at the
recent BASC Gamekeepers
Fair at Catton Park. The
Shooting Party’s Chairman,
Mike Hurney, told us, ‘As the
owners of the Jim Bowie Brand we
thought it fitting to introduce a
knife that was a practical tool for
our modern-day outdoors people,
such as gamekeepers, beaters,

shooters and all lovers of the great
outdoors.’
‘The Jim Bowie 1827 ® Liner
Lock Pocket Knives are designed
to be compact and convenient
‘everyday carry’ general-purpose
knives. Their robust construction
features 420 surgical steel blades
and bodies, whilst the blades
themselves are titanium coated for
greater longevity. Handles are
crafted from tactile South

ONE YEAR ON

past year. Our aim is to keep the
collecting scene thriving.”
Tim attends various arms and
militaria fairs throughout the
country where a good selection of
the airguns he sells can be viewed
and purchased.
For a comprehensive selection of
the air rifles and pistols he sells,
plus a list of the arms and militaria
fairs he attends, and how to
purchase from him, Tim has a
website: timdysonairguns.co.uk
He can also be contacted on
07944 618834 or by email tim@
timdysonairguns.co.uk

It’s been just over a year since
keen airgun collector and
enthusiast, Tim Dyson, founded
Tim Dyson Air Guns, specialising
in the sale of collectable and
classic air rifles and pistols. When
we checked in with Tim, he told
us that business is going very well,
indeed, remarking, “It’s been a
really busy first year and it’s been
great to meet fellow collectors and
enthusiasts at the shows we
attend. So, many thanks to our
customers for all their support this
Just a very few of the
collectable airguns
available from Tim Dyson.

HW110 HITS TARGET
Since we brought you the
exclusive first test of
the Weihrauch
HW110 in our April
issue, it’s fair to say
that the phones have been slightly
bonkers, and the emails have
been ‘significant’. As usual, the
main thrust of the inquiries
involve the expected delivery date
of the HW110, which we’re happy
to say is right on schedule for

Both models, the 55 and 59, are
American ‘zebra wood’ with its
extremely competitively priced at
distinctive graining.’
‘The Liner Lock is a nifty design of just £15.99 each, and you can
find out the full spec’ by emailing
folding knife with a side-spring
the man himself at: mike@
lock that can be opened and
the-shooting-party.co.uk.
closed with one hand without
repositioning the
knife in the hand.
The lock is also
self-adjusting for
An awful lot of knife for the money from The Shooting Party.
wear, making
these knives
supremely practical
in everyday use.’
Virtual Sunshines. It’s all go at Ronnie’s these days.

RONNIE GETS A REVAMP!
The boys and girls at Ronnie
Sunshines never seem to rest,
and this time they’ve turned their
seemingly-limitless energies to
revamping the company website.
We’ve just had a sneak preview
and it has to be said, it certainly
seems to be worth the effort. The
whole site has been rebuilt, with
the focus on everything being
totally user-friendly, so using your
smartphone, laptop and tablet
will be a breeze.
Ronnie Sunshines MD, David

Craze, said, ‘The current site is
nearly four years old and was
showing its age, so the time had
come to make a significant
investment in a complete rebuild.
We’ve had lots of input from our
staff and customers and we
believe we’ve got it right and that
our customers will find the new
site an absolute pleasure to use.’
The brand-new Ronnie
Sunshine’s website will be live by
the end of May on: www.
ronniesunshines.com

OK, the wait’s over – it hits the
shops in early May, and the .22s
will be there, too.

early May. The next most
frequently-asked question
concerns the availability of the
HW110 in .22 calibre, and a call
to Weihrauch agents, Hull
Cartridge has confirmed that both
.177 and .22 rifles are expected
to be in that May delivery.

Hull Cartridge also
told us that pre-orders for the
HW110 have ‘gone through the
roof’, so if you’re interested in the
new HW, it would be wise to
contact your Weihrauch dealer
and reserve one as soon as

possible.
We’ve reserved a
.22 for testing, so look out for that
in a future issue.
For more details, contact Hull
Cartridge Company Ltd on www.
hullcartridge.co.uk
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WIN!

A BROCOCK COMPATTO COMBO WORTH £650!

The Brocock Compatto is fast becoming one of the most desirable sporting air rifles on the market today, and once you put a few
shots down-range with one, we think you’ll know why. Our spot-the-difference competitions are always a reliable gauge of the
opularity and appeal of a new rifle, because those guns that attract a bumper entry usually go on to be extremely successful.
When we offered a Compatto in our January issue, the competition entries went nuts and that’s why we’ve got another Compatto
for you this month! It’s no surprise, though, because the Compatto offers such top value performance, built around a no nonsense,
entirely practical, expertly designed and produced sporting package. That robust, bolt-action, 10-shot action, perfectly
complements the rifle’s ambidextrous, skeletonised stock, and the Compatto’s handling is fast and faultless.
Your prize will include a quality zoom scope and mounts - and you can win it all for just £1.50! So all you need do now, is to study
the photo carefully, spot those six differences - and get that entry form in right away. Good luck!

SO EASY TO ENTER!

Simply spot the differences and enter by
post - like we did back in the good old days!

Spot the six differences between the photos below and circle them with a pen. Then cut out the completed form and post it to us. Entry costs
just £1.50 per go – cheques and postal orders made payable to ‘Airgun World’ – and you can enter as many times as you like by photocopying
the entry form. As a bonus; for every five postal entries you submit, you get one free – i.e six entries for just £7.50!

POST FORM

Airgun World Competition, Evolution House, 2-6
Easthampstead Road, Wokingham, Berks RG40 2EG

Your Name .......................................................................................................................................................................
Address ............................................................................................................................................................................
Postcode................................................... Daytime Tel ....................................................................................................
Email............................................................................................................................Preferred Calibre .......................
Prize to be sent to: (Name and address of your local gunshop) Name of shop ................................................................

FIND



6

Address ............................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................
BASA members ca
Postcode ..........................................................................................................................................................................
using one of their n enter
sp
‘FREE ENTRY’ tok ecial
If you are under 18, an adult must sign on your behalf and give his/her name and address
ens
Name................................................................................................................................................................................
Address ............................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................
Postcode...........................................................................................................................................................................

ES
CHANG
Closing date: 16th of June 2016

Tick if you have a subscription to Airgun World

What would you like to see in Airgun World?
Simply write your suggestions below, or list your comments on a seperate sheet of paper, and send it with your competition entry.
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
There are six differences between the two photos. Simply draw a circle around them as you spot them, then send in your completed
entry form. The winner will be drawn from all of the correct entries received before the closing date.
Terms and Conditions:
The winner will be published in the Summer issue. Competition closes at midnight on the 16th of June 2016. Usual terms and conditions apply – visit http://www.airgunshooting.co.uk/home/terms and conditions.
Archant Ltd, publisher of Airgun World, would like to keep you up to date with any special offers or new products/services which might be
of interest. Please tick if you DO wish for Archant Ltd to contact you in this way by email. Please tick if you would prefer NOT to receive
information by post. We occasionally pass your details onto carefully selected companies who wish to contact you with information
about their products/services, please tick if you DO wish to be contacted in this way by email. Please tick if you would prefer to NOT
receive such information by post.
COMPETITION RULES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
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ED’S TEST: PB MK1
Crisply done by Custom Stock.

Meet the remarkable Pneumatic Ballistics MK1 – and the equally
bits for the Eurofighter and
airgun production, the PB MK1
remarkable men behind it

O

ne of the most rewarding
parts of my job is meeting
talented people who create
impressive things. As a
spectacularly inept person, I listen
in wonder as men who could be a
different species explain their
discoveries, developments and
thought processes, trying my

with a combined background in
producing high-performance
components for the military and
the world of motorsports.
In fact, it was James senior who
developed the first alloy
motorcycle wheel, and with it the
means to change tyres without
damaging them. He also came up

assorted ultimate machines, and
even I could work out that I was in
the company of a couple of truly
remarkable men.
PNEUMATIC BALLISTICS
Spool backward to four years ago
when James junior’s interest in
airgun shooting diverted his mind
toward the production of a more

“even I could work out that I was in the company of
a couple of truly remarkable men”
pitiful best to understand the work
that they carry out on an everyday
basis. I had such an encounter in
Essex a few weeks back, when I
visited the headquarters of
Pneumatic Ballistics, where I got
two geniuses for the price of one.
Father and son, James and Jim
Lawson, are precision engineers

18
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with a two-stroke engine valve for
Yamaha, and has recently
invented an engine that runs on
compressed air. I saw that engine
running, too, and there aren’t
many powerplants that let you
safely breathe their fuel and their
exhaust. Meanwhile, Lawson the
younger has produced essential

www.airgunshooting.co.uk

efficient multi-shot pellet
magazine. The success of the
magazines eventually led to the
establishment of Pneumatic
Ballistics, now a thriving part of
the Lawson’s engineering
business. That’s the bit we’re
interested in, and specifically the
company’s first venture into full-on

multi-shot pre-charged pneumatic.
Take a long look at that rifle.
Study the traditional sporting lines,
the uncluttered contours and the
distinct lack of semi-match,
compact, bullpuppy design. It’s a
departure, isn’t it? It’s not even
available in black.
THE PB MK1
What it is, is an expertly made,
10-shot, regulated sporter, with an
adjustable, two-stage trigger, an
oiled walnut stock … and open
sights. Eh? Jim explained that he’s
always enjoyed using his air rifles
to control rats and feral pigeons,
and open sights had done a fine
job in those situations over the
years, so he’d included them on
the MK1. Fair enough; that’s more
for me to explore over the next two
months and it’s about time I
reacquainted myself with the

EDITOR’S TEST: PB MK1

Lawson the younger
and the PB MK1.

All sorts of autoloading! Pneumatic Ballistics
was built on the success of these magazines.

production quality, and you’re well
on your way to appreciating the
subtle difference of the Pneumatic
Ballistics MK1.

Cruising along off
the bench.

potential of open sights.
There’s a conventional scope
rail, too, a Lothar Walther barrel,
threaded for a silencer, a plug-in
charging system and an on-board
pressure gauge. Add a curvy
barrel support, that elegant
bolt-handle, a matte-grey trigger
blade, some classy engraving and
an overall impression of bespoke

SHOT PRODUCTION
For each 200 bar charge of
compressed air, this rifle delivers
110 shots at 11-plus ft.lbs. in .22,
and 90 in .177. Those shots are
regulated, and my early chrono’
tests reveal an average shot-toshot consistency of 11 f.p.s. over
the first 60 shots of the .177 rifle
shown here. Any efficiency freak
will like those numbers, and
they’re actually slightly more
impressive because I used pellets
straight from a fairly battered tin. A
couple of the test pellets were
visually damaged and caused a
little bit of a ‘blip’ on the chrono’
readout, but they flew straight,
which I found extremely
interesting. So interesting, in fact,
that I intend to commission Gary
Wain to do a study along the lines
of ‘how damaged does a pellet

have to be to fly off course?’
Anyway, I’ll return to the chrono’
for next month’s follow-up feature
and sacrifice a hundred of my
precious weighed, washed and
lubricated Air Arms Diabolo Field
pellets and see what the MK1 can
really do.
Please note, this exercise is for
the pursuit of knowledge only and
will have absolutely no bearing on
the effectiveness of the PB MK1 in
the field. The impressive degree of
variation it’s already displaying
means that every pellet should
land precisely where it’s aimed,
shooter’s skill permitting, and
reducing the variation won’t
tighten a single group produced in
the real world.

produces exactly what a high
quality PCP, fitted with a matchgrade barrel and a precise trigger,
always should. The test rifle was
supplied without a silencer, so I
shot it like that, and the groups
pictured arrived after around 20
minutes of familiarity had set in.
It’s easy to shoot groups like this,
off a bench, in still air, when the
hardware is of this quality, but it’s
always satisfying when it happens.
Crowding pellets into tight clusters
never, ever gets old, for me at
least, and pushing the accuracy
envelope will remain a tragic
passion for as long as I’m able to
squeeze a trigger.
THAT MAGAZINE
As you’d expect, the PB MK1
magazine is a standout feature,

»

Those unique PB triggers.

Fully-regulated performance
comes as standard.

ACCURACY
On the subject of groups, this rifle

I picked up a bit of windage at 45
yards, but this is still top-class
accuracy.

Five shots at 40 yards - easy.

You’ll get on fine with
the MK1’s magazine.

Classic simplicity.
The PB MK1.
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EDITOR’S TEST: PB MK1

and I can see why they’ve become
so popular. Loading is a simple
matter of dropping pellets into the
vacant chambers – with the
pellet-carrier slightly to the right of
the exit port so the pellet doesn’t
drop straight through – while
rotating the knurled inner wheel as
each pellet is loaded. Carry on
until the mag’ is filled, then, with
the cocking bolt fully withdrawn,
insert the magazine until it locates
on its sprung ball detent. Push
home the bolt and you’re ready to
shoot. It’s hard to imagine how it
could be easier, really.
TRIGGER SHOCK
I’ve yet to explore the trigger
set-up options of the PB MK1,
partly because the rifle on test was
set up in a way that suited my
less-than-fussy finger, but mainly
because there are no options. You
what? Yes, that’s right, the PB
MK1 has a non-adjustable,
factory-set trigger mechanism.
Shock-horror-probe; why would
this be? It’s all about the design
ethos of the Lawsons. They
wanted to produce a rifle that was
as uncomplicated and as reliable,
as humanly possible, with the
emphasis on hi-grade materials
throughout. Stainless steel fixing
bolts and the finest quality alloys
are employed to bring the MK1 to
life, and it’s kept alive by simple,
high-precision engineering. That’s
the deal, here, and there’s no
denying that the rifle works
extremely well.
If I were being picky, I’d say the
trigger let-off was a hair too light
and the first stage a couple of
millimetres short, but 20 shots
blew away those thoughts and I
just got down to shooting the rifle
to the best of my, and its, ability.
I’d definitely prefer to see a
PB-created trigger guard fitted,
rather than the generic job it
carries, but that’s purely cosmetic
and developing a new guard
would have to affect the entirely
realistic purchase price of the rifle.
As it is, £799 gets you an expertly
crafted, sporting air rifle, and the
more I use it, the more it’s unique
appeal is growing on me. Thinking
back on previous tests of
distinctive rifles, I think I’m a
sucker for something different, but
only if it shoots to the highest of
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TECH SPEC
Model: PB MK1
Manufacturer: Pneumatic Ballistics
Country of origin: England
Type: Pre-charged, regulated,
multi-shot sporter
Calibre: .22, .177
Cocking: Bolt-action
Loading: Via removable, rotary 10-shot
magazine
Trigger: Two-stage, factory set,
non-adjustable
Stock type: Right-hand, walnut sporter
Weight: 3.1kg (7.4lbs), unscoped
Length: 863mm (34 ins)
Barrel: 444mm (17.5 ins)

Sporter handling and
easy pointability.

“As things stand, this rifle shoots
to an extremely high standard”
standards, and this rifle certainly
does that.
HANDLING
The stock is a classic sporting
design that echoes the clean
simplicity of the PB concept.
Custom Stock of Sheffield supplies
the MK1 furniture and oil-finished
American walnut is the timber of
choice. My tedious passion for
adjustable butt pads forces me to
want one on this rifle, but there’s
no denying the production quality
or efficiency of handling. At just
7.4lbs, without a scope, the MK1
sits squarely among the lighter of
the heavy hitters, and its overall
length of just 34 inches, sans
silencer, qualifies it as a carbine,
although it doesn’t have the
stumpy look of one.
Choose from ‘thumb-round’ to
‘thumb-up’ at the grip, where your
hand is well supplied with cut
chequering, and you’ll find more
of the same further forward. It’s a
sporter, with a sporter stock and
sporter-fast pointability. More
in-field experience will teach me
all I need to know, and that’s for
next month’s report. For now, it’s
time to round things up on a first
encounter basis.
INITIAL VERDICT
The PB Mk1 does things its own
way, because the men who
created it do so, too. I’m still trying
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to get my head around the
no-adjust trigger, but only because
it’s such a departure from the
norm. As things stand, this rifle
shoots to an extremely high
standard, it’s impeccably made,
and it’s built around the finest
quality components. More than all
of this, though, it’s the product of
inventive genius and high-

Fill pressure: 200 bar
Shots per charge: 110 in .22, 95 in .177
Variation over 60 shots: 11 fps for .177
on test
Average energy: 11.4 ft.lbs.
Contacts: enquiries@
pneumaticballistics.com
Telephone: 0149 373 3462

RRP £799
performance expertise. Make no
mistake, the PB MK1 is special
and I’ll be on the range,
celebrating the difference with it,
every chance I get. ■

James senior inventive genius.

FUR AND FEATHER

The mossy moonscape made
walking a lung-busting nightmare.

That’s quite a bit of bait - and
the squirrels knew all about it.

I didn’t have my
usual hunting gear,
so I had to go a bit
‘Black Ops’.

Mick Garvey learns that sometimes
it’s better when quarry is scarce

D

uring my recent visit to
Cumbria, I was lucky enough
to be invited out with Chris
Bensaid, from the Squirrel
Rangers, and I had unknowingly
prepared for the day by having an
unplanned afternoon on the
squirrels on one of the farms we
carry out work for. I had arranged
to meet with Young Ben and Tom,
and their father, Kevin, to assess
some electrical work that needed
doing and, as usual, on these
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visits my eyes are always on the
surrounding area, checking for
possible pest control. I wasn’t to
be disappointed. There is a huge
barn used for grain storage and I
couldn’t miss the squirrel activity.
I must have had around ten
sightings – obviously, some could
have been the same one
returning, but there was still
enough to keep me occupied
before it got too dark.
Once the installation had been
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assessed, I grabbed the Wildcat,
which I always take with me in the
van vault when going to the farms,
but then realised that I hadn’t got
my Jack Pyke gear so I searched
the van and found my winter work
hat, neck warmer and some
rubber work gloves - everything I
needed to cover up all the white
flesh areas - so along with the
black work-wear, I was ready. I
had to set up away from the white
walls to minimise my ‘black ops’
look, and tucked myself into a
dark corner behind some unused
oil drums, which not only
provided some cover but were

also a perfect rest from which to
shoot. Some old dust sheets from
the van provided a soft cushion,
and protection for the ‘Cat.

BACK WITH A VENGEANCE
I had to give it 20 minutes before
the squirrels felt comfortable
enough to resume feeding, but
back they came and with a
vengeance. The first to show was
a big male who sat at the bottom
of the grain, sideways on to me,
giving me a straightforward
30-yard shot, and down it
dropped with just a minimal
twitch. This started what can only

FUR AND FEATHER

Topped up with the mix used
by the Red Squirrel Rangers.

“This goes to show that
sometimes the best days can be
the impromptu ones that have
had no planning”

described as a very mad 90
minutes, with me taking seven
squirrels from all around the grain
store - and all headshots, which
really is testament to the Wildcat’s
accuracy.
Some woodpigeons were also
attracted to the grain, but they
mostly preferred to feed high up
in the grain pile, and with the
possibility of pellets passing
through the slatted walls, these
were left to feed, but a couple did
drop to floor level and these were
dispatched with the JSB 16s. This
goes to show that sometimes the
best days can be the impromptu

ones that have had no planning,
and this was to be confirmed on
my return from Cumbria.

BANG ON TIME
Getting back to the Cumbria story,
Monday morning came all too
quickly after a long Sunday shoot,
but I wasn’t complaining because
I could catch up on sleep later.
Chris was bang on time, as
arranged, and we set off to check
out his many areas and feeders.
Now, I have to say this right from
the start; it was quite apparent
from our first conversation that
Chris is one of the most

professional and committed pest
controllers I have ever met. His
enthusiasm for his job is
infectious and I could feel his
passion for what he does all day.
In fact, my opinion of his title of
‘pest controller’ was to change
because what he’s doing is
beyond pest control. Chris and
the rest of the team are not just
controlling the grey squirrels, but
are also regenerating the
endangered red squirrel
population and, during the day, it
would become blatantly obvious
what a great job these guys are
doing.

Once more we were chatting
and I was finding out more about
the day-to-day work of the
Squirrel Rangers. The days are
long and hard, but the rewards
greatly outweigh these minor
inconveniences and just to be out
in this wonderful scenery would
be enough for me. Once out on
the first area, I was feeling the
pain from the day before and this
mountainous terrain wasn’t
helping one bit. Factor in the
weight of the Wildcat, a rucksack
and camera equipment, and my
heart and lungs felt like they were
close to exploding, but we carried
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on regardless.

OVERKILL
Chris’s chosen rifle for his work is the
17HMR, which some may think as
overkill, but after talking about his
preference I fully understand his
choice. Chris was keen for me to get
a few shots off so the HMR was left
at home and he was interested in
seeing how the Wildcat performed,
but I don’t see him swapping any
time soon. It is of the utmost
importance that every grey squirrel
spotted is taken out, for the good of
the reds, and with his knowledge of
the land and the complete lack of
walkers, Chris is more than happy
with every squirrel he takes with the
HMR - and this can mean shots of
over 100 metres. Most of us are
happy to take a few kills in the day
and in the event of blanking (heaven
forbid) we would be most unhappy.
With the Rangers, it’s a different
matter altogether. If they never took
another shot at a grey squirrel they
would be happy because it would
mean ‘mission accomplished’ and
their work would be mostly done,
and this is why I say the Rangers are
beyond normal pest control. Judging
from our day out, they must be
getting there because we saw just a
few greys and only managed to bag
one, and that managed to get stuck
up at top of one of the many pine
trees. A bonus jackdaw was also
taken on the way back to the truck,
and that fell to the bottom of a deep
ravine so there it stayed!

A brilliant piece of kit and fast
becoming indispensable.
Chris and the Ranger team are so dedicated to their
task, it’s a privilege to watch them in action.

SO HAPPY
It was strange for me to see someone
so happy with such a small bag, but
the bottom line is that the work they
are doing is working, and working
well. After a bit more digging, I found
that Chris originally wanted to take a
position in deer stalking, but after
getting involved with Jerry Moss who
writes for our sister magazine, Air
Gunner, he lost his heart to the red
squirrels’ plight and, I have to say, so
have I to an extent, and it won’t be
long before I’m back up there for
another go.
Over the last three years, Chris
has taken around 300 grey squirrels,
which is another testament to how
successful the Rangers have been. I
ask you to take time and check out
their website and Facebook page; the
continued work to save the red
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“It was strange for me to see
someone so happy with such a
small bag”
Right - let’s see what those
feeders bring in, shall we?
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squirrel has to continue, and the
more help they get, the more
successful they can be.

FIRED UP
Not my intended quarry, but
welcome all the same.

With my enthusiasm fired up to a
new level after my day out with Chris,
I just had to get out on my
permission and try out the new
squirrel feeders I had made, along
with a new bait mix that I formulated
after picking Chris’s brains about his
feed. I did the usual ritual of filling
the existing six feeders with my mix,
and also fixed up one of my new Evo
feeders in another wood, around a
mile away. So with all this planning, I
was confident of a good day. The
weather looked like it was going to
behave itself and with all this
preparation I could travel light, which
meant I could make use of my new
Viper rucksack, which matches
perfectly with the technical
Featherlite outfit - both from Jack
Pyke. Minimal food, drink, LLCS
gloves, LLCS mask and my pellets all
fitted easily into the olive green
rucksack with room to spare. The
Wildcat, now topped with the Hawke
Sidewinder was having its first outing
as a combo on my permission, so all
was going to be perfect ... or was it?
I arrived at around 7am and made
the short walk down to the first wood
and was greeted by three
woodpigeons feeding around my
closest feeder. I had a downhill shot
of around 35 yards and I had to take
it standing, but the shot was true and
the woodie fell flat with a nice
‘between the shoulders’ shot.
Amazingly, only one flew whilst the
other carried on feeding, so not
needing to be asked twice, I reloaded
the ‘Cat and took number two.

EMPTY FEEDERS

Well, the local songbirds
love me, anyway!

Now to check out those squirrels! I
had noticed that the first feeder was
almost empty and so was my second,
with only the smallest grain scattered
around the ground below. This was
to be the case with all six feeders
and I lay the blame directly at the
feet of the hundreds of blue tits,
robins and finches that reside in the
woods because not one squirrel was
seen - and only another two
woodpigeons were taken – and that
takes me back to my earlier
statement - the best days out can be
the impromptu ones with little
planning!v ■
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Out and about at first
light - and loving it.
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R I P COLIN
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■

■

The editor pays tribute to a truly remarkable man
Oh what I would give to see a
month go by without being obliged
to mention the passing of another
of our own. This time around it’s
Colin Raeside, who was truly one
of the most decent, kind, funny,
positive, and admirable human
beings I’ve ever met.
Colin loved his shooting and we
were both members of Bisley
airgun club, which is where I met
him.
Last June, Colin phoned me
and said he had a ‘cheeky
request’. As anyone who knew
him would confirm, Colin did
‘cheeky’ extremely well, so I wasn’t
surprised when he asked if he
could appear on the front cover of
Airgun World or Air Gunner.
Before I could come back with
some compulsory Mickey-take or
other, Colin said, ‘I’m going to be
starting chemotherapy soon, and
I’d like my kids to remember me

as I am now, before the chemo
gets to me.’
This was the first I knew about
Colin’s illness and we then had
one of the most remarkable
discussions of my life. His attitude
to what he knew was coming
genuinely left me speechless, and
I assure you that doesn’t happen
very often.
Air Gunner was next in the
publishing schedule and, come
the day of the photoshoot, Colin
rocked up with the most
outrageous 1970’s porn star
moustache. I winced visibly, and
Colin, stroking his ‘tache, said,
‘Have I cost myself the front
cover?’
‘No mate’, I replied, ‘but you’ll
probably cost me my job when my
directors find out I’ve put Dirk
Diggler all over their magazine.’
My, how we giggled at the
prospect of my unemployment.

A few weeks later, a lump
appeared in my neck and I was
diagnosed with throat cancer.
Colin immediately became my
inspiration, advisor, and my
constant reassurance. His
example was nothing short of
incredible and without it, even
though my prognosis was hopeful,
the nightmare of fighting cancer
would, I am sure, have
overwhelmed me.
Colin always glossed over his
own condition and directed our
conversation toward my recovery
and how best to handle the effects
of it on my life. Please believe me,
I tried time and time again to get
Colin to tell me what I could do to
help him, but he’d have none of it.
I managed to get him a few things
for his shooting, but the imbalance
of help remained huge. Once I’d
somehow clung to my job after the
porn star front cover scandal, the

only thing Colin asked me to do for
him was to speak at his funeral. I
was honoured to do that and the
words on this page made up most
of that tribute.
I was given the all-clear a few
weeks ago, just as Colin assured
me I would, and, although he’d
passed away by then and I
couldn’t call him, I set aside a
quiet moment and said my thanks
to Colin and told him what a
fantastic bloke he was. I also told
him I still thought he looked a prat
in that moustache, and that I’d be
calling on him again if ever I was
in trouble. I’m sure he heard me.
I’m not a religious person, but I
truly believe Colin was sent to help
me. By whom, I’m not sure, but
I’d like to thank them from the
bottom of my heart and soul.
He was, and will remain, a quite
wonderful human being and I
miss him so much. Thank you,
Colin – you’ll always be a star, my
friend. ■

WIN A WALTHER LGV

MASTER PRO COMBO

WORTH £500!

GUNNER

CRICKET CLUB RABBITS
Helping the team by protecting the grounds

TALKING TURKEY
Hunting California style

5

TOP
HUNTING
WRITERS

Tell us their secrets

Colin, still being amazing during our
last shoot together at Bisley.

LATEST

LGV!
New Walther Master
Pro gets the Big Test
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SUMMER 2015 £3.99

Moss
PIGEONS AND 8 Jerry
shows how
pros
RABBITS IN 1 DAY thedo
it!
www.airgunshooting.co.uk

Above: Colin on the
Air Gunner cover with
that hideous 1970s
porn star ‘tache.
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MILEWSKI
John Milewski
introduces a less
formal approach to
target shooting

The Muscle Power League is a 6-month
series of shoots, which require a
competitor to shoot 30 shots per month
in the comfort of their own home.

MUSCLE IN!
L

ast month, we briefly looked at
the origins of match airgun
shooting in the UK and saw that
the NSRA are the governing body
for club events. The sport is an
Olympic one and the International
Shooting Sport Federation (ISSF)
governs international events up to
and including Olympics.
The UK has traditionally
excelled at international events
such as the Olympic and
Commonwealth Games. The late
Malcolm Cooper won the title of
Britain’s foremost marksman
during his shooting career, and his
wife, Sarah, was equally dedicated
to the sport. It is said Malcolm did
not own a television set, preferring

to practise shooting instead.

HIGH DEMANDS
Match shooting requires an
incredible level of concentration
despite the relatively short
distances of 6 yards or 10 metres.
This is because the paper target
takes the form of concentric rings
that score higher the closer a
pellet lands to the centre. Inward
gauging is used, which means if a
pellet breaks a scoring ring, the
higher score value is awarded. On
a rifle card, the highest value of 10

The Parker Hale PH17B aperture sight was an optional extra during the
1950s and was fitted to this rifle by a former match shooter.

To score a maximum 10 points, you
must be able to hit the central dot,
which is the size of a pinhead!
Doing this consistently is a major
challenge.
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is attained if your pellet hits a
mark the size of a pinhead!
To do this every time in a
60-shot competition is not easy
and as a result, many newcomers
gain the initial impression that
match shooters are boring and do
not speak much. When you are
concentrating at this level, it is no
wonder a range is quiet whilst
cards are being shot. If you grab a
competitor after they have finished
shooting, you will find them as
willing to talk about shooting or
any other subject as you or I. It is
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about this time that excuses come
to the fore and poor performance
is analysed!

ANOTHER VERSION
There is another way in to a less
formal version of target shooting
through the Muscle Power League
(MPL), which is run as a national
postal event by Bob Stiles and
George Mees of the Rossendale
Model Target Club. Bob can be
contacted on zooma@kingcobra.
co.uk and is a very helpful chap,
who wants to see as many
airgunners as possible enjoying
their sport. Competitions consist of
30 shots per month, over a
six-month period, and are shot at
Rather than expecting a 10 with
every shot, concentrate on
reducing bad shots, or set a goal to
keep every shot in the ‘black’. I
wish I could shoot like this all of
the time!

COMPETITIVE SHOOTING

The unusual overlever cocking stroke of the
MLG can be seen here on the return stroke.

6 yards with the stipulation that
some muscle is required to cock
the .177 rifle or pistol being used.
Classic springers are popular, as
are single-stroke pneumatics, and
for many competitors, including
me, it is a unique opportunity to
use a classic airgun in
competition.
I entered the air rifle event
because I wanted to use a vintage
rifle on paper targets competitively,
but pistol events are also catered
for. One slightly unusual event is
the Rested Pistol, which allows a
pistol to be supported in the aim.
All other rules and skill levels
remain the same and I am told
that the event is not as easy as it
sounds. Don’t believe me? Why
not have a go and see for yourself?

originally going to use my 1923
BSA Club Standard, which I
compete with in the Bisley Bell
Target League, but that is set up
for use on bell targets and I did
not want to adjust the A.J. Parker
aperture sight from its current
setting. I therefore dusted off an
early 1947 Webley Mark 3 that
had been fitted with a Parker Hale
PH17B aperture sight some time
after the sight’s introduction in

1953.
The rifle is smooth to cock, but
being a springer, there is some
recoil. It can be a challenge to
manage and I have lost points
when frustration got the better of
me and my technique suffered
after I placed a shot ‘in the white’.
What looks like a black bulls-eye
on a match card is simply an
aiming mark; it would be
impossible for most competitors to
see a pin-headed ‘10’ on a card
from 6 yards away and therefore
scoring rings from 7 to 10 are
coloured black on a rifle target to
provide something to aim at. A
similar principle is used on a
larger scale for air pistol cards.

CLASSICS
Some of the present competitors
are using the classic Walther
LP53, whilst others have opted for
the venerable HW45, Gamo
Centre and Diana Mod. 5. I may
even consider entering with a
pre-war Webley next season.

For me, target shooting is not
about making every shot a highest
possible 10 out of 10. To do so is
way beyond my ability with a
spring rifle, and to expect such
performance would soon erode
both my confidence and interest. I
therefore try to eliminate the bad
shots, albeit not always
successfully, hence the frustration
I mentioned earlier. Competitive
shooting is 80% mental
confidence and 20% kit related, in
my opinion.

MANAGE EXPECTATION
If you try to make every shot at
least a 7 to start with, then an 8
and so on, you will manage
personal expectations better than
by expecting a 10 every time.
Before long, you will be
concentrating as hard as an
Olympian and who knows;
perhaps a reader will one day
attain the privilege of representing
their country in the Olympics after
having a go in the MPL. ■

“Competitive shooting is 80% mental
confidence, and 20% kit related”

ANY AIRGUN?
Whereas NSRA or ISSF events
require high-end, precision match
air rifles or pistols, you can use an
old Webley in MPL events. I was
Even this Gem-type smoothbore is
capable of landing pellet upon
pellet, as the centrally placed
group shows.

The Walther LP53 is a popular choice
with many MPL pistol shooters.
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AIRGUN STUDENT
Our trainee airgunner, Naylor Ball, is
really starting to put it all together

H

ow things can change, eh? A
couple of months ago, I was
feeling really up against it and
everything seemed to be going
wrong. Frankly, most of what I was
trying was either not progressing, or
failing altogether, and even though
I’m a positive person, it was all
getting me down. I kept reminding
myself that, whatever else it is, my
sport is supposed to be fun and a
source of pleasure, rather than the
trial it was turning into. That
common sense mindset didn’t last
long, though, and soon I was back
in the negative, anxious place I’d

worked so hard to avoid. Let’s face
it, any sport or pastime can get
hold of us, if it matters enough, and
this must matter to me or I wouldn’t
beat myself up over it.
Then, I began to turn things
around. I’m a personal fitness
trainer and an amateur boxer, and
these aspects of my life have been
going really well. Looking back, I
can see that it took me far too long
to work it out, but I got there in the
end and started to develop a
proper, systematic, controlled and
disciplined training regimen for my
shooting, just as I do for my fitness

work. I’m pleased to report that
progress has been nothing short of
incredible. There’s more, though,
because literally hours before I sat
down to write this, another huge
revelation presented itself to me.
Again, I should have seen it weeks
ago, but the lesson has now been
well and truly learned, and I’m
never going to forget it.

LESSON FINALLY
LEARNED
Like all great lessons, this one is
simplicity itself. I’ve finally learned
that the best way to develop my
shooting is to start with the fact
that proper technique is a chain
composed of several links, but
these links must be practised

together, not as separate skills.
Previously, I was working on
techniques like stance, trigger
control, breathing, hold and followthrough as individual lessons to be
learned. Now I know that learning
these mini-skills counts for little if
they’re not properly incorporated
into the whole shooting technique.
Each skill is linked to the others and
everything depends on the whole
chain holding together. Practising
the things I learned and treating
them as separate skills made me
the weakest link in that chain.
Does that seem too simple to
you? I’ve read it back several times
and it just seems so obvious, now,
but I can tell you it’s possibly the
most important lesson I’ve learned

Now I’m starting to understand how it all
works - I can make it work for me.

I’ve installed a mantra ...
and a countdown clock.

so far. Once I’d learned it, my next
job was to include it in my new
training program, so that’s what
we’ll look at next.

ALL FOR ONE AND ONE
FOR ALL

THE SUM
OF THE PARTS
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When I’m training hard I like to
have a mantra in my head that
keeps me focused on where I need
to be. This mantra doesn’t need to
make proper sense, it just needs to
remind me of what I’m supposed
to be doing, and this time I’ve
chosen the three musketeers’
motto, ‘All for one and one for all’
as my theme. I don’t need to say it
out loud, thank goodness, but
keeping it running around in my
mind means I’ll keep that shooting
chain intact as I train.

ON THE CLOCK
Along with my new mantra, I have

TECHNIQUE
Every shot is a chain of skills
- and I’m trying to make sure
that I’m not the weakest link.

Five seconds, and ideally just four, is all
the time I need to take a perfect shot.

a countdown clock ticking away in
my head that helps me keep each
shooting cycle – from spotting my
target to releasing the shot – down
to five seconds or less. One of the
results of separately practising the
various techniques that result in
consistent accuracy, was that the
whole shooting cycle took far
longer than it should have. I’ve
learned that there’s a world of

him at first, I counted out loud as I
went through my shooting cycle
and he was right. The next thing I
did was to find out exactly what
my ideal ‘shooting time’ is, which
is the time it takes for maximum
stability and control to be
established, before things start to
break down. This turned out to be
between three and four seconds,
with five seconds as my absolute

“the lesson has now been well and
truly learned”
difference between holding perfect
aim for three or four seconds, and
doing so for seven or eight.
It was the editor who tipped me
off about only needing five
seconds, and often just three or
four, and although I didn’t believe

maximum before I lower the rifle
and start the entire process again.

DISCIPLINE
Developing the mental discipline
not to hang on in the aim, trying to
regain stability, has been another

As soon as the shooting sequence begins to break
down, I lower the rifle, breathe deeply, and start again.

major lesson for me. It’s another
one I’ve learned, though, and now,
as soon as I feel the shooting
sequence even begin to
deteriorate, I calmly bring down
the rifle, recompose myself, and
start my four-second routing from
the beginning. This really does
work, mainly because it keeps me
calm and totally in control, rather
than gritting my teeth, tensing my
muscles and snatching at the
trigger in the hope of a lucky
result.

MY NEW TRAINING
SYSTEM
These days, things couldn’t be
more simple. I still do the Monday
to Friday routine I detailed last
month, but now I make sure to
include my self-timer and to keep
every mini-skill smoothly
incorporated. Here’s how it works,
now:

1. Thirty shots kneeling, standing
and sitting – five shots per stance,
then change - all at paper targets
at various ranges – with every shot
taken inside five seconds, and
every sequence smooth and
controlled.
2. Rangefinding session: Estimate
20 targets – footballs kicked from
firing position – which will be
paced out after estimation for
each distance.
3. Walk-through shoot, taking 20
shots at nominated targets – twigs,
clods, leaves whatever – from the
best position for each target, again
maintaining timing and
smoothness.
4. Finish by shooting one paper
target at a nominated distance
between 10 and 40 yards. 10
shots, all to count, using the
stance I feel needs most work.

WHAT NEXT?
For the next few months I’m going
to be consolidating everything I’m
learning now, until it all becomes
an unshiftable part of my shooting
technique. I’m making better
progress than I ever have, and I’m
not about to let that go! ■

Walking and sniping at random
targets trains me in rangefinding
and technique.

Trigger technique - just one of the
‘links’.
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SMK XS19

TOP TRAINER
Having a recoiling rifle for your training gun could make you a much better shot

T

oday’s super-high-tech airguns
are capable of incredible
accuracy even at long range, but
they have one very serious
weakness – the wobbly bag of
meat and bones holding them.
Our guns have attained a level of
performance that only elite
shooters in perfect conditions can
fully utilise and as for the rest of
us, well to be honest, we’re letting
the guns down! The solution is to
practise and train ourselves to
become better shots. I can sense
a collective groan as you all think
‘BORING’, but I have some good
news - training doesn’t have to be
dull! In fact, I insist that you keep
it interesting, for one good reason;
if you get bored you’ll stop. If
you’re having fun you won’t notice
that you are, indeed training, and
getting better and better.

Pre-charged pneumatic (PCP)
rifles are very forgiving of our
sloppy technique, allowing bad
habits to grow and continue
unnoticed, so our ideal training
gun should recoil. It should also
have a basic trigger that requires

airguns on the market, and SMK
has a good reputation for offering
lots of choice at very low prices.
You can often get the rifle bundled
with a simple scope and mounts
for, quite frankly, astonishingly
little money.

your hard work.

KEEP IT SIMPLE
A simple springer doesn’t need as
much TLC as an exotic PCP, so
can be dragged out in all weathers
with only a quick wipe down with

“I can sense a collective groan as you all think
‘BORING’, but I have some good news - training
doesn’t have to be dull!”
correct technique to overcome.
Match-quality triggers can be
snatched as your wobbly sight
picture momentarily crosses the
target. A basic trigger simply won’t
tolerate that poor behaviour.
Master a basic recoiling gun
and your PCP accuracy will
improve immensely. There are
plenty of inexpensive break-barrel

They also make some higher
specification models that are
much more substantial and are
more sophisticated in their design
and build, and as much as I
suggest a basic gun makes a good
trainer, it needs to be reasonably
accurate and consistent to reward

an oily rag needed before it goes
back in the gun safe. It also
eliminates the need to transport a
pump or dive bottle to refill the
rifle as the day goes on. A good,
old-fashioned springer just needs
you to provide the power and a
pouch of pellets and you’re ready

There’s a snappy name ...

I use a tree for support whenever
I can so I practise it regularly.

The silencer sounded effective.
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SMK XS19 GAS RAM
to go. Reducing hassle and
transport worries also makes
regular practice less of a chore
and more of a pleasure.
The SMK model XS19 looked
like a good choice for this article
so I requested a loaner. I was sent
the latest version, with a gas-ram
power plant and a silencer fitted
as standard, which I hoped would
steady the rifle on aim a little. I
also requested a 3-9 x 50 mil-dot
scope and mounts to complete the
set-up. This new version wears a
synthetic stock which matches the
silencer/cocking aid. SMK also
packed some Remington Tyrant
Strike Point pellets. Over the
chronograph the 14.2 grain pellets
averaged 490 fps for a muzzle
energy of 7.57 ft.lbs. The pellets
were a very tight fit in the breech
perhaps slowing their velocity. The
rifle was noticeably easy to cock
and the firing cycle was pleasantly
smooth, with no apparent
vibration. It was also quiet which I
imagine is a combination of the

“Become more comfortable getting into, and
relaxing in each position”
gas-ram and silencer.
The trigger action was light for a
rifle in this class, although typically
long in its second stage. Inside the
trigger guard is a manual safety,
whilst inside the action there’s an
anti-bear trap device that prevents
the action from closing
accidentally and hurting your

SPECIFICATIONS
Manufacturer SMK
Web www.sportsmk.co.uk
Tel 01206 795333
Model XS19SYNGR
Type Break-barrel
Length 108cm
Weight 3.1kg
Trigger Two-stage
RRP £219.95
Pellets £5.49
Scope £79.95
Mounts £8.95

RRP £219.95

Training should be rewarding
and enjoyable - and it was!
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fingers. I found the synthetic stock
quite slim, despite having
ambidextrous cheek pieces, and
the overall dimensions fitted my
average-sized frame well.
Alongside the mounted in grip
panels, the surface of the stock
has a nice matte finish that
prevents reflections and adds grip.
SMK offer a large range of
pellets alongside their guns.

This clever prectice target from
SMK is an ideal training tool.

PELLET SELECTION
As with all guns, it’s wise to try a
selection of pellets to see which is
most accurate, and my sample
clearly liked the RWS Hobby
wadcutter best. I was getting
consistent ¾” groups at 25 yards,
which is good enough for the
training I was planning.
I would have preferred a .177
because the pellets are cheaper,
making long sessions easier on
the pocket, and because I’m more
familiar with its trajectory. I could
always use up old part-tins of
pellets for close-range stuff with a
quick re-zero.
Competitive types will drone on
about shooting so many shots
from each of the key positions of,
standing, kneeling, sitting and
prone, and in the past I have
done that, but to be blunt, it
bored me stupid. What I’ve
learned to do since then is to
make each challenge as varied,
and writing as a hunter, as
real-world as possible. I’ll walk
into a woodland and come to a
halt. Looking around I’ll spot an
acorn 15 yards away and try to hit
it from standing. Sounds easy
perhaps, but it can still be tricky.
A core skill of successful
shooting is what is comically
called ‘follow-through’, which

SMK XS19

Getting the scope and mounts when you buy the rifle can save money.

means looking intently through
your scope to see the pellet strike
– or miss the target. Both
outcomes teach you something.
Learning this one skill alone can
make a huge difference to your

accuracy and kill rate. A common
mistake is to lift your head quickly
after the shot is released to see
what happened. It’s a bad mistake
because it can destabilise your
hold and wreck good technique.

You’ll also have a better view
through the scope and see more
accurately where the pellet went.

MIX IT UP
Walking on a few steps more, I
might notice a large, dead leaf on
a bank 20 yards away, so I’ll drop
into the kneeling position and take
a shot. Becoming more
comfortable getting into and
relaxing in each position is good
training for your muscles. By
making each shot different to the
last, you build your skill and also
your range of memories about how
to make each shot work. If I miss,
I’ll take a few more shots to see if I
can understand what I was doing
wrong. If I’m really stuck, I’ll set

out a paper target held in a tiny
stand that folds up to go into my
bag. Paper targets will always
show you the real truth of what is
happening and are a vital training
tool.
However, only training on them
can become dull and a little soul
destroying. I like to carry along
some reactive targets, often a
packet of Extra Strong Mints,
which explode in a satisfying way
when you hit them squarely. The
remaining bits are biodegradable
so cause no harm to the
countryside, and will improve the
badgers’ breath.
Make every training session
different and remember to do the
most work on the shots you find
hardest. If you’re completely
reliable from sitting, take more
practice shots standing, thereby
strengthening your greatest
weakness, so that when a shot is
presented that you can only take
off hand, you’ll be much more
ready.
The XS19 gas-ram seemed
smoother and had less vibration
than the spring-powered version
I’d tried before, and is therefore a
step up.
The cocking action is
reasonably smooth and certainly
light, making long sessions less
tiring. A gun like this could really
improve your accuracy as long as
you put the time in. Keep it fun
and I promise you’ll improve. ■

Being ambidextrous, the XS19
had cheek pieces on both sides.

“The XS19 gas-ram seemed
smoother and had less vibration
than the spring-powered version
I’d tried before, and is therefore
a step up”
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Weary from the stalk, I took the
rabbit from the prone position.

“the fruit plantation farms are extremely busy ”

F

or this month’s feature I had to
return to rabbit control. Ron,
from the fruit plantation farm near
to where I live, gave me a quick
call the other day.
“Nigel,” he said. “I’ve got a
problem. Those darned rabbits are
back tearing up my young shrubs,
and eating through them. Can you
sort them out for me?”
I knew exactly what he meant
and obliged instantly.
“I’ll pop in and see you on the way
back from picking the my lad up
from school,” I replied.
I got to Ron’s just after the
school run, to confirm with him
the location of the problem. At this
time of year, the fruit plantation

farms are extremely busy, and
Ron’s farm is a big one indeed,
probably in excess of 1000 acres.
It stretches from my village right
up to where my lad’s school is,
some three and half miles away that’s big! I am quite lucky to have
all this as a permission. I have
been controlling this farm now for
around 12 years, shooting all our
legal quarry species, mainly
rabbits, but on some occasions I
have controlled moles on this
permission as well.
Some of my permissions have
come from my pest control work,
just like this one. Being a fully
licensed pest controller, I get work
here and there and when I’ve

finished my work, some
landowners give me the
permission to carry on my main
hobby, and we all know what that
is, don’t we?

QUICK RECCE’
With the location in mind and the
problem rabbits confirmed, I
visited the area for a quick
reconnaissance. On arrival, I
checked the raspberry shrubs for
signs of activity, and this was
confirmed by rabbit droppings all
the way through the plantation’s
plastic-covered tubes. The rabbits
had been chewing the young
shrubs, which will hinder the
natural growth of the potential

raspberry stocks and ruin Ron’s
plans of good fruit production for
the season.
So, with all the recce done and
dusted, my plan for my first attack
was the stalking approach. I do
like the challenge of pitting my
wits against the conies, and
there’s no better feeling than when
you stalk quarry using nothing
more than good old fieldcraft.
Stalking is not easy by any means;
first you have to check what the
wind is doing - is it swirling or in
one direction? You have to keep
the breeze in your face at all
times. Secondly, you have to
select the best approach after you
have spotted your target. The best

FRUITFUL

FORAY!
Nigel Jones picks his
own mixed bag of vermin

I took my chances as they came,
and they came ... eventually.
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EVERYDAY HUNTER
“keep in mind that at times
the rabbit will stop feeding
and go on alert”

Polytunnel city!
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EVERYDAY HUNTER

way is to use what’s available
around you, be it a hedgerow, or
farming equipment, to mask your
route on your way into range of
your quarry. Thirdly, keep your
footsteps light. If I start my stalk
with my right foot, I will drop my
foot with the rear right side of my
heel touching the ground first,
then roll my foot inward, feeling
underfoot for stones and small
twigs. If I feel something as I roll
my foot over, I quickly shift my
foot to a new location around the
twigs. The same applies for the
following left foot, of course.

LOW AND SLOW
The next tip is to start crouching
your body as you get closer. This

happening, keep in mind that at
times the rabbit will stop feeding
and go on alert. My trick for this is
to freeze, wait for it to resume
feeding, and then carry on toward
it. If all goes well, then the rest is
up to you and your rifle, providing
you keep your cool and control
your breathing to complete your
kill.
Beginners will have a bit of
‘buck-fever’, when the excitement
and heartbeat will be
uncontrollable and adrenalin levels
will be up to the max. All of this
can easily result in a total miss,
which will be a big disappointment
and cause a dent in confidence,
especially after you’ve sweated it
out and your approach has lasted

camouflage choice for the attack
on the problem rabbits was Jack
Pyke’s English Woodland pattern. I
have had great results when
stalking the conies with this
particular pattern and it’s by far
my favourite in the hunting field.
I decided to do my stalking
session on a Friday afternoon, into
early evening, and with enough
light at this time of year, it’s fine
until at least 10pm. I arrived at the
plantation at four o’clock, and got
my kit together ready for action. I
loaded my S510 magazines with
my gun’s favourite diet, of Air
Arms Field pellets.

NET GAIN
When stalking, I always wear a

I started my stalk around the
plastic tubes, using them as cover
as I went forward, searching for
my first chance of the session.
Some 20 minutes had passed with
me seeing nothing at all, and I was
getting frustrated, so I stopped
and told myself ,’Don’t panic,
Nige. Just be happy that you’re
out, enjoying the privilege of being
here on this fine permission’. Air
rifle hunting is not just about big
bags of vermin. If I go out and
bag, say, four rabbits, and they
were outstanding shots, then that’s
worth more to me than bagging
30-plus rabbits – it’s about quality
not quantity. I do well most of the
time, though, usually.
At last my first chance

“lay off the Lynx and other aftershaves because rabbits will smell you
for sure, and bolt for cover way before you spot them ”
is usually at around 40 yards, and
it irons out your human shape to
the rabbit; onward for about 35
yards, presuming the rabbit has
not bolted for cover, and then
start to drop into a
belly crawl for
the final few
yards. Whilst
all this is

for what seemed like a lifetime.
Moving on - my chosen kit for
the day’s session was, of course,
my Air Arms Ultimate Sporter
in.177 calibre, topped with my
first choice of scopes, the
Bushnell Trophy XLT 4-12×40
with adjustable objective on board,
all perfectly married together with
Sportsmatch mounts. My

head net, it helps a lot, believe
me, covering that big pink beacon
that we call ‘a face’ is a must. It’s
one of the biggest giveaways that
our quarry picks up on first, along
with sound and scent - lay off the
Lynx and other aftershaves
because rabbits will smell you for
sure, and bolt for cover way before
you spot them.

presented itself and as I stalked
around my tenth tube, a young
rabbit was grazing unaware some
25 yards away. I dropped for a
prone shot for this one because I
was a bit worn out after stalking
for about half an hour. I settled my
breathing and aimed just behind
the coney’s eye as I took up the
first stage of the Ultimate Sporter’s
Rifle rested ... accuracy assured.

»
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My fruitful hunting
permission.

trigger. Then I pressed through
the sweet second stage, releasing
my shot to its mark. Smack! The
rabbit bowled over on its side with
just a few final kicks, confirming a
clean kill and my first of the
evening in the bag.

MAGPIES!
As I moved on I heard a chatter of

a magpies in the distance;
magpies are not easily stalked, so
I thought I’d forget about that one.
I was here for rabbits, so let’s get
on with the job in hand. It wasn’t
long before I spotted my next
chance. A rabbit was sitting some
35 yards away, and I decided to
move closer using the cover of
the hedgerow. My plan was to get

Staying low and slow
as I’m stalking in.

Mixed bag - great session!

behind a mound of soil to take the
shot and if I made it to my
destination, I was on for an easy
25-yarder. I managed to arrive
undetected so I steadied my
Bushnell’s cross hairs on the
rabbit’s bonce, and let fly my pellet
to its destination. Thwop! The shot

top of a plastic cover, about 40
yards away, but as there was no
wind this evening I decided to take
the shot. I was just behind the dirt
mound and that had given me
enough cover so the magpie
wasn’t aware of my position. I
settled and aimed carefully, giving

“I managed to stash another five
rabbits to my game-bag”
was another good one, as the
coney rolled over, stone dead.
The magpie I’d heard earlier
had come closer, and landed on

about an inch and a half for
elevation. I released the shot and
the dinner-suited robber dropped
like a bomb to the floor, stone
dead. Yes! My excitement was
escalating by now, and my
adrenalin was rising for sure after
that shot.

FINAL FLOURISH
Moving on, I managed to stash
another five rabbits to my
game-bag, and then I spotted a
woodpigeon aloft in a tall oak tree.
My Air Arms rifle made short work
of the woodie, adding it to my tally,
and after dropping that pigeon,
another magpie turned up
chattering like mad at the fallen
woodpigeon, so I dropped it with a
well-placed shot to the head.
My session was coming to a
close and I managed to put
another two rabbits to the bag
before dark. Well, I’d done it again
- yet another good session, and I’d
thought at the start that it was
going to be one of those days.
Happy hunting folks, until next
time. ■
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PRECISION
GERMAN ENGINEERING
HW100, THE ULTIMATE PRE-CHARGED AIR RIFLE

Precision 2-stage
adjustable trigger

Low-profile totally reliable
auto-load system

•

•

•

•

•

•

On-board
pressure gauge

HIGH EFFICIENCY SILENCER - STANDARD ON ALL MODELS
FAST FIRE SIDE LEVER ACTION
WALNUT STOCKS - IN THUMBHOLE, AMBIDEXTROUS & SPORTER STYLE
LAMINATE ADJUSTABLE STOCK & SYNTHETIC STOCK VERSION
QUICK FILL SYSTEM - FOR RAPID CHARGING
TWO HIGH QUALITY 14 SHOT MAGAZINES - FOR FAULTLESS LOADING

OFFICIAL UK IMPORTER

1 YEAR WARRANTY GUARANTEED

www.hullcartridge.co.uk

There’s no doubt about it - this
is one good-looking pistol.

UMAREX BOYS CLUB

Another 1911? Kevin
Cudmore says …
sometimes a chap
can’t help himself

CLASSIC
COMEBACK!
I

now have received yet another
‘Colt’ 1911 Co2 pistol, even
despite me maintaining that I’m
not at all keen on 1911s. I also
said I wouldn’t buy a Colt SAA, but
I got one of those, too. Which Colt

1911 is it? Well, it’s the Umarex
Colt Special Combat Classic - a bit
of a mouthful, to say the least.
These have been around for a
number of years now, and I have
had my eye on them for a while.

“there is very little sign of wear
and tear internally”
Great to look at and fun to
shoot. What’s not to like?

It is an all-metal pistol, except
for the nice-looking, wood-effect
plastic grips and Co2 tab, and you
could be forgiven for thinking that
the chromed parts are plastic
because they do have a slightly
tacky appearance, but they are
metal, too. That said, mine looks
to be a 2011 model, judging by
the serial number and having a
few paint chips from use and age,
and the chromework itself is
showing no signs or wear or
flaking and is still in fine condition
overall.
The black paint seems to be
quite thickly applied and rather
more durable than that seen on
some Co2-action pistols. I’ve never
seen one close up before and I
was under the impression that the
black writing was etched/cast into
the slide, but it is merely painted
on, so the warning blurb on the
right-hand side could be easily
removed if you were inclined to do
so.

appear to
be a pretty
well made, robust piece.
The frame and slide of this
1911 is a little wider than your
average Colt 1911, probably,
because the pistol is actually a
closer replica of the ParaOrdnance, Para 16-40 LDA .40
S&W, which is a double-stack,
double-action, 1911-style pistol,
and also explains the blade-style
trigger. The slide, by the way, is
actually aluminium and not the
usual alloy, retaining its lighter,
brushed stainless steel effect
without constant polishing. It has a
fairly heavy, full-size, drop-out
magazine, housing both the Co2
and the BBs. The slide is
‘rackable’, albeit a short throw
slide, and you can lock it back on
the slide release, but this is a
non-blowback pistol.

STRIPPING
Although not technically ‘field
strippable’, you can strip the slide
by taking out the two screws that
secure the rear of it, and having
taken a peek at the internals, for a
4/5-year-old pistol, there is very
little sign of wear and tear
internally either, so it would

SHOOTING
I managed to get out and shoot it
as soon as I got it home and, I
must say, I rather like it, but I
admit it’s not in the same league
for realism as the M45A1 that I
have, or other the 1911 blowback
models available. Yes, the trigger
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COLT 1911
is all wrong for a Colt 1911, being
a blade-style trigger, rather than
the straight-pull version, with a
long, firm, but surprisingly smooth
double-action pull, but it’s far
nicer than many DA triggers. I
have definitely shot far worse!
In single-action, it still has a bit
of travel before let-off, but again is

quite nice
and is
considerably
lighter than DA.
My pistol is second-hand, and
came with two magazines,
although these pistols are still
available new from RFDs around
the country, like Solware who are

really good to us UBC
guys. With the original mag I was
able to get six full loads of 20 BBs
on one, 12 gramme Co2 capsule,
and with the newer mag, I

The pistol’s unusual hammer arrangement.

managed eight
full mags of 20 rounds per
capsule , so mileage may vary, but
you should expect no less than
120 rounds per capsule, which
given the advertised 400fps rating,
isn’t at all bad. I haven’t a chrono’
myself, but various video reviews
show that, for once, the figures do
stack up.

MAGAZINE
The magazines are listed as
having a 19-round capacity, but I
was able to load 20 comfortably
each time. I also really like that
this pistol has a fully adjustable
rearsight, which you wouldn’t

I managed to load 20 BBs
with no problems.
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“I haven’t a chrono’
myself, but various video
reviews show that, for
once, the figures do
stack up”

SPECIFICATIONS
Manufacturer: Umarex/www.umarex.
de
Importer: Armex/www.armex-airgun.
co.uk
Stockist: Solware/www.solware.co.uk
Price: £139.95
Magazine Capacity: 20
Calibre: .177 (4.5mm) BB only
Muzzle Velocity: 394 fps
Safety catch
Weaver rail
Full metal casing
Co2-powered

RRP £139.95
pistols aren’t meant to be, but as a
‘back garden can blaster’, or an
informal paper target shredder, it’s
not at all bad.

ODD ARRANGEMENT

I think the Colt is more based on
the Para LDA, myself.

expect on a pistol like this one,
seeing as many more expensive
replica-style pistols only have fixed
sights. Grouping was okay, around
a 2” main group with a number of
flyers, shooting double-action.
The left target was my first
shoot, 120 rounds at 6 yards,
offhand. The right target was the
second shoot, same distance and
amount of shots, so getting better
already, and I expect as I get used
to the trigger that may well
improve more. It’s no target pistol,
but as usual, these replica-style

It uses an odd, double-hammer
arrangement; the outer hammer
hits an inner hammer which is
lightly sprung against the valve, an
odd way around making it
non-blowback, because it’s
actually the same pistol as the
G&G Extreme 45, which is a
blowback Airsoft pistol; both are
made by WinGun. You can see
the holes in the frame for the
blowback arrangement, which
would be installed on that version
in place of the internal hammer.
In summary: If you are an avid
1911 fan, or you want a
1911-style pistol that is just that
little bit different, then I can
definitely recommend this pistol
for your collection. Besides - it
looks gorgeous! ■

These targets show my improvement with the Colt. Most satisfying.
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CALIBRE WARS PART 4
Do you think Air
Arms would notice if
I sent back the .22?

MISSION

ACCOMPLISHED?
Gary Wain has made up his mind about .22 v .177 for
hunting … but will you agree?

S

o without further ado we can
announce that the best calibre
is … Seriously? Did you really
think we were going to just tell you
just like that at the start of the
article? If you read Airgun World
magazine regularly, you’ll know
that my last three articles have
been examining the differences
between .22 and .177and
although the tests have been
neither scientific nor conducted
under laboratory conditions, they
have been done with the aim of
mitigating as many variables as
possible whilst being
representative of real-world
situations.

use alongside my own, muchbeloved, .22 calibre version. It was
important for all the tests that both
rifles put out the same amount of
energy, which luckily they did,
both coming in at 11.8ft.lbs. when
chronographed. Perhaps this was
just a coincidence, but more likely

IN THE BEGINNING …
The starting point was to get my
hands on two identical rifles; one
in .177 and one in .22. Fortunately
for me, Claire West and her
fantastic team at Air Arms were on
hand to lend me a .177 version of
the excellent Ultimate Sporter to
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If you want to see for yourself just buy
some terracotta wax and get stuck in.
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than not it was a testament to the
high quality standards at Air Arms
that two randomly selected rifles
put out exactly the same amount
of power.
At this point I should explain that
when I started this process my
aim was not to give a definitive

answer in regard to which calibre
is ‘better’. The tests I chose to
undertake were intended to
outline as closely as possible the
main variances between the two
calibres, replicating the pertinent
issues as experienced by the
shooter in the field. That said
though, the results of these tests
may well help to inform the
shooter to decide on which calibre
to invest in, and I will be giving my

CALIBRE WARS PART 4

I’m going to miss not having the .177 around.

personal thoughts on the matter at
the end of the article.

FIRST TEST
The first test I undertook was to
examine the effect that wind had
on the pellet as it travelled through
the air on its way to the intended
target or quarry, and it was a
conversation between me and my
good friend, Jim, that kicked of
the triptych of testing. As we sat
out one windy night, Jim insisted
that the .177, although lighter,
was in the air for less time and so
would be less affected by the
wind, and because it was a
smaller pellet it presented a
smaller cross section, and as such
the wind has less surface area to
push on. For my part, I believed
that the heavier .22 pellet,
although in the air for fractionally
longer, would by virtue of its
increased mass, be less affected
by the ‘push’ of the wind. It was

some days later, when first I sat
down to plan the tests, that I
became aware of just how many
variables I would have to eliminate
in order for the data gathered to
be of any validity whatsoever.
The two rifles would have to be the
same; they would have to output
the same power; they would need
to be zeroed in wind free
conditions; and most importantly,
they would need to be fired at
exactly the same time.

UNEXPECTED RESULTS
It’s fair to say that the results were
not as expected, or for that matter
aligned with the general
consensus. At 40 yards with the
wind gusting from right to left, at
between 0-10m/s, we expected
the wind to push the pellets from
right to left in a horizontal string.
What we didn’t anticipate was the
observed additional vertical
displacement. What we put down

to turbulent wind conditions
causing eddy currents to affect the
trajectory, and I will be revisiting
the effect of wind on the trajectory
of pellets in future issues, because
I’m not entirely convinced that
we’ve got to the bottom of this one.

SECOND TEST
In the second test, I looked at the
effect that distance had on the
trajectory of the pellet. Thankfully,
in this test the results conformed
to expectations, with the .22 pellet
drop increasing over the .177 as
distance increased. From the
testing we gleaned the fact that
with a zero at 25m there was very
little variance in pellet drop
between the two calibres when
shooting at distances between
15m and 30m. Yes, the .22 drops
more than the .177, but by such a
small margin that the discrepancy
is largely irrelevant.
At distances beyond 30m, though,

“these tests may well help to inform the shooter to
decide on which calibre to invest in”

The .177 at 40 yards shows more deflection to
the left than the .22 under the same conditions.

the difference between the two
trajectories becomes increasingly
pronounced. So what does all this
mean? Well, if you’re out hunting
in the field and are taking the
majority of your shots at 30m or
less, then there’s very little
difference in trajectory between
the two calibres. Push things out
beyond that though, even by just
another 5m and you may well be
better off with a .177 because the
pellet drop is a lot less
pronounced, and so it becomes
easier to place your pellet more
accurately in a kill zone.
Obviously, each rifle and pellet
combination varies, and most will
have opinions on which is the best
distance at which to zero each
calibre, remembering of course
that we chose 25m simply
because it was in the middle of
our target strip. The fact remains
that, as suspected, .177 is
considerably more forgiving over a
greater range of distances.

THIRD TEST
The third test I conducted looked
at the ballistic effect of the pellets
in regard to how they impact
tissue. Extensive study of the
subject by Phill Price, editor of our
sister publication, Air Gunner, has
demonstrated that one of the best
substances to use for simulating
tissue is warmed terracotta wax.
Like most, I was expecting to see
the larger, heavier .22 pellet leave
a bigger internal cavity, with the
faster, lighter .177 pellet
penetrating straight through. The
result of my testing was very much
different and to a great extent

The .22 at 40 yards is still reasonably
well grouped around the bull.
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The pellet drop variance between 15m and
30m is negligable, but increases significantly
as distance increases over 30m.

The still wind of North Cotes Butts enabled
me to get a good zero for both calibres.

Shooting the pellet drop shots took concentration
but was perhaps the easiest of the tests.

contradicts accepted knowledge. I
found that the .177 actually
caused a larger internal cavity
than the .22, with the .22 pellet
also leaving a smaller entry hole.
Although this would seem illogical,

because the .22 has a greater
diameter and frontal surface it
should also decelerate quicker,
and that the .22 by virtue of its
greater mass, actually has more
energy when it arrives, so if it gives

My appetite has been well and
truly whetted for more ballistic
testing.

PERSONAL VERDICT
So which is best? Well, from a

“My appetite has been well and truly whetted for
more ballistic testing”
and believe me, I repeated the
tests several times because I
wasn’t believing what I was seeing,
the only way I can think to explain
it is that although the .177 pellet is
moving faster, because it is lighter
than the .22, its lack of mass
causes it to decelerate quicker as
it arrives at and passes through
the tissue, and as a result the
energy it contains is surrendered
more readily into the surrounding
tissues.

up proportionately less it should
still give up more in real terms
than the .177 - in theory at least,.

PUSHING THROUGH
Our testing also showed that the
.22 pellet, perhaps by virtue of its
greater mass and ballistic
coefficient, had a tendency to
push straight through the tissue
and out the other side, leaving a
smaller internal cavity than the
.22, and a smaller exit hole. The
established logic on this is that
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takes quite a bit of practice.
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personal perspective it’s all about
how able I am to place the pellet
into a kill zone, and how much

damage it does when it gets there.
Without a shadow of a doubt, .177
is much less affected by pellet
drop, but at distances of less than
30m this effect is less pronounced
and as such is less of a critical
factor. I have to say the jury is still
out on the effect of wind on the
pellets because my testing showed
that there was little to no
difference at realistic hunting
ranges, with perhaps .22 coming
out slightly ahead. I’ve resolved to
do lots more testing on this
subject.
Finally, we come to the effect the
pellet has when it hits. Again, my
testing appears to contradict
established knowledge because I
was seeing larger cavitation from a
.177 than I was from a .22. Yes, I
know my results go against the
grain, and I’m struggling to explain
them to myself, but at the end of
the day, the study of ballistics is
very complex and I’m only
beginning to scratch the surface.
Rest assured, I’m going to be
doing much more ballistics testing
and if you feel as intrigued as I do,
maybe you might like to undertake
your own and let us see the
results., ■

BACK TO THE FUTURE PART 10
Dave joins the ever-increasing band of night-sight
enthusiasts, via the new Night Master ATOM

I

recently headed back over to
Derbyshire to revisit the rabbit
warrens that I first shot with my
good friend, Mick Ball, last
September. Unfortunately for us,
the weather was atrocious, and it
was hovering just above freezing,
with strong winds hampering us at
every turn.
During the morning’s disastrous
efforts, Mick informed me that he
had just acquired the permissions
on three large grain barns, all of
which had rat problems, and he
enlisted my help to try to clear
them out. It was for this reason,
plus the thought of some
nighttime rabbiting, that I decided
to take the night-vision plunge.

CHOICES, CHOICES
Night vision has come on

in leaps and bounds over recent
years, and a quick visit to the
Night Master website soon had me
drooling over some rather sexy kit.
This was going to be my first
night-vision purchase, and
probably my last for many years to

because I now shoot two rifles, I
am already considering a third,
and the ATOM gives me the
option to use it on both of my
current rifles and any that I buy in
the future.
I scoured the Internet for info

“I finally opted for the new ATOM
add-on”
come, so I wanted to make sure I
bought the right kit for me.
After pondering over the Yukon
Photon scopes I finally opted for
the new ATOM add-on. The
reason for this choice was purely

but found very little in regard to
reviews. Needless to say, Airgun
World’s very own Phil Hardman
had uploaded a video to his
YouTube channel, which gave
me plenty of info and basically

sold the unit to me.

SETTING UP
I’m not going to lie to you, I’m not
that kind of guy - it took me a
couple of hours to get it all set up
correctly, and I must say that
having a picnic bench in my
garden and a bipod at the front of
the rifle made this a whole lot
easier!
The first thing I needed to do
was get the eye bell focused on
my Tasco scope, which took the
most time for me to work out. I
chose the corresponding rubber
shim to fit my scope, and then
attached the day-scope adapter to
the eye bell.
The next thing was to attach the
ATOM to the day-scope adapter.
Then it was a case of switching it
on and turning the whole
unit, along with the eye
bell of the scope, until
the cross hairs became

A LEAP

IN THE DARK

Eye relief is not a real concern,
and Dave is quite comfortable
shooting with his rifle set up the
way it is with the ATOM mounted.
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NIGHT VISION

The ATOM comes supplied with a load of different
thickness rubber shims to fit all brands of scope.

Here you can see how the day-scope
adapter fits to your scope and ATOM unit.

pin sharp.
Once I had the cross hairs
focused, I simply loosened the
screw on the day-scope adapter
that was holding the ATOM unit in
place, just so I could twist the
ATOM and level it up so the
buttons and eyepiece were all in
the right position, without altering
the eye bell of the scope any
further. Once it was all hunky dory
I tightened everything back up.
It’s worth noting at this point
that the screws provided in the
day-scope adapter are superb.
They can take some serious
tightening without fear of cross
threading, and if it were not for
Phil Hardman, I think it would
have taken me a month to work
out how to get this essential step
nailed!

ESSENTIAL IR UNIT
With the ATOM now in place and
the cross hairs sharp, it was time
to attach the separate infrared
unit. I’d bought the Night Master
800-IR IC kit at the same time as
the ATOM, and I’d chosen this
because it’s the best illuminator
available. I know how quickly
technology advances in other
markets, so my logic is always buy
the best you can afford – that way
it won’t be outdated three years
down the line - hopefully.
The great thing about this unit is
that it allows me to control the
intensity of the beam, so I can
adjust it really quickly out in the
field. It’s not so important when
shooting rats in a barn at a set
range, but out in the field when
shooting rabbits from 10 yards to

30 yards, it really helps to be able
to ‘dim the light’ when required.
The kit comes with the torch, a
scope mount and a rechargeable
battery. It’s quite possibly the
simplest thing I’ve ever fitted to a
gun, and it was mounted in a
matter of seconds! Now for the fun
part – taking it all out into the field
and having a play!

OUT OF FOCUS
I set myself up at the end of my
garden, and placed a number of
targets around that I knew would
be between 20 and 30 yards, but
as I settled down to the first target
all I could see was a blur! My

cross hairs were sharper than the
Ed’s best suit, but everything else
was out of focus. I went back
inside and referred to Phil’s
excellent video for more advice,
and discovered that I had to use
the objective bell of my scope to
bring it all together. I had it set to
30 yards, but I ended up zooming
to 40-plus to get it all sharp.
The ATOM has its own dioptre
compensation wheel, which is set
underneath the rubber eyepiece,
but I didn’t find that this did much
for me the way I had it all set up.
Next, I messed about with the
intensity of the IR torch, and
found that the sweet spot covered

That’s it, the whole unit complete with the day-scope
adapter fitted – it’s no bigger than your hand!

The Night Master 800-IR IC torch is the best that money can buy.
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There is a dioptre compensation wheel fitted to the Atom unit.

the entirety of the 20-30 yard
range in my garden perfectly. The
ATOM unit also has plus and
minus buttons on the side, so you
can adjust the brightness of the
display inside the rubber eyepiece.
The range of adjustment is quite
good so it won’t take you long to
find the perfect setting. What’s
more, the ATOM has a ‘memory’,
so when you turn the thing off and
then turn it back on, it instantly
reverts to the last settings that you
had it on – clever, eh!

CONCLUSION
Obviously eye relief is the main
concern with any bolt-on piece of

currently doing a deal where you
get the IR unit for half price when
bought with the ATOM, just in
case you’re wondering why the
maths don’t add up!
The only other potential
downside to the ATOM that I can
think of is runtime. After I’d
charged the unit fully, I decided to
leave it on, outside in the garden
(purely for temperature reasons),
and check it every ten minutes. I
found that my unit lasted just over
two hours when run continuously.
That’s more than enough time for
me during an evening rat or rabbit
shoot, but it might not suit some
hunters. Remember, too, that

“I found the ATOM to be more
than comfortable”
kit. However, I found the ATOM to
be more than comfortable. The
one thing I might look at is a small
stock butt extension, but that only
needs to be a couple of inches or
so. I’m more than comfortable
shooting with it all as it is at the
moment.
It cost me £580 for this
complete set-up, which is more
than a dedicated night-vision
scope costs, but then when you
take into account that the ATOM
costs £499.96 and the N800-IR
IC torch costs £189.95, it’s not a
bad deal really. Night Master is

most users switch the unit on and
off as required, rather than letting
it run all the time. I’m hoping that
maybe in the future Night Master
might bring out a car charger unit
for the ATOM.
Now I’m itching to get out and
shoot some rats. I’ve got two
sessions lined up, so I’m hoping to
be able to report back next month
with a rather happy success story!

INFO
For more details visit the Night
Master website at: www.
nightmaster.co.uk ■

You can adjust the brightness with these two buttons on the side of the ATOM.
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Airguns for all!

GAME FAIR
The magnificent Ragley Hall
provides the ideal setting.

A

s one of the UK’s leading
country sports, shooting is set
to have a huge representation at
The Game Fair at Ragley Hall this
July. Nestled in the familiar
grounds of the stunning Ragley
Hall estate, organisers are putting
the finishing touches to the most
comprehensive outdoor shooting
exhibition in the country.

EXPERT TUITION
The jewel in the crown of the
three-day festival is Gunmakers
Row where enthusiasts can view
the finest shooting equipment on
the market, and airgun fans can
head to the Airgun Range where
there will be expert tuition on hand
to help shooters to practise their
skills at the 10m Olympic Tesro
rifle range, and test their speed
shooting ability at the quick-fire
pistol range. There’s also an
outdoor range plus a number of
airgun associations, including

Regency Rifles and the National
Target Sports Association.

embracing the outdoors, learning
new skills and rediscovering lost
ones. Activities include survival
skills, air rifle shooting and axe
throwing, as well as the Bear
Grylls mini-adventure training
course and wild food
demonstrations.

BSA AND BEAR GRYLLS
BSA will be there with all of this
legendary company’s latest
products, and fans of Gamo’s
work with Bear Grylls can learn his
ultimate rescue skills, delivered by
a team of his highly trained

WHAT ELSE IS THERE TO
SEE AND DO?
The three-day festival brings
together the best that the British
countryside has to offer. From
families looking for fun and

“enthusiasts can view the finest
shooting equipment on the market”
experts. This is a rare chance for
lucky outdoor enthusiasts to be
taught Bear’s extreme survival
techniques in the Bear Grylls
Survival Academy’s Survival Zone.
Guests have the option to book a
two-night experience to participate
in a range of survival challenges
and activities, designed to suit all
age groups and abilities. With only
500 tickets available, children and
adults alike will go back to basics,

entertainment, through to those
passionate about country pursuits,
the event is set to be a great day
out with something for everyone.
From shooting, shopping, and
showjumping, to fishing, fashion
and food, event organisers are
pleased to confirm some of the
key festival highlights, which will
see over 850 exhibitors and
120,000 visitors grace the
spectacular Capability Brown

THE GAME FAIR
Gunmakers Row is
a star attraction.

IS GO!
Ragley Hall is the place to be
in July – and here’s why
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designed grounds. We’d love to
see you there, too!
Other elements include:
• Camping at the Bear Grylls
Survival Zone
• Foodie Theatrics at the
Game Larder Theatre and
Cookery School
• Fishing
• Shopping
• Horses and hounds
• Gundogs
• Falconry
The Game Fair information:
Date: 29th – 31st July 2016
Location: Ragley Hall,
Warwickshire
Tickets: Advance discount tickets
are now available online. For more
information visit: www.thegamefair.
org..
If further assistance is required,
please contact the team at 3
Monkeys Zeno on thegamefair@3monkeys.co.uk
or call 020 7009 3100 ■
The Bear Grylls Survival
Zone is a must-see.

HW110
DESIGNED TO WORK
WITH NATURE
www.hullcartridge.co.uk

•
OFFICIAL UK IMPORTER

•

•
•
•
•
•

1 YEAR WARRANTY GUARANTEED

•

SOFT TOUCH SYNTHETIC STOCK COATING
TEMPERATURE & MOISTURE RESISTANT
REGULATED FOR ACCURACY TIME AFTER TIME
PICATINNY RAIL FOR ‘SURE’ MOUNTING OF
SCOPE/ACCESSORIES
AMBIDEXTROUS
PRECISION 2 STAGE TRIGGER
10 SHOT
FAST FIRE SIDE LEVER ACTION

DONCASTER AIRGUN RANGE
Flashing targets are great, but we’ll be
setting out more spinners and reactive stuff,
soon, because our shooters love them!

AT HOME
ON THE RANGE
Brian Samson looks back on a momentous first month
at the Doncaster Airgun Range

N

ow that the dust has settled
(literally) and our doors have
been open to the public for over a
month, we’ve had time to reflect on
our journey. It hasn’t been a
smooth ride that’s for sure, and we
can certainly understand why there
aren’t more indoor airgun shooting
ranges dotted around the country.
Any new shooting range will
require planning permission for a
change of use of the property and
that process can be time
consuming and frustrating. The
rental costs of an indoor space are
significantly higher than for an
outdoor range, and there are many
more legal hoops to jump through,
or rather stumble through, relying
more on luck than judgement in
our case. Having said that, we
hope our journey and successful
launch will encourage others to
consider the possibility of opening

more indoor ranges around the
country. The underlying lesson we
have learned with this venture is
that the demand and interest in
shooting sports is on the increase
and it has a broad appeal to all
ages and backgrounds.
Who do indoor ranges appeal to?
So far we’re finding they appeal to
just about everyone! For the
hunters out there, an indoor range
is the perfect place to get that new
scope set up, check zero, and try
out a few different brands of pellet
to see which one groups the best.
This is also true for the dedicated
HFT/FT competition shooter. With
the unpredictability of the weather
in our green and pleasant land, it’s
extremely useful to be able to turn
up at a range and be guaranteed
perfect conditions for zeroing and
setting up a hunting or competition
rig. The removable benches and

Full-on training, or pleasurable plinking, it’s all the same to us.

Juniors and silver shooters enjoy our facilities.

multitude of movable targets on the
range also allow a shooter to set up
the sort of shots they have trouble
with, and practise those in
whatever shooting position they
prefer, whether that’s HFT prone,
in the FT sitting position, kneeling
or standing.
By far the largest group of
visitors to our humble range are
what I would call ‘casual shooters’,
who just enjoy shooting for the sake
of shooting and nothing else. A
friendly indoor range is the perfect
place to come and forget about the
daily stresses that life places on us,
and just concentrate on pounding
the hell out of more spinners and
flash targets than you could shake
a stick at.
It’s very difficult when starting up
a new range not to be influenced
by what we would personally like to
see. One of the first things we

changed after just our first week of
being open was to include many
more spinners on the range.
Casual shooters prefer something a
bit more reactive than the
customised competition practice
‘flash’ targets that dominated the
range to start with. When funds
allow we’ll be installing a lot more
reactive ‘fun’ targets.

OUR PLANS FOR THE
FUTURE
We’re seeing quite a lot of new
shooters turning up at the range,
and when I say ‘new’, these tend to
be people who perhaps had an
airgun in their junior years and are
interested in returning to the fold,
so to speak. Quite a lot has
changed in terms of equipment in
the last 20 years or so, and for
many returning airgunners, high
magnification scopes, mil dot
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DONCASTER AIRGUN RANGE
A wide variety of hardware and all types of
airgunner are welcome at the Donny range.

reticles, PCPs and scuba bottles
present quite a steep learning
curve. We’ve been offering our help
and advice to newcomers on an
ad-hoc basis, but it’s clear that
some group training courses would
be popular. Fortunately, the range
has a dedicated training room - or
at least it will once we’ve decorated
it and fixed the hole in the floor
- and we hope to be able to offer
some NSRA (National Small-bore
Rifle Association) approved training
courses on topics such as firearms
law, safety, rifle/scope set-up, and
shooting technique, along with
maybe a marksmanship skills test
and merit award.
Of course, indoor shooting isn’t a
new thing and there are already
shooting disciplines specifically
suited to an indoor range. Bench
rest competitions are becoming
more and more popular, and the
sport of LSR (Lightweight Sport
Rifle) seems to be gathering
momentum around the country
too.

SILLY TARGETS
We have a full set of American/

Mexican Silhouettes at the range,
set out at the correct air rifle
distances - ranging from 20 yards
for the smallest silhouette to 45
yards for the largest. The
Silhouettes or ‘Sillys’ as they’re
affectionately referred to have
been quite a popular discipline in
the North East Field Target region

Plenty of friendly banter and we’re all equal
under this roof. Our range is shaping up nicely.

shooters have expressed an
interest in. At the moment, the
only shooting equipment we offer
for sale is a selection of different
batches of JSB pellets. These
have proved to be very popular,
especially since we offer a trial
pack of each batch of pellets so
that they can be tested on the

“pop in for a look around - we’re
always happy to see new faces”
over the past 25 years and we
hope to encourage more and more
shooters to give it a go. The North
East Field Target region is host
every year to the NEFTA Classic,
which is a combined 80-shot FT,
and 80-shot Silhouette
competition held over two days.
We expect to see quite a few
international visitors to the range
taking advantage of the chance to
check their zero and put in some
last-minute silhouette practice
before this year’s event on 30th
April.
Our short-term plans don’t
currently include an on-site shop,
but it’s something that many

range before committing to buy a
larger supply.
Why not pop in for a cuppa and
a chat about your requirements?
You’ll find a broad range of
equipment being used at the
range, from a humble budget
springer to thousands of pounds
worth of competition PCPs. No
one is ever looked down on or
made to feel uncomfortable at
Doncaster Airgun Range. If you’d
like to pop in for a look around
- we’re always happy to see new
faces. If you aren’t shooting, it’s
free to pop up and see what all the
fuss is about. We hope to see you
soon. Brian and Leanne. ■

The wonderful Leanne always right on target for me.

DONCASTER
AIRGUN RANGE
• 45-yard indoor shooting
range
• Air rifle & pistol
• 16 lanes
• Free air refills
• No membership fees or
hidden extras
£10 for as long as you need
Opening Hours:
Thursday : 2pm - 8pm
Friday : 2pm - 8pm
Saturday : 10am - 5pm
Sunday : 10am - 5pm
Monday : 10am – 4pm
T: (0756) 388 0042
E: doncasterairgunrange.gmail.
com
W: www.doncaster-airgunrange.co.uk
Facebook :
doncasterairgunrange

We have, literally, a huge range of
options to consider for the future.
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Unit 5, Victoria Mills, Wharf
Road, Doncaster, DN1 2ST

DR FINLEY MOUNTING A SCOPE PT4

SERMON ON THE
MOUNTS
The good
Doctor’s here
with more
thoughts on
sight mounting

What I really needed.

W

hat I love about airguns is
the fact there are always new
and exciting things to discover. On
writing about scope mounts I had
the revelation that I was not as
clever as I thought I was, or have
been for years it would seem. I
love BSA airguns; my first new air
rifle was a BSA Super Meteor back

in 1981, the new BSA guns
are even better and my latest
BSA is a 2015 .22 Lightning
SE, but I didn’t fully twig that I
needed dedicated scope mounts.
The rail on the BSA really
needed a set of 13mm scope
mounts. When I mounted the
Hawke scope, I saw that the
standard 11mm mounts did not fit
very well at all and I just reversed
the clamping jaw to allow it to fit,
which put the side of the jaw
designed to fit the 45-degree sight
rail up in the position of the
alignment jaw. This alters the
actual clamping distance from
8.9mm to 10.1mm allowing it to fit

The TO6C is made by Sportsmatch for BSA rails.

adjustments, but the mounts now
are more dedicated and much
better designed to achieve optical
centre.

BOTCHED JOB
the rail, but altering
the scopes optical
centre and how
the mount clamps
onto the scope rail.
The top of the rail on the BSA
measured 12.1mm and the
section of clamping piece I had
now touching the rifle’s alloy rail
was not actually designed to do
this task. I was thinking back to
older scope mount design, which
had 45-degree sections on both
the top and the bottom of the
moving jaw, one slightly smaller
than the other to allow

My botch scope-mounting job
meant that the clamping Allen
screw did not sit flat on the
moving jaw section, and the
shallower and different angled jaw
dug in and deformed the rifle’s
scope rail. I found this out when I
took the scope off my new prized
BSA - I really did mess up, and I
needed to give myself a slap. After
a talk with Sportsmatch, I found
out that they made dedicated
13mm scope mounts especially
for the BSA bigger rails and when
I got a set of TO6Cs it was clear
that they are a perfect fit for the

“I didn’t fully twig that I needed
dedicated scope mounts”

My botched fix, just turning the clamping piece upside down.
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DR FINLEY: MOUNTING A SCOPE PT4

I managed to mark the BSA scope rail by doing it.

BSA scope rail - the inside jaw
measurement is 10.1mm - I am
now much happier with the fit and
alignment of the Hawke on the
BSA Lightning SE. Lesson learned.
Sportsmatch also solved two
other problems I had with
mounting optical sights to my
HW45 and my Crosman MK177,
both as you will be aware from one
of my previous articles are two of
my preferred plinking guns. A lot
of red dot sights, especially the
smaller reflex type, come complete
with an integral 20mm Picatinny/
Weaver rail clamping system. My
Weihrauch HW45 has an airgun
scope/sight rail so the newer
Hawke red dot sight I wanted to fit
would not go on the pistol because
this had the 20mm system. I had
an old 20mm adaptor, but it was
very high and longer than it
needed to be because it was
originally designed for night-vision
equipment, but when I was
searching the Sportsmatch web
site for the BSA mounts I found
what I was looking for; the RB5 set
is a smaller and more compact
airgun-to-20mm adaptor mount.

PERFECT SOLUTION

They worked out perfectly with the
HW45 Hawke red dot sight
combo, just moving the two
separate sections apart a little
brought the ends of the Hawke
flush with the mounts. Of course,
there are two sections to
allow
using
twopiece
airgun
mounts
clamped
onto the
RB5s. The main use for the
RB5s is to fit night-vision
equipment onto air rifles,
and night-vision sights
invariably have an
integral Weaver clamping
system on their base, so some
sort of an adaptor is the only
way you can fit them to most
airguns. Hatsan are the only big
firm to fit 20mm scope rails to
their airguns.
My last sight mounting issue
came because I also wanted to fit
a small 4x20 scope to my
Crosman MK177 plinking rifle.
This has integral airgun mounts so
would not fit the 20mm Picatinny

The larger section of the clamping
piece should fit into the dovetails.
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The add-on rail is 12.1mm.

rail of the Crosman, and here’s
where the RB6 adaptor mounts
came in - I had it fitted in two
minutes.
Sportsmatch

mounts are
made here in
the UK to a
quality and
tolerance I
know I can
rely on. This
provides me with
the means to be
more accurate,
stay on target,
and have
compete faith
in my whole
shooting system – and
that’s what mounting any sight
properly is all about. ■
The Crosman MK177 fitted out
with the scope using the RB6.

To fit the Hawke mini
red-dot sight I needed
a Weaver/Picatinny
adaptor system.

BSA R10 MK2 Super Carbine Rifle

●
●
●
●
●
●

PCP Rifle
2 Stage Trigger Function
Adjustable Butt Pad
Self Actuating Magazine
Super Carbine Hammer Forged Barrel
Black Pepper Stock

01628 474 187 | info@emmettandstone.co.uk
Browse our Gun Room at www.emmettandstone.co.uk
WILTON FARM, MARLOW ROAD, LITTLE MARLOW, BUCKS, SL7 3RR

HATSAN GLADIUS FOLLOW-UP
O

ur concerted efforts to
discover what the Airgun
World readership wants to see in
this magazine have revealed many
useful things. One of the main
requirements is practical advice
and real-world experience of
products and techniques, and
that’s what this follow-up test is
going to be about. We’ll need a
little background to establish
where we are, of course, but once
that’s done we can crack on with
the nuts, bolts and hands-on of
this month’s follow-up test on the
Hatsan Gladius bullpup.

of ‘O’ ring seals, all designed to
enhance the owner’s enjoyment of
the Gladius rifle. I’d now like to
keep the enhancement theme
going, by detailing my own
recommendations on how to get
the best out of this extremely
capable, and highly affordable,
sporting air rifle. Settle back and
take notes, you potential Gladius
owners, and anyone with a yen for
any type of bullpup can do the
same because there’s plenty of
crossover information coming at
you right now.

GET SET FOR SUCCESS
PACKAGE DEAL
In last month’s Editor’s Test, I
introduced the impressive
package that is the Hatsan
Gladius. That package includes; a
proper padded hard case; four,
10-shot magazines; a sling;
various adjustment tools, and a set

The main lesson
I’ve learned
through
pumping
pellets

through this Gladius, is the value
of preparation – and that applies
to everything about it, and its user.
Every phase of the initial prep’ is
interconnected and neglecting any
of them impacts the rest, so either
agree to sort out everything
needed, or don’t bother with any
of it. You don’t want
second-best and
neither do I,
especially when
realising full
potential is
such a

realistic goal. Here goes,
then; your job list is
coming up.

1. First,
making
sure the
rifle is

uncocked,
unloaded and
with its magazine
removed, get the
stock adjustments
in place, and carry
out this process
WITHOUT the scope
being mounted.
The need for this will
become apparent,
soon. This is best
achieved by getting
I think you could genuinely amaze
yourself with how well you can shoot
this rifle from the standing stance.

The editor relates
his practical
findings on the
Hatsan Gladius
bullpup

GETTING ON

TOGETHER
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FOLLOW-UP GLADIUS

Once you and the Gladius are
interacting smoothly, without your
having to crank your neck over or
‘search’ for a full sight picture
through the scope, you can sort
out the fine-detail stuff.

Those essential adjustments.

PELLETS ARE CRUCIAL
I know this isn’t breakthrough
news but if you’re ever going to get
the most from any set-up, you’re
going to need to carry out a full-on
pellet test. This doesn’t mean
asking your mates for their
recommendations; it means sitting

whether or not to buy a Hatsan
Gladius.
First, the rifle’s weight will
definitely be a barrier to some
shooters, especially those of slight
build. At over 10lbs before fitting a
scope, there’s no denying the
impression of heft you’ll get when
you first pick up this substantial
bullpup. This requires proper
thought, with the full range of
negatives and positives in the mix.
Obviously, a heavy rifle isn’t as
much fun to lug around the fields
as a featherweight sporter. That

“If you don’t do your own pellet
homework, you’ll never know”
comfortable in the aim, altering
the length of pull – distance
between the butt pad and trigger –
and setting the height of the cheek
piece to support your head in its
most comfortable and tension-free
position.
Check and re-check these
adjustments, until you feel
‘natural’ with the set-up, then
repeat them, only this time do so
with your eyes closed. This
prevents you adjusting your
position to ‘sight’ along the scope
rail. You need your set-up to suit
you, rather than adapting yourself
to what you have in your hands,
and because the Gladius can be
adjusted, every advantage of this
should be taken. That’s why this
phase must be done without the
scope on board; or there’s a real
possibility of you adapting to the
scope and compromising
everything else to accommodate it.

2. With the stock now adjusted
to fit as well as possible, it’s
time to introduce the scope, but
remember, you’ve got that stock
set up as you need it, so don’t
change those adjustments to suit
the scope position – go the other
way and bring the scope to your
perfect adjustments wherever
possible.
This will usually require either
raiser blocks or different height
scope mounts to align scope and
eye, but whatever it takes, get the
job done properly. Anything else is
foolish, efficiency-wasting
compromise, and that’s not what
we’re here for. OK, a click or two
on that cheek piece adjuster isn’t
going to wreck our plans for
maximum potential, but any more
than that and I promise you’ll
never get the best out of you or
the Gladius … or any high-quality
outfit come to that.

at a test bench with as many
quality brands as possible and
shooting loads of carefullyconsidered holes in paper. Yes,
the usual suspects will probably
emerge with the honours, but not
always. If you don’t do your own
pellet homework, you’ll never
know for sure. Just carry out those
tests and prove to yourself which
pellet works best in your particular
rifle. When you’ve done that, you
can really get to know your
Gladius and its quirks, foibles,
faults and fixes.

MY RECOMMENDATIONS
There now follows a concise list of
likes, dislikes and tips revealed to
me over a hard month’s use of the
test rifle. Some will be peculiar to
me, some will be pretty much
universal, but I believe all are
worth a mention and they should
be considered when deciding

said, a sling can literally help you
to shoulder that burden, and I’d
endorse that option, immediately.
Now let’s consider on-aim stability,
which is aided massively by the
Hatsan’s weight, provided your
stance is a sound one.
Remember, a rifle’s prime task is
to shoot accurately, not to be easy
to carry. Too many shooters get
these priorities the wrong way
round. Having thoroughly explored
the accuracy potential of the
Hatsan Gladius, I’m saying that its
weight earns its keep, but then I’m
a large, sturdy chap. Just make
sure you think seriously about this,
that’s all.

SHOT COUNT
You’ll notice that the test rifle’s
shot count has risen slightly from
last month, and the muzzle energy
has settled at 11.2 ft.lbs.
Obviously, one change leads to

Just add scope and mounts - and you’re set to impress yourself.
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HATSAN GLADIUS FOLLOW-UP
SPECIFICATIONS
Model: Gladius Bullpup
Manufacturer: Hatsan
Country of origin: Turkey
Type: Pre-charged, multi-shot sporter

than 30 shots at quarry. If I think I
might be on for a seriously
productive day, I’ll take my air
tank with me and stash it in the

boot of the car, returning for a
top-up when needed. All in all, it
would be folly to discount the
Gladius on shot-production.

Your kind of rifle? Then get
next to one and see how you
perform with it.

Calibre: .22, .177
Cocking: Side lever
Loading: Via removable, rotary 10-shot
magazine
Trigger: 2-stage, adjustable
Stock type: Ambidextrous, synthetic
Weight: 4.6kg (10.2lbs), unscoped
Length: 863mm (34 ins)
Barrel: 493mm (19.4 ins)
Fill pressure: 200 bar
Shots per charge: 85-plus in .22
Variation over 50 shots: 16 fps for .22
on test
Average energy: 11.2 ft.lbs.
Contact: Your nearest Hatsan dealer or
Edgar Bros. on www.edgarbrothers.com

A minor niggle I found, was the
difficulty in removing the spare
magazine nearest the grip. My
fingers are too fat and the space
too tight. I could manage it, but it
was too fiddly for my liking, so I
left the mag’ in place.
On the plus side, I really like
how Hatsan has rounded off the
ends of the riffle’s fore end
mounted accessory rails to make
them more finger-friendly.In fact,
the whole Gladius stock is worth a
major thumbs-up, thanks largely
to its adjustability.
Perhaps the scope rail could be
longer, although I was the only
one who mentioned this when I
called together the co-testing
crew, who to a man failed to moan
about the rifle’s trigger, which is a
rare event, indeed.

VERDICT

RRP £519
the other and both are welcome,
but some will still claim that the
Gladius has a too-low shots-percharge return. Yes, in comparison
to other rifles on the market, it
does, but when applied to the real
world of hunting, it’s meaningless.
I never go hunting without
charging my rifle, and it’s a rare
trip indeed where I need more

PRAISE AND NIGGLES

“I never go hunting without
charging my rifle”

Get the eye/scope alignment absolutely right, because everything flows from that.

At £519 there is absolutely no
doubt that the Hatsan Gladius has
to be on your consideration
shortlist, if a bullpup is already
your thing, or your next move
forward. It shoots straight, it has
the performance to fulfil any
hunter’s needs, and it does more
than most to accommodate its
owner. My advice is simple; get a
Gladius in your shoulder, or better
still on a test range – and be
prepared to surprise yourself. ■
Chunky, easy-to-use magazines, and
you get four of them.

Finger-friendly fittings on the
accessory rails. Nice work, Hatsan.

The safety catch sits ahead of the
trigger blade, just a finger-prod away.
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01788 522005

JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR AIR RIFLES, PLEASE CONTACT THE SHOP TO DISCUSS YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Brocock Compatto

Weihrauch HW97

Air Arms Pro Sport

Weihrauch HW100 FSB

Weihrauch HW90

Weihrauch HW80

Daystate Huntsman Regal

Daystate Wolverine Hi-lite B Type

Air Arms TX200HC

Air Arms S510 Sporter

Air Arms S410 TDR

BSA Ultra SE

FMJ is the UK’s newest gun shop offering a wide range of Air Rifles and Pistols, Optics,
Ammunition, Clothing and Accessories for all your shooting needs.
DAYSTATE ★ AIR ARMS ★ WEIHRAUCH ★ BROCOCK ★ BSA ★ WEBLEY ★ HATSAN ★ SIG SAUER ★ ASG ★ UMAREX ★ HAWKE OPTICS
NIKKO STIRLING ★ BUSHNELL ★ LIGHTFORCE ★ H&N ★ BISLEY ★ DEBEN ★ HYDRO TECH ★ BEST FITTINGS ★ PLANO ★ HARRIS

Unit 1 Laughing Dog Industrial Estate, London Road, Dunchurch, Warwickshire CV23 9LP

TECHNICAL AIRGUN

I think my .22 Webley Raider might see
a bit more use after writing this article.

AN OVERDUE

OVERVIEW
Jim turns his attention to a major factor he’s largely ignored - the .22 calibre

B

efore the start of the 1980s,
nearly every airgun sold in the
UK was a springer, and the
muzzle energy of a spring airgun
in .22 was invariably significantly
higher than that of the same
airgun in .177. Few people owned
chronoscopes or even ballistic
pendulums or sledges to measure
‘power’ accurately, but the extra
impact from a .22 pellet, even if
only judged by the size of the hole
it left in a tin can, or how far it sent
it flying through the air, was quite
enough to convince most that .22
was THE hunting calibre. A survey
of magazine readers I ran back in
1984 suggested that no less than
95% of readers preferred the
larger calibre.
Of the airgun manufacturers, I
only remember Webley & Scott as
publishing anything about the
performance of their airguns, and
the figures they published for the
Hawk Mk.3 break-barrel, and
Osprey sidelever, were 550fps in
.22, 650 fps in .177 which, with
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the ubiquitous Eley Wasp pellet,
equated to 9.74 ft. lb. for the .22,
and 6.75 ft. lb. for the .177, which
was the same as many
contemporary springers. A few
imported springers exceeded
those figures, though in most
cases due to dieseling, until the
Feinwerkbau 124 Sport, followed
by the Original 45 and Weihrauch
HW80, appeared on the scene,
along with the Webley Vulcan, all

fully capable of nearing our legal
limit in either calibre, without
reliance upon dieseling, out of the
box. Still, the .22 continued to
outsell the .177 by a wide margin.
At the start of the 1980s, not
only were .177 airguns available
with the same muzzle energy as
the .22 version, but also the sport
of field target (FT) was born. I
could well be wrong about this,
but I think that FT was the first

“ the rise of FT caused a rise in
sales of .177 airguns ”
For close-range pest control in either calibre,
the RWS Hobby takes some beating.

www.airgunshooting.co.uk

airgun target discipline in the UK
in which the ranges to the targets
were not known, and had to be
judged by eye, which favoured the
flatter trajectory of the .177,
because it greatly increased the
chances of one of the more distant
targets falling over if range
estimation was a few yards out.
The sport mushroomed in the
early 1980s, going from no clubs
at the start, to in the region of 100
by late 1985, and there is little
doubt that the rise of FT caused a
rise in sales of .177 airguns,
though FT shooters still
represented a tiny minority of
airgun enthusiasts, and sales of
.22 still outnumbered those of
.177.
The airgun press probably
played a greater role in the rise of
the .177 than FT, as writers
tested, and recounted hunting
trips with the smaller calibre, and
in conjunction with .177 airguns
that matched the .22 in muzzle
energy, and the rise of FT, set the

PELLETS

scene for the launch of a pellet
that would turn many airgun
hunters (including yours truly)
away from .22, the H&N
Silhouette.
It was no less a personage than
Dave Welham of Airmasters who
first alerted me to “a .177 pellet
that hit like a .22”, as he put it
and, through my Original 45, the
pellet not only proved highly
effective for hunting, but also
stunningly accurate. My
scribblings at the time may have
weaned a few off .22, and the top
FT shooters who were starting to
write for airgun magazines a lot
more.
Today, things have changed.
The PCP seems to have largely
taken over for airgun hunting, and
the relative ease of achieving the

(mine was 25 yards with my
Webley Vulcan in .22), so that
hunters gained from the flatter
trajectory of the .177, just as
much as FT shooters did.

EFFICIENCY
The flatter trajectory of the .177
comes at a price, and is that it is
inherently less efficient at
converting the energy in
compressed air into muzzle
energy, which in the case of a
PCP means fewer shots per fill,
and in the case of a springer,
greater recoil cycle displacement
for any given muzzle energy.
It was because of the lower
energy efficiency of the .177 that I
chose the smaller calibre for the
majority of my spring airgun
experiments, well, that and the

“ The flatter trajectory of the -177
comes at a price ”
necessary standard of
marksmanship with PCPs has
pushed maximum ranges,
favouring the flatter trajectory
.177. The most recent public poll I
can find suggested that two thirds
of respondents (85) preferred
.177 for hunting at the UK power
limit, which is a huge increase
from the 5% in my 1984 poll.
Another thing that’s changed has
been a succession of far better
quality pellets than we were using
back in the 1970s, which
improved accuracy and enabled
hunting ranges to be increased

fact that all my best rifles were in
.177. If you can get a .177 airgun
shooting to your satisfaction, then
it should be easy to match or
better the result with a .22.
In the February 2016 issue of
Airgun World, I reported on
experiments involving an HW95
action, tested with .177 and .22
barrels, looking primarily at the
difference in recoil, and noted as
an aside that the average muzzle
energy gain of .22 over .177 was
in the order of 17%. It’s always
good to revisit test results and view
them afresh, and doing so

The .177 recoil trace suggests the thick-skirt pellets’ lost energy went
into piston bounce.

The RWS Superdome (right) has a
shallow domed head, holds accuracy
to greater range than, but has slightly
less impact force than the Hobby.

The thin skirt of the JSB pellet (right) seals at lower
pressure than thick-skirt pellets like the Hobby.

revealed that it was a mistake to
quote an average gain figure,
because Hobby pellets in .22 gave
25% greater energy than .177,
while .22 Superdomes gave 20%
greater energy than .177, but .22
Falcon Accuracy Plus gave just
0.3% more muzzle energy than
.177. The most plausible
explanation seemed to be that the
.22 Falcon Accuracy Plus wasn’t
gaining energy from dieseling, the
other two were.
With the .177 barrel fitted, the
Falcon Accuracy Plus gave the

highest muzzle energy at 9.88 ft.
lb,, against 9.5 ft. lb. from the
Superdome and 9.07 ft. lb. from
the Hobby, which was due to the
start pressures of the three pellets;
the Falcons started around 120
psi, and so had the longest time in
which they and the piston were
traveling in the same direction
(hence the highest muzzle
energy), the Superdomes started
around 480 psi, and the Hobby at
600 psi, so the two had
progressively less time to
accelerate before the piston

There was nothing in the recoil traces to explain why the .22 Falcon pellets
were 1.5 ft. lb. down in muzzle energy.
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bounced and air pressure fell.

START PRESSURES
The pellet start pressures of .22
pellets are usually lower than in
.177, with the Falcon Accuracy
Plus starting at under 100 psi.
What this suggests is that the pellet
is on the move relatively early in the
piston stroke, creating a lot of lost
volume as it accelerates along the
barrel, which either limits peak
cylinder pressure and associated
air energy (temperature) to below

energy could account for the low
muzzle energy, though my gut
feeling is that it was dieseling that
gave the thick skirt pellets higher
energy.
One thing that was plain was
that the piston compression stroke
in .177 was a fraction longer with
the Falcon Accuracy Plus than the
two thick-skirted RWS pellets,
which in conjunction with the
lower start pressure and earlier
start of the Falcon pellets, helps to
explain the higher energy transfer.

piston, via the air, to the pellet.
One further observation from
my experiment was that the piston
bounce in .177 was far higher with
the thick-skirted RWS pellets than
the thin-skirt Falcons, but the
bounce was far lower for the
thick-skirt pellets in .22, while the
Falcon pellet’s piston bounce was
practically identical in .177 and
.22. That suggests the lost energy
in .177 was driving piston bounce,
whereas in .22 it was simply lost in
the air behind the pellet in the

There’s a lot we (by which I mean I) don’t know about
the shot cycle of the .22 spring airgun, and a lot of
experimental engineering work still to be done.
that required for autoignition
(dieseling), or means that the pellet
is too far up the barrel to gain any
benefit if dieseling does occur.
Another possible explanation for
the lower muzzle energy of the .22
Falcon Accuracy Plus is that the
early start of the pellet causes
early onset of transfer port
choking, limiting the air mass flow
due to the low pressure, and the
combination of low air mass, low
air pressure and low air kinetic

With the same pellets in .22,
though, the piston stroke was
practically the same with all three
pellets, so the low start pressure
that gives higher energy transfer in
.177 seems to give lower muzzle
energy in .22, which reinforces a
theory that Mike Wright and I
developed some years ago that the
key to spring airgun energy
efficiency was timing in the critical
milliseconds that energy is
delivered from the spring and

Fitting the .177 barrel to the .22 action reduced
muzzle energy by between 0.3% and 25%.
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barrel.
The final observation (for the
present, there’s still stuff to be
analysed) from the experiment
was that, based on the recoil, the
compression stroke with the .177
barrel was in the region of 4mm
less than with the .22 barrel. It’s
impossible to be precise in
determining compression stroke
from recoil, because the .177
barrel is heavier than the .22, the
.22 pellet heavier than the .177,

so the two tiny effects these will
have on recoil probably go some
way to cancelling each other out.
What we can infer is that the
larger calibre allows more air to
flow through the transfer port and
into the barrel, lowering cylinder
pressure and permitting the piston
to continue to compress air,
increasing the length of time that it
and the pellet are traveling in the
same direction.
There’s a lot we (by which I
mean I) don’t know about the shot
cycle of the .22 spring airgun, and
a lot of experimental engineering
work still to be done.

PCPS
With PCPs, the workings are a lot
clearer. The .22 is the more
energy efficient of the two main
calibres simply because the pellet
travels more slowly along the
barrel, so it has more time to gain
energy from the air before it exits
the muzzle, and it allows the air to
expand more fully, which is also
the reason, incidentally, why the
PCP tends to be more energy
efficient with heavier pellets in
both calibres.
The great advantage of a PCP

PELLETS

The shallower the dome, the greater
the BC, but the lower the impact force.

over a springer is, of course, that it
is effectively recoilless, making it
easier to attain accuracy, and to
extend useful range, and it is at
longer range that the flatter
trajectory of the .177 comes into
play. Not everyone, though, wants
or needs to shoot at longer range,
and there are plenty of instances
when the larger calibre can be
preferable.
I will never forget my first pest
control shot with a .22 PCP. The
pest in question was a brown rat
drawn away from the area under
the bird feeders were it usually
dined to a bait (peanut butter), the
range, from memory, 12 yards,
and the shot down onto the top of
the rat’s cranium, and what made
it so memorable was seeing the
rat’s fur being blown flat in a circle
surrounding the pellet. The pellet,
being a .22, must have taken out
the brain in its entirety, including
the stem, which connects the
brain to the rest of the body, giving
an instant ‘lights out’ and humane

Left to right: Superdome, Hobby and Falcon Accuracy Plus pellets in both
calibres suggest that in .22 only the Falcon was not causing dieseling.

end. Certainly, as I watched
through the scope, the rat gave
not so much as a twitch.
The close range of the shot was,
on reflection, of less importance
than my knowing the precise
range, and having the precise aim
point on the scope reticle. The
shot could equally have been 20
yards, or 30, and as long as I
knew the range to the target and
the aim point, the result would
have been the same. Seen in that
light, it is only when the range to
the target is not known that the
flatter trajectory of the .177
becomes an asset.
In outdoor target shooting (FT
and HFT) where the ranges have
to be estimated, using a .22 is a
serious handicap, because the
pellet drop at longer ranges
punishes even minor errors in
range estimation but, for static
pest control work at known
distances, or for shots measured
using a laser rangefinder, the .22
has a lot to commend it.

MAKING AN IMPACT
The 50% greater cross sectional
area of the .22 means that, when
it penetrates a target, it has to
displace more material for each
millimetre travelled than a .177,
so it tends to penetrate less, and
the less a pellet penetrates, the
greater the impact force.
If a pellet arrives at the target
with 6 ft. lb. and penetrates to a
depth of one inch, its impact
force will be 6 x 12, or 72 pounds
force (lbf), and if it penetrates
half an inch, the impact force
doubles to 144 lbf. This is
probably what people are
referring to when they use the
expression ‘hits harder’ in relation
to the .22.
However, the .177 pellet is
usually intrinsically more fragile
than the .22, which means that it
can expand more and increase its
cross sectional area, depending
on the hardness of the medium it
is penetrating, so the degree of
penetration and consequent

impact force of the two calibres
might not be quite as great as the
diameters of the pellets alone
might suggest.

SO, WHAT HAVE WE
LEARNED ABOUT .22?
For any given spring airgun in any
given state of tune, and with the
same pellet in .22 and .177:
.22 creates higher muzzle energy.
.22 has a longer piston
compression stroke.
.22 recoils further and takes
longer.
.22 surge is less.

IN PCPS:
.22 is more energy efficient.
.22 has a higher shot count.

IN THE FIELD:
.22 takes longer to reach the
target and so drops more, which
makes accurate rangefinding
more critical.
.22 generally has a higher impact
force. ■

Because PCPs don’t diesel, my .22 Raider achieves slightly
higher energy with the heavier Falcon than the Hobby.
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A low scope mount is ideal for
my .22 garden gun, giving a 0.2”
PBR from 9.9 yards to 25 yards.

AHEAD OF THE
Jim studies the relationship between the sight line and
pellet trajectory - and how to best exploit it

T

he instant a pellet leaves the
muzzle, it starts to fall under
the force of gravity, and it
accelerates toward the ground at
roughly 32 feet per second

squared, which is rather
inconvenient for us, because it
means that we cannot simply aim
a barrel at a distant target, but
instead have to aim the barrel

This HFT target was shot
at 24 yards, the apogee
for most competitors, so
a few missed high.
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above the target, and the further
the target, the higher above it we
have to aim.
With the muzzle elevated, the
energy of the pellet initially
counteracts the attraction of
gravity, so that the pellet rises until
it reaches a peak (the apogee),
and then gravity forces it to fall
toward the ground. The distance
that the pellet falls in flight is
purely a function of how long it
takes to reach the target, and
pellet drop in inches works out as
the time of flight in seconds
squared, multiplied by 192.
Unlike the curved path taken by
the pellet, the sight line is straight,
because we view light that has
reflected from the surface of the
target, and for our purposes light
travels in a straight line. We view
the light from a position above the
bore of the barrel, which means

that the pellet in flight rises and
crosses the sight line, then
continues to rise above it to the
apogee, then falls back down
through the sight line and toward
the ground. The two points at
which the pellet crosses the sight
line are the zeros, the points at
which we can aim dead on and
know that the pellet point of
impact (POI) is precisely where we
want it to be.

THREE ZONES
It is not too much of a
simplification to think of the
trajectory as comprising three
separate zones. The first zone is
between the muzzle and the point
at which the pellet first crosses the
sight line; in this near zone, the
closer the pellet is to the muzzle,
the lower it is relative to the sight
line, and so to hit a target in the

TECHNICAL AIRGUN: PELLET TRAJECTORY
By sighting my .177 in at 29 yards, I can
aim dead on from 13.8 to 33.4 yards.

near zone we have to aim above
the intended POI. The middle
zone starts at the point that the
pellet first crosses the sight line,
then extends to the point at which
the pellets falls back to the sight
line. Because the pellet is above
the sight line, we need to aim
below the intended pellet POI. The
far zone starts after the pellet
crosses the sight line the second
time, and extends as far as the

Zones’.

POINT BLANK RANGE
Point blank range, often
abbreviated to ‘PBR’, is a much
misused term that is taken by
non-shooters to mean very close
to the muzzle, but PBR is actually
the distance between the nearest
and furthest points at which the
pellet is acceptably close to the
sight line, and the shot can be

CURVE
pellet is in motion, and the pellet
is below the sight line, so we have
to aim above the intended pellet
POI. See illustration ‘Trajectory

aimed dead on.
What constitutes ‘acceptably
close’ to the sight line very much
depends on what target you are

shooting. In HFT, for instance, the
smallest kill zone is 15mm in
diameter, and so ‘acceptably close
to the sight line’ could be taken to
be 7.5mm minus the radius of the
pellet, or 5.25mm, up or down,
which will ensure that the pellet
passes through the hole. That
figure of 5.25mm is very close to
what I have long considered
‘acceptably’ close to the sight line
for the purposes of pest control,
and which allows me to sight .177
rifles in at just under 30 yards,
then aim dead on at ranges
between just over twelve yards to a
little over 30 yards.
You can sight the rifle as
described to have one continuous
PBR, or two separate PBRs. The
benefit of a continuous PBR is
knowing that you can aim dead on
at targets from a near range to a
more distant range, such as
typically 13 yards to 32 for a .177,
or perhaps 10 yards to 25 for a
.22. With a single PBR, you only
need to aim off at very close and

complicated. You will still need to
aim off high at very close and
distant ranges, but you may also
need to aim off low when the
pellet is near the apogee,
depending on how high the pellet
climbs above the sight line. Many
of my HFT shooting friends use
two separate PBRs, and carry
diagrams showing the aim points
at various ranges, though some
are now switching to the simpler
single PBR method, which means
that instead of memorising or
carrying a reminder of multiple
aim points up and down, they only
ever have to aim off high, and
most distances outside the PBR
can be accommodated by aiming
toward the top of the kill zone.
My friends who have adopted
the continuous PBR seem to be
using it to very good effect, and
this is significant not only for HFT
shooters, but also for hunters, as
HFT is the target discipline that
has most in common with airgun
hunting.

“You can sight the rifle as
described to have one continuous
PBR, or two”
very distant ranges, and only ever
aim off high.
With two separate PBRs, the
aim off situation is more

SCOPE HEIGHT
For any given pellet trajectory and
PBR target size, the height of the
scope above the barrel bore limits

HFT competitors use the zero range to check
their aim points before a competition.
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Because they are close to the
barrel, open sights can give a
very close-range PBR.

policy, incidentally, for
scopes that, like my old
Simmons, have 30/30
reticles.
If I replaced the scope mounts
with some that raised the scope
just a quarter of an inch higher, I
could sight in at 25 yards and
have a continuous PBR from 10.5
yards to 27 yards, increasing the
depth of the PBR by about a yard
and moving it further from the
muzzle.

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
the depth of, and both near and
far ends of, a continuous PBR
and, generally, the higher the
scope, the more distant the PBR.
For a rifle that’s mainly to be
used at close range, there’s a lot
to commend a small scope in low
mounts. An example of this is my
.22 BSA Lightning XL which, with
a Simmons Whitetail Classic
1.5-5x20mm scope in low mounts
and 1.5” above the barrel bore,
can be sighted for a continuous
0.4” (0.2” up or down) PBR
ranging from 9.9 yards to 25 yards
with hard-hitting RWS Hobby
pellets, which is perfect for a
garden pest control gun. A
continuous PBR is especially good

Back in the early 1980, I
chronoscoped my airguns at one
yard, and eleven yards, to see by
how much the velocity dropped,
then extrapolated the 10-yard
velocity loss out to 40 yards, then
worked out the flight time and
pellet drop, and plotted the results
on a graph. It was crude, but the
results weren’t far out, and I even
wrote a simple program in BASIC
that took the two velocity figures,
did the maths, and printed out the
result. By drawing a sight line on
the graph, I was able to see how
high or low the pellet was relative
to the sight line at any range.
Today, there are a number of
airgun ballistics software

applications for
computers or even
smart phones that use the
muzzle velocity and pellet ballistic
coefficient (BC) to show the pellet
POI at range, and a whole lot
more, as well. Perhaps the best
known application is Hawke
Chairgun Pro, which is available
as a free download at http://www.
hawkeoptics.co.uk/chairgun.html,
and has a wealth of features, not
limited just to simple trajectory.
Ballistic applications allow you
to enter your pellet, muzzle
velocity, scope height and zero
range details and, from that, will
produce a trajectory graph that’s
as accurate as fluctuations in
pellet weight and BC allow.
Entering the kill zone dimension
shows you whether your chosen
zero range gives one or two PBRs,
so you can try alternative zero
ranges that better suit your needs,
and entering information on your
scope’s reticle will give aim points
for ranges outside the PBR.

Increasing the zero range to 35 yards
gives two PBRs, with the pellet 0.2”
outside the kill zone at the apogee.
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To get the best from ballistic
applications, you need accurate
measurements of not only muzzle
velocity but also pellet weight.

OPTIMUM ZERO
My idea of the optimum zero is the
one that gives me a continuous
PBR of 0.2” (5mm) up or down,
and that’s because I limit my

It is not too much of a simplification to think of the
trajectory as comprising three separate zones
A simplified view of the trajectory
and sight line as three zones.

ranges in order not to have to
memorise which aim points
correspond with which ranges,
and shoot within my PBR, allowing
me to aim dead on, but that’s not
everyone’s ideal zero range.
My HFT shooting friends
seemed to favour a zero of 30
yards or 35 yards, but a few have
been sighting in at a little under
30 yards of late, and one even at
25 yards which, with a .177 and
770fps available, ‘wastes’ valuable
potential PBR, but his reasoning is
that the 25-yard zero lines the aim

points on his reticle perfectly with
ranges at five-yard intervals over
the distances at which HFT targets
are placed, and it must work,
because he shoots a springer and
is nearly always up there among
the better PCP users on the score
sheet. He has been known to beat
them all.
Even in a structured target
discipline in which nearly everyone
is shooting the same pellets at the
same velocities and with the same
scope height and magnification,
there is no such thing as a
universal ‘optimum’ zero, so the
advice must be, whatever you
shoot, you need to discover what
works for you. Just because
someone else favours a particular
zero does not mean it will be right
for you.
For anything other than
fixed-range shooting,
understanding the relationship
between the pellet trajectory and
the sight line is essential. Thanks
to modern computer ballistics
applications, it need no longer be
a mystery.■
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DAN WESSON 715
A

s we know, Action Sport
Games specialise in guns built
to licences obtained from major
firearms manufactures and this
month’s top value gun is another
built by ASG under licence, a Dan
Wesson 715 revolver. I tested the
8-inch Dan Wesson some time
ago, but things have moved on
apace; this new model fires pellets
down a rifled barrel as the older
revolver did, but has a totally new
system for holding the pellet in the
faux cartridge and it looks like a
different beast to previous ASG
reincarnations of a Dan Wesson
revolver.
The barrel is slab-sided and the
whole action is finished in a deep
grey gloss hue, with Dan’s
signature picked out on the
right-hand side of the barrel. ASG

supply the gun with six brasslooking cartridges and a six-hole
speed loader, and as a revolver it
has a swing-out cylinder and an
exposed hammer. The cylinder
control is not where you would
normally find it on a revolver,
though; rather than being on the
left rear of the action, between the
trigger and the hammer, it has
been moved. In the usual place,

ERGONOMIC
The 715 is not a combat gun, but
a precision target pistol. The latch
is now a slide-down catch, dead in
front of the cylinder and still on
the left-hand side of the action. It
is operated by the left-hand thumb
and allows the latch to be pulled
down whilst holding the pistol
comfortably in the hand. Believe
me when I say it’s very ergonomic

“The cylinder control is not where
you would normally find it”
the thumb of the right-handed
shooter can operate it, but this is
not so on the 715 and it has been
moved for a reason. They have it
there to give a more solid lock-up
and to keep the catch out of the
way whilst you are shooting.

indeed.
Getting on to the new pellet
holding system. Gone are the
screw-off, faux bullet heads; now
the six brass-coloured cartridges
are all one piece and they have a
4.6mm diameter hole down the

middle and a 4.4mm synthetic
section at the back into which a
pellet is pushed. It’s a ‘push fit’
and the pellet stays put until
moved by a blast of Co2, that is.
The industry standard, 12
gramme Co2 bulb is held in the
pistol grip as we would expect,
and the left grip just pulls off, held
onto the action by spring latches.

BRAVO!
The bulb is pierced by a sunken
6mm Allen screw at the bottom of
the grip and ASG have fitted a
swing-out, stubby Allen key in the
grip, that comes off, which allows
you to complete the gun’s
charging process without first
having to find an Allen key - bravo
ASG! It’s a genius bit of userfriendly design.

THIS WESSON’S
THE BEST ‘UN
Tim Finley explores the
latest variation on the Dan
Wesson revolver theme
The pellet has to be pushed into
the rear of the faux cartridge.

Tim shooting the Dan Wesson
It even has the design of the barrel lands.

The boxed and unboxed gun.
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Kibw rth Gun Shop
SPECIAL OFFERS

BSA R10 MK2
Package Price £839.00 ● Finance example £39.00 per month
Rifle Only Price £770

HW 100
Package Price £899.00 Finance example £41.00 per month
Rifle only Price £780.00
●

DAYSTATE REGAL
Package Price £999.00 ● Finance example £46.00 per month
Rifle only Price £808.00

AIR ARMS ULTIMATE SPORTER
Package Price £999.00 ● Finance example £46.00 per month
Rifle only Price £890.00

RIFLE PACKAGES CONSIST OF:
Hawke 3-9 x 50 AO Scope

◆

Lifetime Guarantee

●

Bipod
◆

◆

Rifle bag

◆

Sling

◆

Pack of Targets

◆

Lifetime Free Servicing

Years Free Airgun Membership to Kibworth Shooting Ground

Finance examples based on 24 months at 19.9% APR with a 10% deposit

●

www.kibworthshootingground.co.uk
Kibworth Gunshop, Main A6 Harborough Road, Kibworth Beauchamp,
Leicestershire, LE8 0RD | Telephone: 0116 279 6001

THE OMEGA SC-3
PERSONAL COMPRESSOR
AFFORDABLE, RELIABLE, PORTABLE, QUIET

IT’S ALL YOU NEED!
Electric powered
Up to 4500psi (310bar)
Fill times (approx):
Riﬂe 3–4 mins. Tank top-up 45 mins

AND THAT’S NOT ALL…
Auto cut-off and auto vent
Portable with soft grip handle
Self Serviceable
(tools and spares included)
• Hose with quick ﬁt connector
• Hour meter to track usage
• Back-up support
•
•
•

IDEAL FOR THE HOME
OR THE SHOOTING CLUB

£1,399 inc. VAT

Tel: +44 (0)1953 860323
Mobile: +44 (0) 7860 696416

info@gilbertdistribution.co.uk
www.omegacompressor.co.uk
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Indoor and outdoor ranges
500 acre vermin shoot
Camping and onsite accommodation available

Call Pete on 07973 509 198
www.airgunfarm.co.uk

HARDMAN’S HUNTING

SPRING OF

DISCONTENT
Phil Hardman’s frustration gathers as winter refuses
to give way to a productive hunting season

W

ell, hasn’t this month been a
disaster! I’ve waited all winter
for spring to … erm … spring, and
instead we’ve had high winds, rain
and even the threat of snow,
according to tabloid weather
warnings. This has caused havoc
with my hunting lately, and quarry
that I expected to see, based on
previous years, simply hasn’t been
there. I’m sure I am not alone with
this frustration. At this time of
year, I am used to seeing
woodpigeons fluttering from
branch to branch calling for a
mate, or busy nest building, but at
the minute they seem to be more
content still behaving as if it is
winter, and flocking together. The
breeding rabbits that I should be
seeing out during the day, with a
seemingly carefree attitude, are
still spending most of their time
underground, and the kits I should

be seeing in ever-growing
numbers are few and far between,
and no matter how many times I
head out, kills are proving rare,
and hard to achieve.

PLUGGING AWAY
I haven’t suddenly forgotten how
to hunt, it’s simply a case of not
having anything to hunt for; you
can’t shoot what isn’t there. So
what does this mean for someone
who writes for a magazine, with
deadlines looming, and an evil
editor breathing down his neck?
Well, before I was a writer, I’d
stubbornly stick it out for a while
then decide I’d wait a while until
things improved, but I can’t afford
to do that. So instead I’ve had to
plug away, spending my days
getting soaked through, only to
draw a blank and return home
feeling like I’ve wasted my time.

Being in the field is never a
waste of time, and I know that,
but it can sure feel like it now
and again. Those of you out
there who also draw blanks

first light, late morning, and early
afternoon, without success so I
figured this was the next step
before I pulled out the night-vision
and resorted to that. The light

“I haven’t suddenly forgotten how
to hunt, it’s simply a case of not
having anything to hunt for”
regularly, or only manage the
odd kill here and there, don’t
worry. It happens to all of us it’s part of hunting.

UNDER THREAT
A friendly reminder – pretty much
a threat, actually - from the Editor
that I should get my stuff in sooner
rather than later made me decide
to drag myself out one more time
and have a bash at some early
evening rabbit shooting. I’d tried

nights make shooting in the early
evening much nicer. I can spend
longer out there, enjoy watching
the sun go down, and it just
makes for a far better atmosphere
than hunting in the wintertime.
Unfortunately, the weather was
still trying to scupper my plans so I
wasn’t going to be enjoying any of
that. Instead, I had variable winds,
grey skies and drizzle to contend
with.
Luckily, these days I can drive
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On patrol, but little to report.

I’ve never been so happy to
see a few green buds.

There was no other way
than on my belly.

to my shoot and drag all my kit
with me, which is handy. I had
both my HW100 and HW110,
because I am still using them
side-by-side – mainly, because
people keep asking me which one
is the better rifle. It’s impossible to
answer that really; they’re both
amazing, and I am really enjoying
having such a difficult choice to
make every time I go out hunting.
Today, it was the turn of the
HW110, as it is most days. After
all, it’s new, and new things are
nice, plus it makes for an easier
carry because it’s lighter, and the
balance is fantastic for the
standing shots that I might be
forced to take when hunting
rabbits in open fields and
hedgerows.

ON THE EDGE
I parked up at the edge of the
farmyard and got out of my Jeep.
Taking the rifle out of the boot, I
loaded its 10-shot mag’ and
slipped it into the breech. I’d seen
one rabbit on my way up the drive
that leads to the farmhouse, but it
was a tiny baby and I didn’t really

to the farm are the ones the
farmer is most likely to see, so
they are usually my top priority.
How others operate on their own
permissions is up to them, but my
advice would be, if in doubt, ask
the farmer or landowner what they
want. Mine wants them to be
controlled but not eradicated,

gated farmyard and out into the
back fields. The wind out here in
the open paddocks was even
stronger than I’d expected, and I
knew that any shots I’d be lucky
enough to get the chance of taking
would be tricky, but it had its plus
points by driving the cloud
overhead past quickly, so any

“many people leave young rabbits alone, but I’m on
this land to control vermin”
want to bag it as my only kill, so I
left it - with a mental note to pick it
off maybe on the way home if I’d
had no more success. I know
many people leave young rabbits
alone, but I’m on this land to
control vermin numbers and no
other reason, and rabbits so close
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although in some areas where
they are more problematic, he
wants them gone, and other areas,
they’re fine to do what they do in
relative peace.

STRONG WIND
I set off and walked through the

drizzly showers were gone before
they’d really started, and
occasionally, a bit of sunshine
would glare through for a minute
or two. The going was slow due to
the muddy, waterlogged land, but
I did my best to keep things quiet
as I slopped my way forward. The

HARDMAN’S HUNTING

I checked out all of my usual ‘banker’
hotspots, and found them stone cold.

“The rabbit was sitting side-on, not doing anything,
so it was going to be tricky”

first few fields yielded very little,
and the whole land appeared
bleak, with not a bird in the sky for
as far as the eye could see, but I
cracked on regardless, venturing
further out into the land, and
trying to seek out higher ground
that would enable me to approach
with less noise.

GO WEST, YOUNG MAN
I arrived at the top of a small
incline, crept to the hedge, and
began working my way westward
along the side of a large rabbit
warren. The warren is out in the
field with little cover except for the
small hedge, but the burrows
themselves are 40 or so yards
away, so because of the wind, I
wasn’t feeling too confident of a

shot unless I could catch one out
closer to the edge of the field. I’d
stalked maybe 50 yards when I
spotted a single rabbit sitting out,
right next to the warren itself. This
meant one hell of a stalk across
open ground, to shoot a rabbit in
high winds, so I took a moment to
sum up my options and have a
think about my next move. This
was pretty much reduced to one
- a belly crawl on wet and muddy
grass to get within range of a shot
that I was confident would drop
the rabbit on the spot with no risk
of wounding it. That meant getting
in close - sub-25 yards - of an
adult rabbit that had survived all
winter and probably laughed off
any attempt I had made at
approaching it previously.

NOT TOO KEEN
It’s funny, but the older I get the
less keen I am on crawling around
in the mud. When I was a
teenager, I’d crawl through a mile
of steaming horse muck to get a
kill, but now - nah, maybe not,
thanks. With great reluctance
then, I got down on my belly and
slithered my way across the damp
field. The rabbit was sitting
side-on, not doing anything, so it
was going to be tricky to know if it
was watching me or not, but I
slowly moved closer, dragging
myself forward with the rifle in
front of me. I slowly closed down
the range until I felt confident that
I was close enough, but being so
close to the ground meant I could
no longer feel the wind as well as I

had when I was standing up.
The rabbit was still sitting there,
probably watching my every move
and ready to bolt at any time, but
for now it hadn’t moved an inch. I
took a second to get a feel for the
wind before deciding where to
aim, to make the correct amount
of adjustment for the pellet’s
inevitable drift. At 25 yards, I only
needed to give a smidge of
hold-under, but I gave a full inch
of windage and fired. The rabbit
tensed up and flopped on to its
side as the pellet struck home,
and much to my relief, it didn’t
kick or move at all so I was able to
go over and retrieve it. I was pretty
proud of the shot, but the stalk
was what I had really enjoyed and
I had a smile on my face for the
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first time during the trip.

BARREN LAND
I went on to cover more land than
I care to remember, but it was
barren and empty, without a bird
in the sky or a squirrel in a tree. I
headed back to my Jeep and
drove it around a little bit, hoping
to catch some rabbits coming out
to feed as the day wore on, but
even that was fruitless. One thing I
did notice, and it really helped to
lift my spirits, was that the trees
and hedgerows have started to
bud up nicely now, some even
showing small leaves, which
means spring is finally about to
burst into life and in a month or
so, the land will be transformed
and I will have forgotten all about
this month’s struggles, I hope!

TAKE THAT
If you take anything from this
article then I hope it shows you
that everyone can struggle in the
hunting field. Some people have

land that has thousands of rabbits
on it, and they can go out and bag
100 with little fuss; others have to
work really hard just to bag one or
two. One minute your land can be
overflowing with vermin waiting to
be hunted, and the next month,
they’ve all disappeared and you’re
left scratching your head.
The thing is, sometimes bagging
a single rabbit can be as
rewarding as bagging a halfdozen, depending on the
circumstances, which is always
worth remembering when times
are tough. Come springtime, when
I am once again able to achieve
the sort of numbers I am used to,
I will have a greater appreciation
of it than I had before, and that’s
what hunting is really about taking pleasure and pride in what
you do, and that has to be earned,
so take the good times with the
bad and I promise you will get
much more satisfaction.
That’s it from me for this month.
I’m hoping that by next month I

will have found myself in some
sort of hunter’s paradise, with
green trees, warm sun, full game

bags – and a non-threatening
editor.
Until then, happy hunting! ■
This single rabbit was hard-won
- and all the more satisfying
because of it.

“sometimes bagging a single rabbit can be as
rewarding as bagging a half-dozen”

Creeping up on ...
absolutely nothing.
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The 2016 Buyers Guide
With so many guns to
choose from, our guide
will help you decide
The Airgun World Buyers Guide 2016
contains the most comprehensive list of
airguns available in the UK, this booklet
will enable you to make an informed
choice when it comes to buying a new air
pistol or rifle. Even better, the Buyers
Guide includes features on how to get the
best from your sport and raise the
standard of your shooting.
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ORDER YOUR FULL DIRECTORY OF
GUNS FOR SALE TODAY
 www.subscriptionsave.co.uk/guide16
 0844 848 4238 quote CMMBG16A
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AN INTRODUCTION TO FT

FT fanatic, Martin Calpin, welcomes one and all into his
wonderful world of airgun sport

I

have the good fortune to be
related to the World Champion
Field Target shooter, Andy Calpin.
He’s my cousin, but the only thing
we have in common right now is
our last name. Andy is a natural
shooter and could probably hit
anything he points a gun at. I’ve
seen him win competitions
shooting other people’s guns with
no practice! Whilst I’m not a
natural shooter and I have to fight
hard for every single target I hit,
I’ve been through the wringer
trying to learn as much as I can
for the last two years. I’ve entered
every competition open to me,
practised as often as possible and
I’m even off to the Worlds
Competition this year in Portugal.
Why? I love the sport, the
challenge and learning. Maybe,
together we can all make some
progress.

FIND THAT CLUB
First job; get down to a club that
caters for field target shooting.
Introduce yourself to as many
people as you can, and start
asking questions about the guns
and scopes they’re using. You’re
going to need to put yourself out
here and make the effort, but try

Ali getting some standing
coaching with Dan Gilmartin.

to keep in mind that everyone is at
the club to practise as well.
You’re about to get 30 different
answers to most questions, but try
to remember that people have

notice the constants. Certain
scopes and rifles will keep
cropping up, so have a look at
what the top shooters in the club
are using, and ask them why

“I love the sport, the challenge
and the learning”
favourite gear and will swear by it,
just like with any sport. Your job is
to have a go with as many guns
and scopes as you can to see
what works for you and what you
like using. There’s probably going
to be a lot to choose from, maybe
too much, but you’ll soon start to

they’re using it - they won’t bite
and will be more than willing to
explain their choices.

NO FEAR
Joining a club will give you some
real insight, so make the most of
it. Ask everything you were afraid

to ask, and don’t worry about
being wrong. Use this as practice
for being wrong, because you’re
about to be wrong a lot over the
coming months. It’s still great fun,
though, and you’ll learn loads
more from your mistakes, I
promise.
Other things you should do when
you get to the club are, ask for a
tour of the grounds, the rules, and
find out about membership. Most
clubs want active members who
are willing to shoot competitions
and muck in with work at the club.
If the club puts out a course at the
weekends, offer to come down
early and help put it out and then
stay until the end to help pack up.
Don’t be one of those people who
will turn up when the course is out
and drive off before it’s pulled in.
The chances are that your club
may already have enough of this
type of person - don’t be one of
them. Plus, you’ll learn a lot by
helping to put the course out;
you’ll learn the tricks that help to
catch us field target shooters out,
and it’s all useful information.

MANNERS MAKETH
MEMBERS
It’s best not to attach yourself to
just one person when joining a
club. Spread yourself around a
group of five or six people; that

FIELD TARGET
FOR ALL!

Better than watching the telly.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO FT
Cracking view.

A sport for all ages.

“you will be eating
into their practice
time, so be
mindful of this”

A full shed of people practising.

way you’ll get to know more
members and learn something
new from each of them.
Remember, these guys may be
asked if they want you as a
member, so make sure you carry
yourself well. Never be late for
meeting any member who’s
invited you, but always be early
and waiting for them. Always be
clear about when you want to visit.
Saying, “See you tomorrow,”
doesn’t really qualify as confirming
an invitation, and finally, never
turn up unannounced, ever. You
may think they are your best new
friends, but they are also putting
themselves out for you and you
will be eating into their practice
time, be mindful of this.
You are also going to need to
read up on the rules for Field
Target and be aware that
national competitions and
regional competitions sometimes
have slightly different rules.
You’ll find all the rules and
byelaws here on The British
Field Target Association website
(http://www.thebfta.net/
bfta-documents.html), download
them and spend sometime
reading them all.

LET’S SEE NOW …

TIPS ‘N TRICKS
WEATHER OR NOT?
Before I got interested in Field
Target I paid little attention to the
weather, apart from whether or
not I needed a coat. Now I’ve got
seven apps to check what it’s
doing, especially the wind. I’m
always checking the trees,
bushes and grass around me to
estimate its strength and

Even World Champs have to help out!
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direction, and it’s the first thing I
do every morning - even while
I’m not out shooting. It’s
automatic now.
Recently, I was out with the wife
having an early spring pint, and
got an earful for not listening
whilst staring at a load of ferns
45 yards away. “It’s all you think
about, bloody shooting!” She’s
not wrong! It was 7mph wind,
gusting left to right, by the way!

To recap: You’ve got yourself into a
club with a wealth of knowledge on
tap, and all you’ve got to do is soak
it all up, take your time and don’t
rush into impulse buys. Try as many
guns and scopes as you can and
then start looking at the ‘For Sale’
sections. You can pick up a lot of
quality gear second-hand, and I’d
recommend this route because you
can save yourself hundreds of
pounds and still have the correct
stuff to take you to the top. Until last
year, our Andy was winning things
with kit valued at £800 for the scope
and gun! See, you really don’t need
big money to get you started. Don’t
let anyone, even yourself, talk you
into buying something you don’t
actually want or need.
Scopes and guns are very
personal things and take a long time
to learn so make sure you make the
right choices, because expensive
mistakes can put you back down
the learning curve very quickly. I
know, I’ve been there!
In my next article we’ll be talking
about which scopes and which
guns to choose from on various
budgets, as well as the three
positions you need to practise. ■

Andy coaching Graham Cooper before a competition.

Tim Dyson Air Guns specialise in
Antique, Collectable and Classic
Air Rifles and Air Pistols.
Our business is focused attending Arms & Militaria fairs
throughout the country where a varied selection of the
Air Rifles and Air Pistols we stock can be viewed and
purchased. For a comprehensive selection of Air Rifles
and Pistols we sell, the Arms & Militaria fairs we will be
attending and how to purchase from us please take a look
at our website timdysonairguns.co.uk

Feel free to call us on 07944 618834
or email tim@timdysonairguns.co.uk

01489 797 677
www.thegunshopbotley.com

We are always interested in buying quality Air Rifles and Pistols.

Email: thegunshop@botleymills.co.uk
facebook.com/thegunshop

www.timdysonairguns.co.uk

Opening Hours:Mon – Friday 9-5pm / Sat 10-5pm ɀ Closed Sunday
Botley Mills, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB

Kral Breaker
ឣ

ឣ
ឣ
ឣ
ឣ
ឣ
ឣ
ឣ

Full power lightweight ambidextrous
SYNTHETIC
bullpup style multi-shot PCP
Easy to load magazine
Robust easy to operate side lever action
Available in either Turkish walnut or Synthetic stock
Barrel screw cut to 1/2” UNF
Manual safety & adjustable trigger
.22 (12 shot) – shot capacity 140
.177 (14 shot) – shot capacity 120

£449

NOW IN STOCK
WALNUT

£469
Opening times: Tuesday - Friday 9am - 6pm, Saturday 9am - 5.30pm.
SCOPE NOT
INCLUDED

www.woodysofwembley.co.uk
565 High Road, Wembley, Middlesex HA0 2DW • Tel: 0208 902 7217
Opening times: Tuesday - Friday 9am - 6pm, Saturday 9am - 5.30pm.
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SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
PRIORITY ORDER FORM
World, FREEPOST LE6423,
Leicester, LE87 9BY, UK
 Airgun
No stamp required if posted within the UK

 I am a new subscriber/BASA Member
 I am a current subscriber and wish to renew
 I am a current BASA member and wish to renew

(Please enter your BASA Membership number):
YOUR DETAILS (mandatory to complete)
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First name

Surname
Address

Postcode
Telephone

Mobile

Email*
*Email is required for instant cover.

 I confirm I am 18 years old or above

JUST £45.50*

PLEASE READ BELOW (if choosing Airgun World EXTRA):
 Tick here if you’ve ever been
declined insurance cover before. If
you have ticked this box, please
send us the details. B.A.S.A has
the right to reject a membership
application, subject to appeal.

DIRECT DEBIT
Service User
Number

 Tick here if you’ve ever been
convicted of a criminal offence
(excluding minor driving offences).
The membership secretary will
contact you for more details before
processing your application.

TOTAL VALUE £95.82
SAVING 53%

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay by Direct Debit

415266

REFERENCE
(office use only)

13 issues of Airgun World
+ 12 months BASA insurance
+ No. 112 Joker Pocketknife

 Airgun World Annual – Please start my subscription

by annual Direct Debit for just £25.93
 Airgun World EXTRA – Please start my subscription

and membership by annual Direct Debit for £45.50
NAME AND FULL POSTAL ADDRESS OF YOUR BANK OR BUILDING SOCIETY BRANCH
To the manager (Bank name)
Address

*By Direct Debit or
£48.50 by credit/debit
card or cheque

Postcode
Name(s) of
account holder(s)
Branch sort code

Bank/Building Society number

INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUR BANK OR BUILDING SOCIETY. Please pay Archant Community Media Ltd Direct
Debits from the account detailed on this instruction, subject to safeguards assured by the Direct
Debit Guarantee. I understand that the instruction may remain with Archant Community Media Ltd
and if so, details will be passed electronically to my Bank or Building Society.

Signature

THIRD PARTY INSURANCE included
in Airgun world EXTRA package

Date

YOU MAY CANCEL THE DIRECT DEBIT AT ANY TIME AFTER THE FIRST PAYMENT IS TAKEN. Banks and
Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit instructions for some types of account.

CREDIT/DEBIT CARD

SEE PAGE 95 FOR MORE INFORMATION ON BASA

 Airgun World Annual – Please start my subscription

by credit/debit card at £30.00
 Airgun World EXTRA – Please start my subscription

and membership by credit/debit card at £48.50
Expiry
Date

Start
Date

Issue No
(Mastro only)

Card
number
Card
no
Signature

JUST £25.93*
Date

TOTAL VALUE £51.87

CHEQUE

SAVING 50%

 Airgun World Annual – I enclose my cheque made

payable to Airgun World for £30.00
 Airgun World EXTRA – I enclose my cheque made

13 issues of Airgun World

Archant Community Media Ltd, the publishers, would like to keep in touch, from
acknowledging receipt of your order efficiently to sending you details of exclusive offers.
Please tick here if you would rather not hear from us by post  email  or phone .
We’ve teamed up with some great partners who would like to contact you occasionally but
if you would prefer not to receive these messages tick here for post  and phone . If
you’d like to hear from them by email tick here  or SMS tick here .
T&Cs: Direct Debit is a UK offer only. Details of Direct Debit Guarantee are available on
request. Airgun World is published 13 times a year. Savings are based on the cover price of
£3.99. Gift is only available on the Airgun World Extra Package and whilst stocks last. Gift
available to those aged 18 and over. Please allow up to 28 days to receive your free gift.
After your first claim, Airgun World Annual subscriptions will continue annually at £30
(SAVING 42%). Go online for overseas subscription rates. Offer ends 01/06/16.

*By Direct Debit or £30.00
by credit/debit card or cheque

✃

Source code: CAW6X06A

payable to Airgun World for £48.50

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

SUBSCRIBE
&
UP
SAVE TO 53%
Subscribe today &
recieve 13 issues of
Airgun World from
just £25.93

EASY WAYS TO ORDER
www.subscriptionsave.co.uk/agw 01858 438840 quote CAW6X06A
Lines are open 8am-9.30pm Mon to Fri, 8am-4pm Sat.
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BULLSEYES
BARGAINS GALORE - DIRECT FROM THE AIRGUN WORLD READERS
ONLY

For only £4 your advert will appear in the next issue of
Airgun World and on our website www.airgunshooting.co.uk

£4

S

Are you look
ing to sell yo
ur gun?
Are you a co
llector lookin
g for that
rare gem? Th
ousands of de
dicated
enthusiasts
read Airgun
World every
month. Look
no further this is the pl
ace to buy
and sell!

Post your ad to, Airgun World Bullseyes, Evolution House, 2-6 Easthampstead Road, Wokingham, Berkshire, RG40 2EG
Please include your name, address, telephone number and a maximum of 40 words and we will contact you for payment if necessary. Please make
cheques or POs payable to Airgun World. Get your entries in before the end of January to be in the March issue. Unfortunately we cannot guarantee
which issue your ad will appear in. Please note that we cannot take your advert over the phone. For further information call Sharon on 01189 742524

CUSTOM STOCK CS700
thumbhole stock for Air Arms
Pro Sport, rosewood grip cap,
extensive stippling, good grain
colour. Brand new £145. Steel
gun safe, takes five scoped
rifles, excellent condition £70.
Leupold European 30,
1.25-4x20 new in box £145.
Tel: £01977 661671
(Yorkshire).
WEIHRAUCH HW100T .22
air rifle. Hawke scope
4-16x50, Hawke double
screw mounting, charging
bottle and charging adaptor.
Garlands universal 45inch rifle
case, (Realtree). Rifle and all
equipment never used and
still boxed. £650 ono. Tel:
07748963544 (Helensburgh).
UMEREX LUGER air pistol, all
metal, Co2 powered, 18 round
BB magazine. New in mint
condition, never fired. £80. Tel:
01923 236597 (Herts)
DAYSTATE WOLVERINE ‘B’
.177 with Milbro Huggett
shroud and silencer, 2
magazines and Daystate hard
case plus 3 litre 300 bar
cylinder. £950. Tel: 01271
815079 ( Devon ).

Nighteye 3-10x44 IR scope +
mounts, illuminated cross
hairs, sound mod, sling, 2x12
shot mag. FAC licence holders
only.
Face to face sale only. As
new, hardly used. Tel: 07799
525412 ( Suffolk).
DAYSTATE AIR RANGER
.77 thumbhole walnut stock
with JSR target. Scopes +
mounts. 4-16x44 AO, sound
moderator, sling, 2 x 10 shot
magazines. As new hardly
used can courier.
£850, Tel: 07799 525412 (
Suffolk).
BSA ULTRA MULTISHOT
.22, Hawke Sport HD 3-9x40,
BSA rifle pump, quick fill
adaptor, fleece gun bag,
unopened tin of Field Line
pellets, Varmint Hunter Laser,
flashlight and mounts.
Condition new and unused.
£400 no offers. Tel: 01303
812348 ( Kent ).
BSA ULTRA .177 Huma
regulated, single shot, H/W
silence, mounts, 4-12x50 AO
Niko Sterling scope, sling and
studs. Immaculate condition,
used very little. Bargain £350
no offers. Tel: 0799 9437550
( Lancs).

THEOBEN RAPID .20 with
Hawke 4-16x20 AO IR scopes
and mounts. Mil Dot red/
green illuminated cross hairs.
Sound moderator, sling, 2x12
shot mag. As new, hardly
used, can courier. £800. Tel;
07799 525412 (Suffolk).

SCOPES WANTED. Simmons
Whitetail Expedition super
compact 1.5.6x32, Weaver
Grand Slam 1.5.5x32,
Bushnell Legend 2.7x33. Tel:
07977323504 ( Conwy ).

THEOBEN RAPID .25 (
FAC) 50ft lb with Hawke

WANTED; STALKER Bobcat.
call 07977323504 ( Convy).

HW 80 .22 with scope +
silencer, good condition £130,
or will swap for of Allwin or
One Arm Bandit plus cash
(part exchange). Tel: 01642
710834 ( Middlesborough).
.177 DAYSTATE MK4 IS in
excellent condition, 2 mags,
silencer, Mamba Lite scope
3-12-44, £650. Tel: 0188
3625089 (Warington).
WALTHER LGU .177 new,
only shot 300 pellets, new
bag, accessories, £250.
Walther TERRUS
SYNTHETIC .177, tuned,
excellent condition £125. New
unused Hawke Vantage
6.24x50IR, boxed £75. Nikon
Pro-Staff, new boxed mint,
documents available. £75.
Tel: 07852149760 (Norfolk).
20FT LBS .177 Weihrauch
under lever air rifle, HW97K
with 3-9x50 AO scope in
excellent condition. Buyer
must have FAC certificate and
buyer collects, also 1000
pellets and bag
£250. Tel: 07926567845
(Llandudno).
WEBLEY PATRIOT .22 run
in, £170. Simmons WTC
3.2-10x50. Tel: 07788575766
( Ditton).
BRAND NEW SPARE
magazine for Gletcher PO8
BB Luger (not the pistol),
including 2 bottles of steel BB
shot £16, buyer collects.
Tel:01253 852157 (
Lancashire).

WEIHRAUCH HW45 .22
pistol and cover, Weihrauch
HW99S .22 rifle plus scope
and fleece lined gun bag, both
in good condition. Buyer
collects £150 each.Tel: 01506
417226Mobile:07852
457726. ( West Lothian).
DIANA MOD 27 1963 near
mint £95, original MOD 35
VGC £100, Haenel MOD 11
1927 VGC £120, BSA Cadet,
good condition £70, early
Meteor fluted stock
no rear sight £60.
Tel:01777708504 (Notts).
BSA ULTRA SE .177 walnut
stock multi-shot, Nikko
Sterling scope and silencer
3-9x40, charge fitting, less
than 250 pellets fired, slip not
BSA. Tel: 07904680310
(Peterborough).
AIR ARMS .22 TX200
Hunter Carbine, walnut stock,
Hawke 16x50 AO IR scope
fitted, Beretta sling, Air Arms
Diablo pellets, targets, as new
cost over £600, selling for
£350. Buyer collects.
Tel:07926966999
(Edinburgh).
UNDERLEVER AIR RIFLES
wanted. Pre – 1960
especially BSA, Haenel,
Original, BSF, Falke, Webley
+ any other spring operated
items such as Britannia,
Greener, Webley Mark II
Service etc. Also Air Pistols
and items for use as spares
or for restoration. Tel: 01689
852862 ( Kent ).

The Bullseyes service is for readers wishing to buy and sell airgun equipment as part of a non-commercial transaction. There is no need for such
transactions to be made face to face (unless an airgun is FAC rated), but Airgun World requests that due caution is exercised when buying or selling an
airgun. You must adhere to the current airgun laws. You cannot buy an airgun if you are under 18 years of age. Bullseyes are not offered to those who sell
airguns as a way of trade of business
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MPX .177 OR 22 £300.00
(Available mid March)

Sig 226 .177 blow back

£130
Umarex
.177 bb co2 Pistols

£170 in stock now
Please note: we do require 2 proofs of identification

■ Servicing & repairs ■ Complete tuning service
■ Loads of accessories ■ Large range of scopes
■ Huge stock of over 1000 rifles

NEW

Daily specials from all our leading suppliers: Armex, Air Arms,
BSA, Brocock, Crosman, Daystate, Deben, Gamo, Hatsan, Hawke,
Range Right, SMK, Webley, Weihrauch, ... and many more.

SUPER RATBUSTER
.22 CO2 AIR PISTOL
THE
PROFESSIONALS CHOICE
USED BY MANY LEADING
PEST CONTROL
FIRMS

£199

FULL 6FT.LBS
MUZZLE VELOCITY

Visit our website today!

THIS MONTH’S SPECIALS
A. Pulsar N750 Digital Night Vision
........................... WAS £1299 NOW £1150
B. FX Wildcat .177/.22 .............. £1050.00
C. Photon XT 5x42 by Thomas
GREAT VALUE .....................................£399.99
D. Daystate Pulsar Synthetic £1595.00

J. Daystate Air Ranger limited availability
choice of calibre .................................£1142.00
..........includes free Daystate Hardcase
K. Wolverine C type .................. £1211.00
......... includes free Daystate silencer
L. Daystate MK4 R/H .177 ...... £1160.00
.......includes free Daystate Hardcase

WHISPER QUIET WITH
SCREW-ON SILENCER

E. Laminate grey/green .......... £1995.00

SUPPLIED WITH HAWKE RED-DOT SIGHT
WITH 11 BRIGHTNESS SETTINGS

G. HW100K Laminate with silencer
....................................................................£899.95

SIMPLE BOLT ACTION OPERATION

H. Crosman SR357 Revolver BB £99.95

O. Arriving soon Daystate Renegade
Call for info and pre-order!.... £1290.00

I. Kral Puncher .177/.22 ..............£499.95

P. Kral Devil .22 including 4x32 scope

includes a free 3-9x40 scope and silencer

....................................................................£139.95

SUPPLIED WITH MTM ‘ABS’ CASE

F. Walnut .22 .................................. £1785.00

M. Daystate MK4 L/H .177/.22 .£1215.00
..........includes free Daystate Hardcase
N. Daystate ORO Limited Edition .177
one left .............................................. £1995.00

PERFECT CHOICE FOR VERMIN DISPATCH OR CLUB USE

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM

JOHN FORSEY GUNS
32/34 Park View Road, Welling, Kent DA16 1RT
Phone: 020 8304 9922 or 020 8303 5221
Situated on main A207 just off junction 2, only 5 miles from M25 and Bluewater
Plenty of parking right outside. Open 9am-5.30pm, closed Weds and Sun
Website:

TELEPHONE: 0115 970 2525
124128 Hartley Rd, Nottingham NG7 3AJ
Largest display of Airguns in the country! 100s ON SHOW

www.drapers-airguns.co.uk
OPENING HOURS: Tuesday to Saturday 8.45am – 5.30pm. Closed Sunday and Monday

www.johnforsey.co.uk
www.airgunshooting.co.uk | AIRGUN WORLD |
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Wales’ Largest
Fishing & Hunting Superstore
Main stockist for Evanix

We are main stockists for
these excellent scopes

AIR ARMS Ultimate Sporter

Steyr LG
110 FT

£2,199.00

FEW IN
STOCK

NITEMASTER

INSTANT FINANCE
AVAILABLE

NM 800K ........................ £159
NM 800TK ...................... £179
NM 800IR ....................... £189
NM 800IRT..................... £209

PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS

NOW IN STOCK

BSA GUNS
Ultra SE Tactical
Ultra SE Beech
Ultra Se Walnut
Scorpion SE Tactical
Scorpion SE Beech
Scorpion SE Walnut
R10 (All models)

£399

AIR ARMS
S200
S400
S410
S510
S400
S410
S510

DAYSTATE
Airwolf MCT
Air Wolf Tactical
MK4 Sports TH
MK4 iS Sports
MK4 Target (Panther)
Air Ranger
Air Ranger Tactical
Huntsman Regal

GAMO
Delta
Whisper
Hornet
Rocket
Varmint
Shadow

The best on the market!
PHONE FOR PRICES

PHONE FOR PRICES

NOW IN
STOCK

PHONE FOR PRICES

HW99S
HW57
HW95K + Silencer
HW80K
HW77K
HW97K
HW98
HW100 (All Models)

AIR ARMS FTP 900

PHONE FOR PRICES

WEIHRAUCH

PHONE FOR PRICES

Mamba ....................3-12x44
Mamba ....................4-16x50
Mamba ............. Lite 3-12x44
Mamba ............. Lite 4-16x44
Taipan .....................4-16x50
Taipan ....................6-24x56
Viper ........................... 10x44
Viper ........................3-12x44
Viper ........................4-16x50
Viper .......................6-24x56
Viper .......................8-32x60
Viper ........................Connect

PHOTON YUKON

Main
stockist for

PHONE FOR PRICES

MTC SCOPES

CB625 CHRONO

£49.50

KEENS TACKLE AND GUNS
01656 720807 - call for more details
Tackle & Guns

www.keenstackleandguns.co.uk
117/119 Bridgend Road, Aberkenfig, Bridgend CF32 9AP
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Only 2 mins from
Junc 36 on the M4

SQUIRREL SALAD

ROSIE’S RECIPE

Serve on salad leaves for a summer picnic.

SQUIRREL &
SPUD SALAD

Rosie rises from her
bed of pain to bring us
another easy feast
Squirrel, streaky bacon, potatoes, cheese, garlic, basil, black pepper.

I

’ve been quite poorly recently
– nothing drastic, just real ‘flu,
but it knocked me out of action
completely for five days, and left
me running at half speed for
another fortnight. People who can
still walk about whilst saying, ‘I’ve
got the ‘flu’ – really haven’t got a
clue! I’d have settled for ‘walking
about’ – or even ‘lifting head from
pillow’.
Any road up, whilst I was lying
there semi-conscious and spaced

out, I had a fantastic idea for a
squirrel recipe and resolved to
create it as soon as I could stand
up for more than a minute or two.
Of course, by the time I’d
recovered enough, I’d forgotten
the fever-induced, finer details of
the intended dish, but I knew it
involved squirrel and potatoes so I
went into my usual invention
mode and came up with this.
Easy peasy – just half a dozen
ingredients that you’re likely to

Poach aquirrel and remove meat.

“I’d forgotten the fever-induced, finer
details of the intended dish”
have in your fridge/store cupboard
already, and you’ve got the ideal
finger food for a summer picnic.
Give these little puffs a try. I
oven-baked mine, but only
because I’ve got one of those
‘baby muffin’ tins – they’re ideal
for cooking anything sphericalshaped – but all the ingredients
are pre-cooked, so you could just
as easily deep-fry them for a few

minutes until golden brown. The
kids’ll love them!
Oh yes, and whilst you’re waiting
for them to cook, you could knock
up some aioli for dipping. This
Italian garlic mayonnaise is a
perfect accompaniment, but you
can always provide ketchup for
the one among your friends and
family – and there’s always one –
who asks for tommy K. ■

www.airgunshooting.co.uk
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ROSIE’S RECIPE: SQUIRREL SALAD

INGREDIENTS:
Squirrel meat
Streaky bacon
Potatoes
Grated cheddar
Garlic
Basil
Black pepper

Place walnut-sized balls into
a greased mini-muffin tin.
Stir-fry bacon for a few minutes.

Bake for 15 minutes.

METHOD:
Poach the squirrel in stock for about 30 minutes.
Remove meat from the bones.
Stir-fry the bacon for about five minutes.
Combine with cooked squirrel meat, mashed
potato, cheese, garlic and seasoning.
Form into walnut-sized balls.
Bake in a hot oven for about 15 minutes, or deep
fry until golden.
Serve on top of salad leaves.
Combine everything in a bowl.

Aioli: mayo, garlic, lemon, mustard.

Aioli: Two tablespoons mayonnaise, one clove
squashed garlic, juice from half a lemon, two
teaspoons Dijon mustard.
Beat all the ingredients together in a bowl until
smooth, and taste as you go. Add more lemon/
garlic if required.

Mix all ingredients together
and serve for dipping.
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Shooting this weekend?
Are you insured?

BASA MEMBERSHIP
Just £19.95 for 12 months BASA
membership by Direct Debit
Or £23.95 for 12 months membership
by credit/debit card or cheque

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
• Up to £2 million third party liability insurance#,
covering FAC Airguns and Airguns
• Shooting permission slips
• Discounts off Archant books & DVDs
• Photo ID card and proof of insurance

COVER INCLUDES:
✓ FAC Airguns ✓ Airguns

• SPECIAL OFFERS from selected retailers
• FREE entry in Airgun World competitions

Join today for instant cover
Current members can also take up this offer by extending their membership

 www.subscriptionsave.co.uk/AGW/BA
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01858 438840 quote CBA6W06A
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#Third party liability indemnity – excess £250 property damage only. The public liability insurance is arranged by Arthur J. Gallagher insurance brokers limited who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Lines open 8am-9.30pm Mon-Fri,
8am-4pm Saturdays. T&Cs: Direct Debit is a UK offer only and will be taken annually. Details of the Direct Debit guarantee are available on request. Allow up to 14 days for the preparation of your membership documents. You will be instantly insured subject to
your payment being successfully processed. You will need to provide your BASA membership number to benefit from the special offers, for more information please visit www.airgunshooting.co.uk/basa-membership. OFFER ENDS 01/06/16.

MILEWSKI

Left: I did not dare tell my
long-suffering wife I’d
bought this Crosman 160,
plus three pistols at the fair!
Stand by for a test soon.

Right: This pre-WW1 BSA
is powered by Co2 rather
than its original spring.

A CALL TO ARMS
A

rms fairs are a wonderful
opportunity to handle rare
airguns as well as potentially
acquire them for your personal
collection. Many dealers and
collectors bring along items that
may not be for sale, but they will
often gladly show you a unique
item, which can only enhance
one’s knowledge. These fairs are

dealers know my general collecting
interest, I bought three air pistols
within the first 20 minutes, which is
a record even for me. My wife, Jo,
was none too impressed and
reminded me that we had run out of
space for any more guns, so I dared
not tell her about the rifle I also
bought, until later!
It was not long before I was

“Lawries showed me a number of
other rifles he had converted to Co2”
also a social event for many
because they offer an ideal
opportunity to catch up with fellow
collectors and discuss our
collections.
Two major arms fairs are held at
Bisley, on the last Sundays in March
and October, so following the above
principles, I attended the most
recent on Easter Sunday. As some

shown a modified Webley Premier
air pistol from Vic Turner’s
collection, a pistol he had been
after for years. Long-term readers
may recognise the Premier
because it was featured in an
Airgun World article back in
October 1978 by Roger Aries. A
long barrel replaced the Webley
original and a shoulder stock

could be fitted to stable the aim
long before Webley came up with
their Aimbrace. The grips may
look bulky, but they fitted my
hand like a glove and Vic told me
the pistol was very accurate on
the range. I especially liked the
serrated finger adjustable
rearsight screw, which would
have been very useful on original
Webley pistols. Trigger
adjustment could also be carried
out using finger pressure alone
and there was no need to resort
to screwdrivers.

CO2 CONVERT
Lawrie Armatruda showed me a
pre-WW1 BSA air rifle, with some
trepidation, because he had
converted it to Co2 and knows my
passion for originality. Lawrie need

John Milewski wouldn’t miss
a Bisley arms fair - and
here’s why

not have worried though because
the rifle was far from pristine and
could otherwise have been broken
for spares, as so many are these
days. Some parts were already
missing and Lawrie would never
have converted a rifle in better
cosmetic condition. I liked the
magnetic fore end that Lawrie
added, because it would be ideal
on cold evenings at the range.
Lawrie showed me a number of
other rifles he had converted to
Co2 and, in passing, mentioned
he was selling a Crosman 160 rifle
from the 1960s.
When I saw the aperture sighted
160 come out of the boot of
Lawrie’s car I suddenly realised
that I need an example and the
condition of this one was very fine.
Money soon changed hands,
The October 2016 fair may be the
last at the Bisley Pavilion before a
change of venue. See you there?

These tins of 100 Marksman pellets were very
popular with collectors due to their rarity.

www.airgunshooting.co.uk
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BISLEY ARMS FAIR
This customised Webley was first
featured in this magazine in 1978!

demonstrating that bargains may
be had not just in the hall itself,
but also privately among
collectors. As I write this, I have
only fired a handful of pellets
through the 160, mainly through
the same hole and will follow up
with a more detailed review in due
course. The 160 makes an
excellent companion to the
Crosman 150 pistols I have from
the same era, making up a perfect
matched pair of rifle and pistol.

FOUR FIGURES
Just to provide a flavour of what
was available at the show, I saw a
Giffard pistol as well as a rifle
being demonstrated to a potential
buyer. These Co2 arms were
originally marketed as being more
in .22 rimfire territory power-wise
than air rifle and tend to fetch well
into four figures today. There was
the usual plethora of Webley air
pistols including a nice Stoegermarked example similar to those I
featured recently. A club mate
bought a very nice BSA
Breakdown made between 1936

and 1939 for £90. The rifle still
retained readable etching on top
of the cylinder, which is a very
desirable feature for avid
collectors.

ON THE PAGE
There was a noticeable absence of

AIRGUN WORLD

RUMOURS
Rumours abound as to the future
of arms fairs at the Bisley Pavilion
because the next fair is rumoured

“Vintage pellets can often be found
among smaller items at arms fairs”
specialist book dealers at the fair,
which is a shame, as I often find
something for the library that helps
with research. At the last fair, I
found some original 1970s
advertising at something like 50p
a brochure, which was almost a
gift when compared to the prices
these items fetch in on-line
auctions.
Vintage pellets can often be
found among smaller items at
arms fairs and I saw one dealer
who had a rather unusual tin of
100 Marksman pellets on display.
With its push-off lid, I thought it
dated from the 1950s and the
small batch it came from was

Trigger adjustment could be carried out without
screwdrivers on the modified Premier.
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soon depleted as numerous
collectors all decided they wanted
one too.

www.airgunshooting.co.uk

to be the last at this historical
venue. The Pavilion was originally
constructed to hold events such as
trade fairs and it is a shame if the
NRA decides to use it for unrelated
functions. Fairs will still be held at
Bisley but possibly at the NSRA’s
Lord Roberts Centre. Let us hope
traders will continue to support
these events as visitors and buyers
like me will continue to attend. Wild
horses wouldn’t stop me! ■

The wide trigger shoe provides a very smooth
trigger pull on the long-barrelled Webley.

The knurled rearsight screw is a
very handy feature on a Webley.

www.agrtuning.co.uk
Repairing and tuning for all types of Air Rifles
PCP’s Co2 gas & specialising in spring piston rifles

UK T: 0044 (0) 151 604 1788
M: 0044 (0) 7768 406377
E: fireballpel@aol.com

FRANCE T: 0033 (0) 3277 45145
M: 0033 (0) 6500 74421
E: fireballpel@aol.com

Sole UK distributor of

Tel: 07912 466 917

Luckyard Farm
300 acres to shoot over. Vermin and rough
shooting is available all year round.

LUCKYARD FARM

4 People Weekend Stay At Our Cottage Just £185. Weeks from £250.
LUCKYARD FARM, WHEDDON CROSS, EXMOOR, SOMERSET TA24 7HF

Tel: 07969 171415 enquiries@luckyardfarm.co.uk www.luckyardfarm.co.uk

UK T: 0044 (0) 151 604 1788
M: 0044 (0) 7768 406377
E: fireballpel@aol.com

FRANCE T: 0033 (0) 3277 45145
M: 0033 (0) 6500 74421
E: fireballpel@aol.com
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FIELD TARGET FUNDRAISER
Our course setters made full
use of the available angles.

GREAT CAUSE –
GREAT SHOOT
Martin Calpin reports from one of the most enjoyable
and uplifting field target shoots of the year

T

he Paul James British
Recoiling Championships is
the world’s largest recoiling
competition, and it’s quickly
becoming a ‘must do’ event for all
the top springer shooters, and
those looking for a fun day out
shooting. The course has

It’s also a time when we
remember our good friend, Paul
James. Paul did so much for the
sport and his love for springers on
the world circuit was legendary, so
it’s an honour to run this event in
his name and help to raise funds
for The Prince Of Wales Hospice.

get that total close to £10,000.
Our club, Anston FTC, are so
proud of this event and the work
that goes in, and everyone wants
to be part of it.

EARLY START
The event starts months before

“I’m not much of a course setter - I’m allergic to
manual tools, our Andy says”
something to offer everyone,
regardless of level, and is a great
return to where the sport was
born. We hold the shoot every year
and 2016 celebrates our fourth
event.
The calm before the storm of
happy airgunners decending.

So far, we’ve raised a massive
£6,787.26 with our community’s
generosity, sponsors and Paul’s
family - something to be very
proud of, we’re sure you’ll all
agree. This year we are hoping to

booking-in goes live on the web,
usually with Graham Cooper (Coop
– Anston Chairman) and FT World
Champion, Andy Calpin, down in
the woods, hammering in a few
pegs to plan the route of the firing

line, then the course is built and
changed as we get closer to the
date. I got to help on a few pegs
this year, although I’m not much
of a course setter - I’m allergic to
manual tools, our Andy says, but
understanding what goes into a
good course has always interested
me.
What also starts months before
is the endless banter battle
between Coop and Andy about
which of them is going to win
between themselves; the loser
ends up putting an extra £20 into
the charity pot, and last year that
was Coop. Andy’s had a full year’s
worth of reminding him about it.
“Aye, but I beat you with your own
gun,” was used like a full stop. I
placed my bet on Simon Higgins
to win the title, John Amos - a
great Midlands springer shooter as my outsider, and our Andy to
beat Coop by 7. My bets looked
very safe indeed, so just the
winning raffle tickets to sort then.

AMAZING SUPPORT
Booking-in opens in February and
quickly starts to fill up. It’s always
amazing to see the support
coming in, and I reckon Paul
would be well chuffed that 132
people are gathered in a wood to
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shoot springers. It’s pretty crazy
when you think about it. Everyone
who knew Paul always speaks
about how much he loved the
sport, and his love for springers,
plus what a top lad he was; always
up for a laugh, but willing to help
anyone, as well as pushing the
sport forward, and never a bad
word for anyone.
The Saturday before the event
was spent doing final checks. There
were about 30 people in the woods
helping out, and everything was
looking good - even the weather
report looks very favourable, but we
all know how accurate they are;
about the same as me on a
55-yarder! Time went nowhere and
before I knew it, it was 4.30pm and
time to go home to relax before the
big day kicked off.

PACKED
Sunday arrived, and by 8am both
sheds and the car park were
packed - the place was buzzing. I
planned my raffle ticket buying
strategy; two lots of £10 and that
Air Arms TX200 on the prize table
is mine!
The whistle blew and the first
session was ‘go’. I’m always
interested in what the top score is
going to be, but it’s also a fun day
so I make sure that people who
are missing the targets don’t worry
about it too much. It would be
interesting to see what some of the
top lads can do on the course.
By lunchtime there were some
great scores coming in, and
people were having a good time
shooting the course. It seemed
that the lads got the mix right

Calps and Coops - Anston’s
ultimate double act.

“the place was buzzing. I planned
my raffle ticket buying strategy”
again, plus the sun had come out,
brilliant! John Amos put in a 33,
Adam Lees wasn’t far behind with
32, good stuff. Anston’s Dave
Lawrenson put in a 31 - an
amazing season he’s having - and
Yoeri Busse put in a 29, with
Simon Higgins gun and no
practice - no pressure then,
Simon! All in all, that first session
went really well with only one ‘stop
shooting’ whistle blown; it would
be the only whistle of the day.
All respectable scores those!
The rumour that Marc Fisher
(another great Midlands shooter
and last year’s winner) had done a
39 ex 40 on a hard course down

at Castle on Saturday flew around
the course - top shooting that!
Would he clear the course today?
The second session had Marc
Fisher, Rob Long, Brian Samson
(ex-World Champion), Simon
Ayers, Nick Murphy and Steve
Privett (World Champion), all
capable of taking the title and all
very capable shooters.

THE AFTERNOON SESSION
At the start of the PM session,
Andy tried to put Coop off by
turning up to the lane with no
pellets. Earlier, I’d watched him
pick up a single pellet with his
gloved hand, amazing work, but
Our World Champion goes ever-so-slightly
bonkers in the Yorkshire sunshine.

One first place, but we were
all winners on the day.

A.M. SCORES
1. John Amos

AM

FT

33

2. Adam Lees

AM

FT

32

3. David Elvin

AM

FT

32

4. Pete Rowley

AM

FT

32

5. Dave Lawrenson

AM

FT

31

6. Martin Owens

AM

FT

31

7. Chris Asquith

AM

FT

31

8. Phil Hollis

AM

FT

30

9. Jez Finnemore

AM

FT

30

10. Neil Thorneycroft

AM

FT

29

11. Dean Corfield

AM

HFT

29
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These kids and their phones, eh?

not surprising, the tight git!
This year, I chose to shoot a round
with BFTA Secretary, Paul
Mangham, and BFTA Competition
Manager, Shaun Shore. Paul
offered me a go on the gun, but I
figured I’d be fine and couldn’t do
any worse than last year, but he
seemed determined that he was
going to beat Shaun for the
massive £1 bet. The three of us

were up for a fun day together.
Lane 3 was our starting lane,
two kneelers, and Shaun nailed
both of them, Paul and I missed
both and that pretty much set the
tone for us. I was having a laugh,
listening to Paul and Coops moan
and I wasn’t doing that well until I
hit the bottom of the woods, where
I hit seven in a row, ace.
Then it was a competition to see

who could hit the most, between
Paul and I. Shaun informed me
that I’d missed 10 in a row, one
fewer than Paul, I thought! How
funny would it be if I beat Paul
with his own gun! This could be a
family double, because our Andy
was up by three before he hit the
long targets on the pond. Coop hit
both targets, which takes some
doing. Andy gave him two zeroes
on his card, but he tempted fate
with that action and then missed
both targets. A massive cheer
went up and the Mickey-taking
could probably be heard in the
next county.
Paul was not happy. I tried to
help by telling him I was beating
him with his own gun and Shaun
reminded us that all our three
A bit of banter, some testing targets, and a
wonderful day in the Anston woods raising
funds for a worthy cause. Perfect!

FINAL TOP TEN
1 Simon Higgins

PM

FT

34

2= John Amos

AM

FT

33

2= Rob Long

PM

FT

33

2= Andy Pearson

PM

FT

33

2= Nathan Reeve

PM

FT

33

6= Adam Lees

AM

FT

32

6= David Elvin

AM

FT

32

6= Pete Rowley

AM

FT

32

6=Jon Willingham

PM

FT

32

scores added together wouldn’t
give us first place, and that made
me laugh a lot.
Final three lanes and Paul had
to nail them all to win against me.
We headed to the last standing
lane, 25 yards and 35 yards, I
should’ve got at least one of those
and I did – chuffed - but these
standers had been thwarting
people all through the competition.
The bad luck continued for Paul
and I, but I’d done enough. Paul,
seemed to have caught a massive
dose of titty lip! Double bubble
mate!

IN WITH A CHANCE
Simon Higgins looked like he was
in with a chance to take the title,
but Ivan Marsden (Anston club
member) reminds him that he
needs both the standers, and if he
didn’t get them, he’d be cancelling
his gardening contract with him
- Simon hit both of them and
didn’t miss again. Andy and Coop
were on the last lane. Coop was in
front and needed the last two
targets to win, they both went
down, Coop did a short victory roll,
well, I say ‘roll’, it looked more like
a sack of spuds being tipped
down the stairs, but he’d won - no
easy task that.
I knew a few people were close
to Simon’s score of 34; Rob Long
had been shooting well, but those
standers do him, same with Steve
Privett. My mate, Andy Pearson,
was on fire - but guess what? Yep,
dink,dink on those standers!
I dropped our cards off and
watched the rest of the cards come
in, but I knew Simon has done it. I
walked outside to tell him, and he
thought I was joking! He was
absolutely made up with the win
after coming second last year.
I didn’t win a single thing on the
raffle, but do you know what? I
didn’t care. I’ve played a part in
making something happen and
people have really enjoyed
themselves and we’ve done the
shooting community and our club
proud. I’m happy just to have
been a part of that. We also raised
a massive £3,162.62 for our
charity, and that’s something of
which we can all be very proud.
Here’s to a fantastic event, a great
cause – and we’ll see you next
year! ■
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DEALERS DIRECTORY
BROWN TROUT
HARROGATE
Air rifles from BSA, Air Arms, Stoeger and other big brands.
Superior optics by Hawke, Meopta, Nikko Stirling and Zeiss.
Full range of mount, lights, lasers and other accessories.
Servicing and repairs of spring PCP rifles.
Finance available. Recharging of air rifles and pistols on site.

Scotland

Tel: 01423 709741 Email: sales@brown-trout.org
www.browntroutonline.co.uk
26 Cold Bath Road, HARROGATE, North Yorkshire, HG2 0NA

Northern
Ireland

PICKERING GUNS
Large display of new and second hand
shotguns, rifles, air weapons, and general shooting accessories.
Part exchange welcome. Guns bought for cash.
Opening hours: Mon-Sat 9-5pm. Closed Wed.
8 Birdgate, Pickering, North Yorkshire, YO18 7AL
Tel: 01751 476904, Tel/fax: 01751 477773
Email: info@pickeringairguns.co.uk
www.pickeringairguns.co.uk

WIGHILL PARK GUNS
www.wighillparkguns.co.uk
Visit one of Britain‘s best stocked Airgun Shops
in the heart of the Yorkshire countryside
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY ON OUR INDOOR RANGE
Part exchange a specialty
Wighill Park, Nr Tadcaster,
North Yorkshire LS24 8BW
Tel: 01937 833757 Fax: 01937 530563

North

SUNDERLAND
SCUBA CENTRE

Central

Wales

East

Stockists of Weihrauch, Webley, BSA, Norica, Gamo, Hammerli,
scopes, lamps, pellets and accessories. Airsoft guns stocked,
crossbows & archery available. Guns serviced and repaired. Airgun
and cylinder refills to 300 bar.
4A Atkinsons Buildings, Trimdon Street
Sunderland, Tyne and Wear SR4 6AH
Tel: 01915 670147, contact@sunderlandairguns.com

www.sunderlandairguns.com
Mon-Fri 9-5:30 | Sat 9-4:30 | Sun 10-3

DAVEY AND SON
NORTH YORKSHIRE

London &
South East

South West

Supplying all types of Air Rifles and Pistols.
PCP/Spring/Gas Ram/CO2.
Optics and Nightvision.
All associated accessories. Clothing and Footwear.

Isle of Wight

TRACKSIDE GUNS
AND ARCHERY LTD

Wykeham, Scarborough, Yorkshire, YO13 9QP
01723 865039
info@daveyandson.co.uk

WARRINGTON GUNS

MANCHESTER
AIR GUNS

Selection of air rifles including BSA, Air Arms, Daystate, Cometa, Brocock,
Webley, Weihrauch, FX, Walther, Edgar and more.
Rimfire and centre fire rifles, shotguns, ammunition and cartridges available here.
Open 9:00 AM - 5:30 PM Mon - Fri,
9:00 AM - 4:30 PM Sat
53 Norris Street, Warrington, Cheshire WA2 7RJ
Tel: 01925 415901
Email: sales@warringtonguns.com
Web: www.warringtonguns.com

470 Oldham Road, Failsworth, Manchester M35 0FH
Tel: 0161 681 7947
Web: www.manchesterairguns.com
Email: info@manchesterairguns.com
Opening hours: 10 - 5 Mon - Sat.
Open most bank holidays until 2
Britain’s first Airgun Only Gunshop (since 1977).
Large stocks of airguns, scopes and pellets.
Servicing, repairs and re-blueing.
Free advice with pleasure!

Air rifles, Air pistols & Accessories from all manufacturers.
Air fills for PCP & Paintball, Air gun repairs.
Airguns to suit everyone’s budget £££.
Monday – Friday 10am-5pm - Saturday 10am-3pm
Closed Wednesdays & Sundays

TONY'S CAMO &
AIRGUN CENTRE

HENRY KRANK

MOOREDGES
AIRGUNS

S.C. FULLER
SURREY

A Huge Range of Guns, Accessories and Clothing

www.henrykrank.com

Open 9:00 AM - 5:30 PM Tues - Sat,
Tony's Camo & Airgun Centre,
Moorcroft Mews, High Street, Saltney,
Cheshire, Flintshire, CH4 8SH.

The Chantreys, Mooredges Road, Thorne, Doncaster DN8 5RY
Tel: 01405 741706 Fax: 01405 740936

We stock Air Arms, BSA, Weihrauch, Hatsan, Walther, Gamo, Crosman
and Umarex air guns both new and second hand.

Extensive range of all leading airguns,
scopes and accessories.

Established in 1892 we supply a large selection
of airguns, pellets, optics, clothing & shotguns.

Extensive range of antique air guns also in stock.

Mail order available.

Tel: 01244 681191 Email: tonyscamo@yahoo.co.uk

Visit our shop at: 100-104 Lowtown, Pudsey, W.Yorkshire,
LS28 9AY Call us on: 01132 569163 or 01132 565167
Email us: sales@henrykrank.com

Open Mon, Wed - Sat 9.00-5.30pm & Sun 10.00-4.00pm
Late nights Thursday / Friday. Open Bank Holidays

Trackside Guns and Archery Ltd is a retail shop with an indoor
and outdoor Archery Range and an indoor Airgun shooting range
based in Lincolnshire. At our shop we sell Airguns, pellets, shotgun cartridges, live rounds and everything you need for Shooting
Sports. We also stock a large range of Archery Equipment.
Open Mon 9am - 8pm, Wed 9am - 10pm,
Tues, Fri, Sat 9am - 5pm. Thursday and Sunday Closed.
Trackside Guns and Archery Ltd, Station Yard, Station Road,
North Kelsey Moor, Caistor, Lincolnshire LN7 6HD
Tel: 01652 678895 www.tracksidegunsandarchery.com
Email: tracksidegunsandarchery@gmail.com

www.tonyscamo.co.uk
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Twitter: @Mooredges_info Web: www.mooredges.com

WIRRAL GUNS
2F Whitby Road, Ellesmere Port, South Wirral CH65 8AD
Tel 0151 355 6666
Email: sales@wirralguns.co.uk
Website: www.wirralguns.co.uk

Open Monday-Saturday 8am-5.30pm
Sunday 10am-3.30pm Closed bank holidays
28 - 30 South Street, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 2HQ
01306 882177 enquiries@scfuller.co.uk
www.scfuller.co.uk

To advertise here phone Ryan Coupland: 01189 742525
MAY OF LONDON LTD
Air rifle and pistol sales. Gunsmith on-site. Dive cylinders and filling station
on-site. Indoor range. Vast range of goods and accessories.
Expert and friendly advice always given.

RONNIE SUNSHINES

BROM SPORTS

4 Canalside, Northbridge Road, Berkhamsted,
Herts HP4 1EG. Tel/Fax: 01442 872829
Email: info@ronniesunshines.com
Web: www.ronniesunshines.com
Opening hours: Mon - Sat 9 - 5

HEREFORD’S AIRGUN SPECIALIST

HERTFORDSHIRE’S LEADING AIRGUN SPECIALISTS
we stock Weihrauch, Daystate, Air Arms, BSA, FX, Webley, SMK, and many more. Plus a large
range of CO2 pistols, scopes, clothing and a comprehensive stock of airgun accessories. We are
also a Bushcraft and Survival specialists supplying all the kit you need to survive. Come and
visit our shop and Try before you buy on our purpose built indoor range
Or visit our website www.ronniesunshines.com

A large range of Air guns and accessories available including: Air Arms, BSA,
Daystate, Webley, Crossman, SMK, Hawke and many more. Also available: air
cylinder charging, archery, crossbows, soft air, repairs & servicing and much
more. A family friendly outlet, with help and advice always available.
Bromyard Sports 66 Widemarsh Street, Hereford HR4 9HG.
Tel: 01432 344610
www.bromsports.co.uk
Email: bromsportshereford@yahoo.co.uk
Open 9 ’till 5 Tuesday to Saturday
Bank Holiday Mondays 10am - 3pm

PORTSMOUTH
GUN CENTRE

GREENFIELDS
AIRGUN CENTRE

MELBOURNE
TACKLE & GUNS

We stock rifles, pistols, shotguns, airguns
and black powder weapons.

Tel: 02392 660 574
email: sales@portsmouthguncentre.com295

The Shooting Grounds, Sturry Hill,
Sturry, Canterbury CT2 0NG
Stockists of BSA, Webley, Air Arms, Daystate,
SMK, Hawke, Weihrauch, Gamo and many more.
Helpful Friendly Advice Always Available
Tel: 01227 713222 Fax: 01227 710611
Website: www.greenfieldsshooting.co.uk
Email: sales@greenfieldsshooting.co.uk
Open Tues-Sat 8.30-5.00. Sun 9-1. Closed Mon
CANTERBURY AIRGUN CLUB ON SITE

64 Church Street, Melbourne, Derbyshire
Tel: 01332 862091
Large selection of new and second hand Sporting
Rifles, Shotguns and Air Rifles.
Outdoor, Waterproof Clothing & Footwear.
Barbour, Aigle & Seeland stockist.
Visit our website: www.melbournegun.com

MFC OUTDOOR STORES

CHICHESTER ARMOURY

IBSTOCK
GUN & TACKLE

9 Station Road, Hailsham, East Sussex
Tel: 01323 846883

43 West Street, Chichester,
Sussex PO19 1RP

New and Secondhand Airguns Bought and Sold, Pneumatic
Service Centre
Also spares, repairs, scopes, Soft Air,
Sling Shots, Decoys, Cartridges, Huge Stocks ofArmy Surplus, Camo
Clothing & Gortex, Invisible Clothing, Combat Boots, Ammo Boxes,
Camo Netting plus lots more

Tel: 01243 774687

We also sell Shotguns, Rifles, Cartridges, Ammunition,
Cabinets and Clothing.
Open: Tues-Fri 9.30am-6pm & Sat 9.30am-5.30pm
21-23 Cherry Tree Rise, Buckhurst Hill, Essex IG9 6EU
Tel: 0208 504 5946, Fax: 0208 505 6664.
trueshot@btinternet.com | www.mayoflondon.com

Keeping the leading brands in stock, the business can accommodate all enquiries from customers and shooters alike.
Complimenting the vast range of firearms, Portsmouth Gun
Centre also carries a large amount of accessories, ammunition,
clothing and miscellaneous shooting equipment.

WONDERLAND MODELS
EDINBURGH
Edinburgh’s leading air rifle, air pistol, air gun pellet and
accessories supplier.
We are dealers for Air Arms, Anics, BSA, Crosman, Gamo,
Sportsmarketing, Umarex, Webley and Weihrauch
www.wonderlandmodels.com Tel: 0131 229 6428
97 Lothian Road, Edinburgh EH3 9AN
Members of the Gun Trade Association

BORDERS GUNROOM
New & S/H Air Rifles bought and sold
Repairs carried out on the premises
Full range of accessories
Delivery service available for air weapons
South of Scotlands largest retailer
of Shooting and Fly Fishing equipment
Main St, St Boswells, Melrose, TD6 0AA
Tel: 01835 822844

COUNTRYWIDE
Offers a great selection of new & used air guns. Stockists of
Weirauch, BSA, Air Arms, Daystate, Gamo, Umarex, SMK and
Crosman. Gun repair on site. Good selection of scopes on site.
Bradford Road, Melksham, Wiltshire, SN12 8LQ

Wide choice of air rifles,
pistols and accessories

61-63 Chapel Street, Ibstock, Leicester, LE67 6HF
Tel: 01530 260901
www.Ibstocktackle.co.uk
Wide range of air rifles, scopes and
accessories at discount prices.
Daystate stockist. ALL REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN
Guns always wanted - Cash paid

Tel: 01225 701473 Email: enquiries@countrywidefarmers.co.uk
Open Mon-Fri 8.30-6.00. Sat 8.30-5.30. Sun 10.00-16.00.

C&H WESTON

HENLEY COUNTRY
SPORTS

WALKERS
OF TROWELL

IAN HODGE SHOOTING
AND FIELD SPORTS

12 East Street, Brighton, Sussex BN1 1HP
Tel: 01273 326338 Email: info@chweston.co.uk
Web: www.chweston.co.uk

Offering a range of airguns,accessories, pellets and free advice for
Airgun World readers. Tuesday - Saturday 9am til 5.30pm
(Closed Sunday/Monday)

Nottingham Road, Trowell,
Nottingham NG9 3PA

Opening hours: Mon-Sat 9-5.30. Sun & Bank Hol 10.30-4.30

Penbarn, Burlawn,
Wadebridge, Cornwall PL27 7LA
Tel: 01208 813651

Friar Park Stables, Badgemore, Henley on Thames,
Oxfordshire, RG9 4NR
Tel: 01491 576689
Email: info@henleycountrysports.co.uk

Established 1819, C&H Weston offer a friendly service. We stock all good brands
such as Air Arms, BSA, Daystate, Brocock, Weihrauch, Gamo, ASG, Crossman,
SMK. We stock a massive range of pellets and other shooting accessorises.
Scopes by Lightstream, Hawke, Nikko, BSA, MTC. PX a pleasure. Second hand
guns also stocked.

Credit cards:

PARK STREET GUNS
REGISTERED FIREARM DEALER
1-2 Park Street Lane, Park Street,
St. Albans AL2 2NE
Tel: 01727 872646/872669
Fax: 01727 875449

www.chiarm.co.uk

Website: www.henleycountrysports.co.uk

T.R. ROBB
AIRGUN SPECIALIST

JAYNES TACKLE AND
GUN SHOP

THE GUN ROOM
IVYBRIDGE

316 High Road, South Benfleet,
Essex SS7 5HB

Friendly Family Run Business in Wellington
Market Town. New and used air rifles bought
and sold. We also sell a range of air pistols,
pellets and accessories.
Open Monday - Saturday from 9am
Find us at 41, Market Street, Wellington,
Telford, Shropshire, TF1 1DT | 01952 257400
www.jaynesfishingtackle.co.uk

4 Western Road, Devon
Tel/Fax: 01752 893344

Tel: 01268 752888
Website: trrobb.com
Information: www.trrobb.com
Full range of Air Rifles, Pistols and Telescopic Sights. Tuning
Servicing Kits.

Website: www.gunshot.co.uk

Airguns Bought and Sold

THE OXFORD GUN CO

COUNTRY SPORTING
GUNS

Air Gun Centre Air Rifles by Air Arms, BSA, Gamo & Webley etc

Cannons Cottage, Punchbowl Lane, Brothertoft,
Boston, Lincolnshire PE20 3SB

Tel: 01844 238308 | www.oxfordguncompany.co.uk
Oxford Gun Company. Jericho Farm,
Oxford Road, Oakley, Bucks HP18 9RG
Opening Hours- Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri & Sat 9.00-5.30
CLOSED WED & SUN & BANK HOLIDAYS
Est. 1982. Members of the GTA

www.ianhodgefieldsports.co.uk

Stockists of: Daystate, BSA, Weichrauch, Air Arms,
Umarex, Hawke.
Large range of Pellets & Accessories. Fishing Tackle
& Outdoor Clothing.

Email: parkstreetguns@talk21.com

Air Pistols by Beretta, Walther, Umarex, Smith & Wesson etc
New & Second Hand available. Full range of accessories: from
pellets to slips & all in between. Part Exchange welcome.

Tel: 0115 930 7798

Other stores located in Bearley, Bourton on the Water, Chepstow,
Chipping Norton, Gloucester, Ledbury, Melton Mowbray, Salisbury
and Thornbury

Tel: 01205 311246 / 01205 369470
Email: stvdxn440@gmail.com
Web: www.countrysportingguns.co.uk
Opening hours: Mon - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
We supply airguns and shooting accessories, stocking all major air rifle brands,
optics and silencers. Setup and tuning service. We are selected BSA area
dealers. Sporting rifles and shotguns including ammo. New and secondhand
rifles and shotguns. SHOOTING RANGE. We buy airguns. This is the home of
the Grand European 80 Varmint air rifle.

FIELD SPORTS EQUIPE
20a Elwy Street, Rhyl, LL18 1BP
Tel: 01745 353 476 Email: info@fieldsportsequipe.co.uk
www.fieldsportsequipe.co.uk
10am-5pm Tuesday to Friday Saturday 10am to 4pm
Rifles/Pistols, Optics, Ammunition, Firearms, Clothing,
Gun Cabinets, Quality Knives, Lamps & Torches &
Archery, Full Service, Spring Rifles, PCP Rifles,
Air Pistols, Shotguns, Rifles for £35

email: sales@ianhodgefieldsports.co.uk
Cornwall’s premier gun shop
New and used guns and accessories

www.thegunroom.co.uk
sales@thegunroom.co.uk
Probably the best selection of Airguns
in the South West

DAYSTATE, WEIHRAUCH, BSA, AIR ARMS, WEBLEY, LOGUN
New and Secondhand – Quality Service

DRAGON
FIELD SPORTS
WREXHAM
Full range of air rifles and pistols:
Webley, Weihrauch, BSA, Crosman,
Logun, Air Arms, Brocock etc
+ Scopes, Lamps, Archery
8 Egerton St, Wrexham town centre
Tel: 01978 290990
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Shooting Books & DVDs
A SELECTION OF BOOKS
AND DVDS FROM

Total
Airgun
Hunting II
DVD

Total
Airgun
Hunting II
DVD

Total
Airgun
Hunting II
DVD

See the experts in
action as they
once again take
to the
countryside to
bag some
squirrels and rats

See the experts
in action as they
once again take
to the
countryside to
bag some
pigeons and
crows

See the experts in
action as they
once again take
to the
countryside to
bag some rabbits

ONLY
£15.95

ONLY
£14.95

ONLY
£14.95

BOOKS

Airgun World Buyers Guide 2016

WITH SO MANY GUNS TO
CHOOSE FROM, OUR GUIDE
WILL HELP YOU DECIDE

ONLY
£8.95

The Airgun World Buyers Guide 2016 contains the
most comprehensive list of airguns available in the
UK, this booklet will enable you to make an informed
choice when it comes to buying a new air pistol or
rifle. Even better, the Buyers Guide includes features
on how to get the best from your sport and raise
the standard of your shooting.

DON’T MISS OUT
Order your copy today!

EASY WAYS TO ORDER:

P&P ONLY

 01189 742524  subscriptionsave.co.uk/shooting £1.50*

PER ITEM

✁

PRIORITY ORDER FORM

YOUR DETAILS



Address

Shooting Books Offer, Archant Ltd, 2-6 Easthampstead
Road, Wokingham, Berkshire, RG40 2EG

DVDS (+ £1.50* P&P) BOOKS (+ £2.00* P&P)
■ Total Airgun Hunting II Squirrels & Rats DVD £15.95
■ Total Airgun Hunting II Pigeons & Crows DVD £14.45
£14.95
■ Total Airgun Hunting II Rabbits DVD
£8.95
■ The Buyers Guide 16
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Mr/Mrs/Ms

Postcode
Daytime tel.

Mobile

Email

CHEQUE OR CREDIT CARD
■ I enclose my cheque PO for £

made payable to Archant Community Media Ltd

OR Please charge my Mastercard ■ Visa ■ Maestro ■

£
Issue no.

Card
no.

(Maestro Only)

Valid from

/

Card Expiry Date

/

Signature
(cardholder)

*Please add £2 P&P for UK Delivery, £5 P&P for delivery to Europe or £7 to the rest of the world for the Airgun World Buyers 2016. For DVD’s please add £1.50 P&P for UK Delivery, £2.50 for Europe or £3.50 for rest of world. Archant Ltd,
publisher of this magazine, would like to keep you up to date with any special offers or new products/services which might be of interest. Please tick if you DO wish for Archant Ltd to contact you in this way by
■ email ■ SMS. Please tick if you would prefer NOT to receive information by ■ post ■ phone. We occasionally pass your details onto carefully selected companies who wish to contact you with information about their products/services, please
tick if you DO wish to be contacted in this way by ■ email ■ SMS. Please tick if you would prefer NOT to receive such information by ■ post ■ phone.

